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Abstract 
 
 

This dissertation is a comparative analysis of emergent visual cultures in the 
U.S.A., Europe, and South America within the context of the global political and 
economic crises of that moment. The period that frames the dissertation is the era 
economists have come to call “floating Bretton Woods,” which saw the breakdown of the 
post-war economic order defined by the dollar-gold standard. By developing a theoretical 
framework to analyze a diverse and international set of media practices, I present an 
original historical account of a heterogeneous phenomenon in visual culture, which I call 
the “Cinema of the New Left.” Addressing avant-garde film, video, and television 
experiments that took place both within and alongside New Left political movements, I 
develop a new language for analyzing these movements in a moment of crucial global 
transition. In its approach to film form, my research is concerned with the re-emergence 
of the “essay film” within international avant-garde film cultures, and the manner in 
which this form was translated into different geopolitical contexts and media. 
Theoretically, this dissertation combines the fields of Film and Media Studies with the 
emerging field of Critical Financial Studies, and works to understand what Randy Martin 
calls the “financialization of daily life” at the level of visual culture. In essence, this 
dissertation draws together interdisciplinary historical and theoretical approaches in order 
to examine a process we might describe as the “financialization of the image,” and seeks 
to ground this analysis in a concrete set of historical situations that typify the transition 
between modernity and post-modernity, Fordism and post-Fordism, industrial and 
financial capitalism. While traditional analyses of the political economy of cinema focus 
on a critique of the commodity form, or on specific economic practices within film 
production (especially Hollywood cinema), this dissertation offers a new set of terms 
such as debt, inflation, and credit to the analysis of moving-image culture in order to 
better theorize the role of finance in shaping our contemporary visual environment. 
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Introduction 

 

 

The cinema, too, must be destroyed. -Guy Debord 

  

 

 

 In December 1967, Guy Debord published Society of the Spectacle on the eve of 

the events of May 1968. The seeming coincidence of Debord’s total critique of a form of 

life defined by the image and the disruption in Paris has taken on a somewhat mythical 

character in cultural memory, as the former is often cast in a causal relation to the latter. 

Whether or not Debord’s analysis of daily life under the regime of the spectacle actually 

bore some sort of responsibility for the events of May, what is clear is that the text has 

come to stand for a larger set of historical crises and the emergence of new forms of 

power and resistance in the transition between industrial modernity and our present.  

In 1973, Debord recast Society of the Spectacle as a film. In his announcement of 

its release, he writes: 

Until now it has generally been assumed that film is a completely 

unsuitable medium for presenting revolutionary theory. This view is 

mistaken. […] The cinema itself is an integral part of the world, serving as 

one of the instruments of the separate representation that opposes and 
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dominates the actual proletarianized society. As revolutionary critique 

engages in battle on the very terrain of the cinematic spectacle, it must 

thus turn the language of that medium against itself and give itself a form 

that is itself revolutionary. (Debord “On Society of the Spectacle” 220-1) 

With its cinematic release, Debord’s critique of spectacular society enters into the 

spectacle and becomes a form of cinematic thinking, an essay film. Though the spectacle 

is conceived of in Debord’s writing as “a social relation between people that is mediated 

by the image,” in its filmic form, this alienated image must itself become the terrain of 

revolutionary critique and battle (Society of the Spectacle 12).  

 While the dates that bound this dissertation, 1967 and 1974, mark the beginning 

and end of the era that economists call “floating Bretton Woods”—the crisis, collapse, 

and immediate aftermath of the global, post-war economic order defined by the dollar-

gold standard—these dates also correspond, almost exactly, to the two events mentioned 

above: the publication of Society of the Spectacle as a book and its subsequent release as 

a film. In his 1992 preface to the book, Debord cautions the reader: “this book should be 

read bearing in mind that it was written with the deliberate intention of doing harm to 

spectacular society” (10). With his translation of this revolutionary sentiment into the 

cinema, the total critique of and attack on what Debord identifies as a new era of 

capitalist organization enters into that mode of production and becomes immanent to it. 

In what is to follow, I will argue that this transformation of a total critique of spectacular 

society into an image—an image that at the same time thinks, critiques, and transforms 

the spectacle itself—is the underlying impulse behind what I call the “Cinema of the New 

Left.” 
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–The Spectacle of Finance 

 

Since its publication, critics, activists, and artists alike have returned to Debord’s 

book (the film has been, for the most part, unavailable until several years ago) in order to 

theorize what we might describe as contemporary capitalism’s “spectacular mode of 

production,” and this dissertation is no exception. My debt to Debord and his 

interlocutors is evident in both the theoretical and historical frameworks of my argument. 

However, my thinking about the image and the manner in which it structures social 

relationships departs from Debord’s in significant ways. By highlighting these 

differences, I hope to demonstrate the theoretical stakes of my analysis and to offer new 

directions in the critique of the spectacular mode of production.  

In Debord’s assessment of the spectacle, the commodity form reigns supreme 

over social life. With the rise of spectacular society, the commodity form comes to 

structure not only subjective vision, but also the constitution of the entire social order. He 

writes,  

The spectacle corresponds to the historical moment at which the 

commodity completes its colonization of social life. It is not just that the 

relationship to commodities is now plain to see—commodities are now all 

that there is to see; the world we see is the world of the commodity. (29)  

Drawing on Marx’s critique of the commodity form in Capital, Volume One, read 

through George Lukács theory of reification (and with an unstated affinity to earlier 

critiques of the culture industry by Adorno and Horkheimer), Debord produces a concept 
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of the spectacle as the fullest expression of the commodity’s domination. When he writes 

that “commodities are now all there is to see,” he is arguing that we have entered a 

historical moment in which: “capital accumulated to the point that it becomes an image” 

(24). The image and the commodity, for Debord, are one and the same thing. Moreover, 

in expanding its reach into every facet of social life, the commodity is the only form of 

reality that the spectacle offers; it constitutes this reality, and thus, turns reality itself into 

an image. Yet, at the same time, this image is separated from its producers and fetishized; 

therefore, it also stands outside of reality and controls it from a distance. Consequently, 

the spectacle is a false image, a “non-life” that turns against its producers (12). Following 

Debord, it would seem that any theory of the spectacular mode of production—that is, 

any theory of the role of the image in capitalist economies— must, at the same time, 

contend with the commodity form.   

Debord is often depicted as a kind of prophet, an untimely thinker whose 

theorization of the commodified image foresaw the increasing role of the spectacle in 

defining our postmodern, post-Fordist, biopolitical world.1 Furthermore, many 

contemporary critics of Debord seem to concur with his diagnosis that the spectacle is, 

indeed, the pinnacle of the commodity’s domination and have further expanded on the 

implications of its commodity nature. In his essay “Marginal Notes on Commentaries on 

                                                
1 By the term “post-Fordism,” I am referring to a theory widely used to describe the mode 
of production we find in capitalism since the 1970s, one which followed industrial 
modernity and operates through new forms of “immaterial labor.” This term was 
advanced most notably by the theorists of the Regulation School, such as Michel 
Aglietta, Robert Boyer, and Alain Lipietz. Within the past decade, this term has gained 
wide currency following its theorization in Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri’s Empire, 
which understands post-Fordism to operate through mechanisms of “biopolitical 
production,” a form of production marked by the “real subsumption” of life into 
capitalism (23-41).  
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the Society of the Spectacle,” Giorgio Agamben makes much of Debord’s turn, or return, 

to a critique of the commodity form in 1967, given the philosophical milieu in which he 

was writing in Paris that was moving away from the Hegelianism of Marx and the 

metaphysics of the commodity (76). Agamben seems to suggest that Debord is 

channeling Marx upon his visit to the Universal exhibit in London in 1851, where he 

encountered, perhaps for the first time, the full power of the commodity. Marx’s theory 

of the commodity is then a “prophecy of the spectacle, or, rather the nightmare in which 

the nineteenth century dreamed the twentieth,” and furthermore, “the first duty the 

Situationists assigned themselves was to wake up from this nightmare” (76). Agamben 

implies that, among his contemporaries, Debord is the true inheritor of Marx’s critique of 

capital, and that his theorization of the commodity character of the spectacle is the 

antidote to the world of somnambulists that the sovereign commodity has lulled to sleep.  

Another critic of Debord whose analysis of contemporary capitalism is central to 

this dissertation is Paolo Virno. In his examination of post-Fordist labor in Grammar of 

the Multitude, Virno likens the commodity-spectacle to the mode of production that 

defines post-Fordism: “in the spectacle we find exhibited, in a separate and fetishized 

form, the most relevant productive forces of society, those productive forces on which 

every contemporary work process must draw linguistic competence, knowledge, 

imagination, etc” (60). In its double nature, Virno argues that the commodity structure of 

the spectacle illuminates the “open secret” of the entire regime of production in post-

Fordism in which the infinite intellectual and linguistic capacities of the population are 

put to work. He goes on to argue that the spectacle, being a commodity, has a dual 

character, but that, unlike money, “the spectacle exposes in a separate form that which 
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the aggregate of society can be and do,” an assessment that Virno borrows, almost 

verbatim, from Society of the Spectacle (61). Indeed, money is itself a commodity, but 

one that for Virno, only measures “what society has already produced,” unlike the 

spectacle that “reveals what men and women can do.” The assessment that money only 

measures what has already been produced, while the spectacle opens onto the infinite 

potential of production, leads Virno to argue that: “that the spectacle, which is human 

communicative capacity turned into a commodity, does have a double nature which is 

different from that of money” (61). Not unimportantly, when Virno compares the 

spectacle–commodity to money, he is referring to a very particular form of money, 

commodity money, and not to credit money. This difference becomes important to my 

argument at a later point, but for now I will simply say that while commodity money 

functions as the equivalent for that which has already been produced, credit money trades 

in the future potential of what society can produce, and is thus independent from the 

commodity form itself.2 However, for Virno, money falls out of importance in what he 

finds to be a crucial theorization of the role of the spectacle in shaping the dominant 

                                                
2 Marx’s articulation of the distinction between credit money and commodity money, 
which is not attended to in Virno’s analysis, is an important distinction in this 
dissertation. Drawing on Marx’s writings, the issue of credit money is taken up at length 
in what could be considered to be earliest sustained contribution to Critical Financial 
Studies, Rudolf Hilferding’s Finance Capital, first published in 1910. Hilferding takes 
the distinction between money as a means of purchase, commodity money, and money as 
a means of payment, credit money, to be critical in understanding the functioning of 
financial capitalism. Hilferding writes of money as a means of payment: “The seller 
thereby becomes a creditor, and the buyer, a debtor. […] The contraction of a debt and its 
repayment are separated by a period of time. This means that money that is turned over 
for payment can no longer be regarded as a mere link in the chain of commodity 
exchanges or as a transitory economic form for which something else must be substituted. 
[…] What was previously a simple transaction is now divided into two component parts, 
separated in time” (60). Finance, in other words, circulates not equivalences, like 
commodity money, but time itself.  
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mode of production, and the commodity form seems to reign supreme in his 

understanding the spectacle’s—and post-Fordism’s—organization of social life.  

Jonathan Beller, yet another contemporary critic of Debord, perhaps takes 

Debord’s thesis to its logical conclusion. His book, The Cinematic Mode of Production: 

Attention Economy and the Society of the Spectacle, expands Debord’s thesis on the 

commodity-spectacle into an elaborate theory of a post-industrial mode of production 

defined by the cinematic spectacle as Debord conceives it. As Beller writes:  

I am suggesting here that the dematerialization of industrial processes as 

cinema can be taken to mark the inauguration of consciousness’s 

conversion process—its generalized conversion to the commodity form. 

Consciousness tends towards consciousness of commodities—that is the 

great lesson of Debord. We dream a dream of things.” (106) 

The “attention economy,” for Beller, is an expanded understanding of Debord’s notion of 

the spectacle’s commodity nature, as he argues that consciousness and subjective 

attention present in the cinema become the basis for a post-industrial, post-Fordist mode 

of production. The commodity-spectacle is the reified expression of a consciousness in 

which looking has itself become a form of labor. This labor, in turn, drives an entire 

regime of spectacular production that predominates all modes of production in 

contemporary capitalism, putting the capacities of subjective vision, affect, and intellect 

to work. 

 Certainly, the commodity character of the spectacle, as Debord conceives it, 

provides a number of avenues for theorizing the power of the image and its capacity to 

order social relations in our present. Nevertheless, one might ask, how does Debord’s 
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theoretical framework also, at the same time, limit our analysis? In other words, if we 

accept Debord’s proposition that the spectacle is, indeed, structured like the commodity, 

or even further, it is the commodity’s full domination over social life, then what avenues 

of inquiry and modes of thinking about the role of the image in our contemporary world 

are foreclosed? More important, what are the implicit assumptions embedded within this 

foregone conclusion that might actively work against an adequate understanding of our 

present? My critique of Debord’s analysis of the commodity-spectacle is twofold. The 

first critique examines the ontological construction of the image in Debord’s philosophy, 

while the second examines the historical context in which he is writing.  

Contained within Debord’s conflation of the spectacle and the commodity—a 

conflation that is pervasive in the Marxist critiques not only of the spectacle, but the 

image itself—we find a very particular metaphysics of the image. Furthermore, this 

metaphysics carries with it a number of implicit philosophical assumptions that reproduce 

modes of thinking about the image, assumptions that might also restrict our analysis of 

the spectacle itself. Debord makes much of the fetish character of the commodity and its 

association with religion, stating that, “the spectacle is a material reconstruction of a 

religious illusion” (18). The constitution of this religious fetish of the spectacle is 

particularly Christian: “the spectacle is hence a technological version of the exiling of 

human powers in a ‘world beyond’—and the perfection of separation within human 

beings” (18). It is no surprise, then, that he portrays the Catholic Church as the institution 

that perfected an order based on the spectacle long before the rise of industrial capitalism. 

For Debord, the commodity character of the spectacle lies in its ability to secularize a 

“religious illusion,” while retaining within it the power of that illusion. It is for this 
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reason that “separation” of spectacle from world becomes so integral to his theory. If the 

commodity is sovereign in the world made by the spectacle, then it commands, “an 

outpouring of religious zeal in honor of the commodity’s sovereign freedom” (43). While 

he acknowledges that the spectacle does not present itself as sacred—referring to other-

worldly powers— it nevertheless replicates structures of sovereign power that have their 

basis in sacral traditions: “it is a specious form of the sacred” (20).3    

 In a sense, Debord combines a religious interpretation of the fetish character of 

the commodity with a critique of the role of the spectacle in Catholicism in his portrayal 

of the spectacular image. For Debord, the representation of reality, its image, is always 

false. The image is false because it is a fetishized image, one that becomes separated 

from reality, lords over it, and mediates all relations through itself: “spectators are linked 

by their one-way relationship to the very center that maintains their isolation from one 

another” (22). Debord’s thesis that the spectacle is merely a secularized version of a 

religious illusion perhaps compels us to return to a critique of the metaphysics of the 

spectacle in the Catholic tradition in order to explore the manner in which the fetish 

character of the Catholic spectacle developed a sacral illusion that both represents and 

organizes power relationships. However, the notion that the spectacle presents us with a 

form of power that has its origins in the theocratic, pre-modern tradition is very much 

based in a metaphysical theory of sovereign power. His theory of the false image is read 

through a theory of an anachronistic sovereignty—a sovereignty that, for him, is now 

contained within the image itself. To the contrary, I will argue throughout this 

                                                
3 For an expanded critique of the mystical, fetish character of the commodity form in 
Marx’s writing, see: Jacques Derrida’s Specters of Marx: The State of Debt, the Work of 
Mourning, and the New International (144-167).  
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dissertation that such a conception of sovereign power, a power that links those that it 

dominates “to the very center that maintains their isolation from one another,” is 

precisely what is put into crisis through emergent mechanisms of power and control that 

come to dominate life under late capitalism. In this sense, Debord’s analysis of the 

pseudo-sacral form of the spectacle is perhaps too steeped in the perspective of one 

confronted with legacy of Catholicism in France to be able to account for emergent forms 

of capitalist domination in our present.  

 Debord’s theory of the spectacle, while offering new possibilities for thinking 

through the mechanisms of power that operate in and through images, is intrinsically tied 

to an understanding of the image as inherently false and therefore dangerous. His mistrust 

of the image that is elaborated through his projection onto it of a sovereign, sacred power 

reproduces an understanding of it that is essentially tied to its use in the Catholic 

tradition. Seeing the image as separated from truth, reality, and social life, Debord’s 

theory of the sovereign image organizes power relations that, as he writes, are “one-way,” 

or horizontal in nature. Moreover, Debord’s theory of the image implicitly adheres to 

what film critic Steve Shaviro calls a “fear of images,” a form of neo-Platonism that 

reproduces a mistrust of the image that I work to move away from throughout the 

dissertation. The image, for Debord, is dangerous precisely because it is a bad or false 

copy of reality. In contrast to this mimetic theory of the image, I draw on the writings of 

Gilles Deleuze, who, following Henri Bergson, produces a theory of the cinematic image 

that affords it an ontological presence of its own. In this sense, I work to produce a theory 

of the spectacular image than understands it to be neither sovereign nor false. 
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While noting this tendency towards a particular understanding of the mystified 

image in Debord’s theory of the spectacle, I will not argue that the image in 

postmodernity does not function like a commodity, nor that a critique of the commodity 

form does not help us to theorize contemporary society. I will argue, however, that taken 

alone this presupposition fundamentally inhibits our ability to think relations of power as 

they might operate in and through the cinematic image. In addition to Debord’s thesis 

that “the world we see is the world of the commodity,” I would say that the world we see 

is the world of money, and not the C-M-C of commodity money, but the M-C-M of 

capital, as Gilles Deleuze suggests in Cinema 2: The Time Image.4 In essence, Deleuze’s 

understanding of the relationship between cinema and money suggests the possibility for 

thinking the image beyond the logic of the commodity and equivalence. Pushing 

Deleuze’s thesis further, I would suggest that the world we see is the world of finance, the 

M-M´ that structures the hyper-financialized moment of capital accumulation that we 

currently inhabit. This proposition goes against assumptions that finance capital is merely 

ethereal, immaterial, and invisible, while the commodity exists in reality as something 

that we can empirically see.   

Importantly, my departure from Debord’s analysis of the commodity-spectacle 

and my turn towards the spectacle of finance has a historical dimension. In the Long 

Twentieth Century, Giovanni Arrighi argues that the cycles of capitalist accumulation can 

                                                
4 In Cinema 2 Deleuze writes: “This is the old curse that undermines the cinema: time is 
money. If it is true that the movement that maintains a set of exchanges or an 
equivalence, a symmetry as an invariant, time is by nature the conspiracy of unequal 
exchange or the impossibility of an equivalence. It is in this sense that it is money: in 
Marx’s two formulations, C-M-C is that of equivalence, but M-C-M is that of impossible 
equivalence or tricked, dissymmetrical exchange” (77-8). I return to the implications of 
this passage at length in the first chapter of the dissertation. 
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be mapped according to phases that correspond to Marx’s general theory of capital 

(MCM´), a historical framework, which I will return to in the third chapter of the 

dissertation. For Arrighi, there are two distinct phases of capitalist accumulation: the 

(MC) phases of material investment and the (CM´) phases of financial expansion: 

Thus, (MC) phases of material expansion will be shown to consist of 

phases of continuous change, during which the capitalist world economy 

grows along a single developmental path. And (CM´) phases of financial 

expansion will be shown to consist of phases of discontinuous change 

during which growth among the established path has attained or is 

attaining its limits, and the capitalist world economy “shifts” through 

radical restructurings and reorganizations onto another path. (9) 

The period that frames the dissertation, 1967-1974, refers to the crisis and collapse of the 

Bretton Woods agreement and the end of the dollar-gold standard, an era some economic 

historians refer to as “floating Bretton Woods.” The term “floating Bretton Woods” is 

shorthand for describing precisely the historical moment in which the hundred-year phase 

of a (MC) cycle of capitalist accumulation comes to an end. We might say, then, that 

Debord’s total critique of the commodity in 1967 appears at a historical moment that 

stood both at the height of the (MC) cycle, but also on the precipice of a new phase of 

capitalist accumulation in which the “radical restructurings and reorganizations” of 

capitalist forms are beginning to unfold. In this sense, Debord’s theory of the spectacle 

captures the fullest expression of an era of capitalist production dominated by the logic of 

the commodity, one written from the perspective of a thinker living in a center of a 
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Keynesian, industrial moment. This moment, however, as Debord writes it, is on the 

threshold of its crisis and dissolution.   

A central task of this dissertation, then, is to open new possibilities of thinking the 

image itself beyond the commodity-spectacle. In The Violence of Financial Capitalism, 

Christian Marazzi argues that, “the financial economy today is pervasive, that is, it 

spreads across the entire economic cycle, co-existing with it from start to finish. […] we 

are in a historical period in which the finances are consubstantial with the very 

production of goods and services” (28-9). In essence, the impulse that guides my analysis 

is not an argument to abandon Debord’s critique of spectacular society, but to begin to 

analyze it within the context of the historical situation that Marazzi describes, a situation 

in which every moment of production and consumption is shot through with the logic, the 

temporality, and the violence of finance. How might we understand the spectacular image 

in the context in which the world is saturated with finance? If the Situationists rightly 

turned our attention to the politics of resistance on the plane of the quotidian, then what 

might these politics look like today in the wake of what Randy Martin calls the 

“financialization of daily life”? In essence, the phenomenon I am interested in exploring 

is a phenomenon that might best be described as the “financialization of the image.”  
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–The End of the Gold Standard 

 

Any comprehensive new theory of finance capitalism will need to reach 
out into the expanded realm of cultural production and map its effects 
[…]. (143) 
    -Fredric Jameson, “Culture and Finance” 

 

Money, no longer a ‘defensive demand’ of social democratic ancient 
history, is power. (84)  

 

-Peter Limbaugh and Bruno Ramirez, 
“Crisis in the Auto Sector” 

 

At its inception, the aim of this project was to expand upon Gilles Deleuze’s 

suggestion in Cinema 2: The Time Image that, “money is the obverse of all the images 

that the cinema shows and sets into place,” a refrain that I return to throughout the 

dissertation (77). In this sense, the project is located within the disciplines of Film and 

Media Studies and contributes to discourses on the political economy of film. I draw 

heavily from a number of film and media theorists and historians, and my methodological 

framework is among a growing number of scholars who are writing at the convergence of 

film and philosophy. However, the intervention that this dissertation is working towards 

is, ultimately, not directed to the discipline of Film Studies alone. More important, this 

dissertation joins a growing field of scholarship know as Critical Financial Studies, which 

is composed of an amalgamation of interdisciplinary frameworks that seek to understand 

the larger cultural, historical, and theoretical implications of the enigmatic set of practices 

and institutions of financial capitalism. It attempts to develop methods and terms through 

which to analyze the phenomenon I am describing as the financilization of the image 
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during a moment of historical rupture and transition. In so doing, I am also making a 

larger set of claims regarding the historical and theoretical significance of the 

transformation from industrial to financial capitalism. 

By organizing my analysis around the macroeconomic fissure marked by the end 

of the gold standard, I am reentering into an ongoing set of theoretical discussions 

regarding the origins of our present. In Postmodernism, or, the Cultural Logic of Late 

Capitalism, Fredric Jameson points to the end of the international gold standard as the 

moment that heralds the entrance of a new cultural logic onto the scene of history. 

Jameson, famously, argues that this cultural logic is the expression of Marxist economist 

Ernst Mandel’s understanding of late capitalism, the third stage in capital’s development, 

“a purer stage of capitalism than any of the moments that preceded it” (3). Signaling the 

end of the “American Century,” a point that I will return to at length in the second 

chapter of the dissertation, Jameson understands the end of the gold standard to be the 

moment at which the new cultural forms of postmodernity are ushered into being.  

In Empire, Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri also argue for the importance of the 

end of the gold standard as a marker of historical transition, as it is the macroeconomic 

event that indicates the crisis of the Fordist mode of production. For Hardt and Negri, the 

end of the gold standard signals the point at which the crises of the 1960s “became 

official and structural” and the form of capitalist command organized around the Fordist 

model began to deteriorate: 

The declining effectiveness of the Bretton Woods mechanisms and the 

decomposition of the monetary system of Fordism in the dominant 

countries made it clear that the reconstruction of an international system of 
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capital would have to involve a comprehensive restructuring of economic 

relations and a paradigm shift in the definition of world command. (266)  

Significantly, Hardt and Negri argue that the end of the gold standard and the 

international restructuring of the global capitalist system that it points to must, at the 

same time, be understood as capitalism’s response to the global struggles of the 1960s 

and that “economic crisis can push forward a transformation that reestablishes a high 

general rate of profit, thus responding effectively on the terrain defined by the worker 

attack” (267). While aligning themselves with Jameson’s periodization of the 

transformation from modernity to postmodernity, Hardt and Negri recast this transition in 

light of the new forms of productive subjectivity that are unleashed in the postmodern 

era, those that draw on the immaterial labor that defines, for them, the post-Fordist mode 

of production. In making “official and structural” the political and economic crises of the 

era, the end of the gold standard, for Hardt and Negri, is symptomatic of the 

transformation of modes of subjectivity and power into a post-Fordist mode of production 

in which capital readjusts in order “to adapt to and govern the new immaterial, 

cooperative, communicative, and affective composition of labor power” (276).  

 While there have been numerous accounts of the end of the gold standard in 

macroeconomic theory of the late twentieth century, I highlight both Jameson and Hardt 

and Negri’s discussion of the end of the gold standard because they each begin to indicate 

ways to understand the larger significance of the event in marking the realignment and 

reconstitution of formations culture, power, and labor. In so doing, these theories make 

legible the relationship between this macroeconomic event and the reordering of forms of 

life under capitalism that exceed a limited base-superstructure model, but instead seem to 
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indicate that the end of the gold standard is an event that is itself symptomatic and 

exemplary of seismic transformations of life within capitalism. I would also argue that 

both of these theories of the significance of the gold standard are responding to their 

respective historical situations.5  

Conceived in the prelude to the 2008 financial crisis and written in its dismal 

aftermath, this dissertation formulates an understanding of the world made by the end of 

the gold standard that is deeply situated within its own historical milieu. While I draw on 

both Jameson’s theory of postmodernity and Hardt and Negri’s understanding of post-

Fordist capitalism, among others, the term financialization becomes prominent for me in 

demarcating the present era from the one that preceded it. Though I understand 

financialization to be a process that is implied within Jameson’s theory of postmodernity 

and Hardt and Negri’s understanding of post-Fordism, I want to argue that 

financialization is not simply a subset of these historical processes, but is, rather, 

constitutive of them. If perhaps such a statement is too bold, and would itself demand yet 

another dissertation to adequately argue, I would at least say that financialization is a 

historical process with profound cultural and political implications. Given its deep 

inscription into almost every level of social life in a global context—a fact of which 

                                                
5 Jameson’s theory of postmodernity seems to be responding to the aftermath of the 
Reagan era and the victory of the New Right, the 1987 economic crises, and, most 
importantly, the fall of the Soviet Union and the “end of history” debates that ensued. 
Hardt and Negri, on the other hand, write Empire in the midst of the great financial 
expansion of the late 1990s, the explosion of informational economies, and the 
emergence of a new generation of left activism, exemplified in the Seattle WTO protests. 
This context, among other theoretical differences, I believe imbues their writing with a 
hope not evident in Jameson. 
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perhaps we are only now becoming painfully aware—financialization is a singular 

process that demands critical attention as such.  

The end of the gold standard becomes a central and organizing thematic of this 

study for two reasons. First, it is emblematic of a new moment in capitalist organization 

in that it ended a system of international monetary regulation, one that had been 

foundational to industrial modernity. On August 15, 1971, Richard Nixon de-linked the 

dollar from gold in order to prevent the drawing down of United States gold reserves and 

currency collapse in the face of international panic regarding the value of the dollar. In 

this sense, the “closure of the gold window” indicated the demise of US hegemony, the 

end of the Keynesian era, and the growth of a deep international crisis. More important, 

however, the end of the gold standard was not merely a negative or defensive gesture; it 

was productive for capital—it unleashed the forces of a new monetary order that 

ultimately enabled the vast expansion of the financial sector. In this way, the demise of 

the Bretton Woods agreement was the removal of a barrier to capitalist accumulation 

forced by the global crisis and near-catastrophe we have come to call the 1960s.  

The end of the gold standard is not only the form that the crisis took, but also the 

crisis of form. Therefore, the second aspect of my analysis is to explore theoretical 

implications of this formal crisis as it is expressed in the detachment of the value of 

money from a precious metal. Though he engineered the Bretton Woods agreement, John 

Maynard Keynes likened the gold standard to a “barbaric relic,” and considered its 

persistence in the twentieth century to be an anachronism of international finance. Having 

its roots in the rise of the modern banking system, the gold standard that shaped financial 

markets within industrial modernity was instantiated in and around the “Bullion 
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Controversy” that took place during England’s financial revolution in the first two 

decades of the nineteen century. The formation of modern gold standard was driven 

largely by the economic theories of David Ricardo, whose economic philosophy was 

founded on the principle that there must exist an “invariable measure” to ground all 

monetary value. This invariable measure, for Ricardo, was to take the form of gold: 

The ‘invariable measure’ of value was consequently identified with that 

commodity which was always produced with the same quantity of labor, 

on the assumption that the conditions of production were relatively 

constant for gold, and that this was an accurate description of the real 

world. (Marcuzzo and Rossilli 45) 

Though Ricardo acknowledged that there could be “no permanent measure of value,” the 

modern gold standard is based on the assumption that gold best approximates the intrinsic 

and invariable measure of value of a commodity as congealed labor (Marcuzzo and 

Rossilli 44). In the ideological schematic of classical political economy, the gold 

standard, which assured the value of all paper notes in circulation, maintained a 

metaphysical, ideological relationship to “the real world,” It promised the possibility of 

grounding monetary value in material truth, an “invariable measure.” The gold standard 

assured that, at any moment, a paper note could be converted into this material truth, an 

intrinsic value, a third term that anchored money and disallowed the excessive 

proliferation of notes that would destabilize the system of exchange. In the “Chapter on 

Money” in the Grundrisse, Karl Marx contrasts the role of gold and silver in modern 

political economy to its function in Mercantilism. He concludes that, although the 

function of gold in modern economies is to operate as a “universally acceptable 
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commodity, the commodity as such,” its function in the world economy, especially in 

moments of fiscal crisis, remains the same: 

No matter how much the modern economists imagine themselves beyond 

Mercantilism, in periods of crisis gold and silver still appear in precisely 

the same role, in 1857 as much as 1600. In this character, gold and silver 

play an important role in the creation of the world market. (227)  

In this sense, Keynes was in agreement with Marx when it came to the historical role of 

gold as currency in modernity to be one of anachronism, a remnant of a system of 

exchange that industrial capitalism had, in many ways, been eclipsed long before. The 

modern gold standard was the residual form of a metaphysical sovereignty, a powerful 

relic held in the national reserves from which all value was thought to emanate.  

 Severing money from its commodity form, from its metaphysical relationship to 

material wealth contained within the inherent properties of gold, indexes capital’s break 

not only with an earlier period of industrial modernity, but also with an entire form of 

monetary representation based upon sovereign power. The de-linking of money from 

gold, I will argue throughout the dissertation, is emblematic of more profound crises 

around issues of value, measure, and representation itself that become manifest within 

postmodern culture. Moreover, I will argue that the final dissolution of industrial 

modernity’s connection to sovereign power as it is contained within the logic of the gold 

standard is the expression of money’s tendency to move away from its function as a 

measure of general equivalence. Rather than performing its function as a means of 

purchase, money becomes increasingly a means in itself, a means to itself—as Aristotle 
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so deeply feared.6 This general transformation is crystallized in the end of money’s 

“convertibility” with a third term removed from circulation. Money’s “inconvertibility” is 

the hallmark of a world that is in the process of financialization. The process of 

financialization, grounded in money’s formal transformation, breaks with older forms of 

monetary representation in order to expand new forms of power. As Antonio Negri writes 

in Marx Beyond Marx: 

Money has the advantage of presenting me immediately the lurid face of 

the social relation of value; it shows me value right away as exchange, 

commanded and organized for exploitation. I do not need to plunge into 

Hegelianism in order to discover the double face of the commodity, of 

value: money has only one face, that of the boss. (23)  

Though in this passage, Negri is referring to Marx’s foregrounding of the problem of 

money in the Grundrisse, I also think his assessment of the monetary form applies to the 

process of financialization that I am describing here. I would argue that, detached from a 

metaphysical relationship to material value, money within financial capitalism moves, 

more than ever, from being a measure of equivalence to a lever of power.   

                                                
6 In a passage I will reference throughout the dissertation, in the Politics, Book 1, 
Aristotle outlines his disdain for money that breeds money, claiming that it is 
“unnatural”: “There are two sorts of wealth-getting. As I have said; one is part of 
household management, the other for retail trade: the former is necessary and honorable, 
while that which consists in exchange is justly censured; for it is unnatural, and a mode 
by which men gain from each other. The most hated sort, and for the greatest reason, is 
usury, which makes a gain out of money itself, and not from the natural object of it. For 
money was intended to be used in exchange, but not to increase at interest. As this term 
interest, which means the birth of money from money, is applied to breed money from 
money because the offspring resembles the parent. That is why of all modes of getting 
wealth, this is the most unnatural” (25).  
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 My analysis of the end of the gold standard takes this formal crisis in monetary 

representation to be, as Hardt and Negri argue, capital’s response to international attacks 

against it, the global crises that were “made official and structural” in the collapse of the 

international gold standard. Marxist economic accounts of the end of the Bretton Woods 

agreement consistently confirm that its collapse was the result of the multifarious set of 

international and domestic attacks on United States imperialism and the capitalist system 

generally. In Ernest Mandel's account, “The Deepening Crisis of the Imperialist System,” 

which appeared in July 1971, the collapse of the dollar reflected the “growing incapacity 

of American imperialism to meet simultaneously all the tasks placed upon it in the post-

1945 period by its predominance over the capitalist world” (83, author’s emphasis). The 

US simply could no longer adequately manage its duty in maintaining what Mandel calls 

the global “counterrevolutionary relay” in the face of the proliferation of struggles (83).  

It is the moment in which the global counterrevolutions against 1960s political 

movements became “official and structural” in the sense that they imposed a crisis on the 

form of monetary representation. In essence, being both the form that the crisis took and 

the crisis of form itself, the end of the gold standard becomes a form of 

counterrevolution. Put differently, the end of the gold standard should be understood not 

only as the failure of United States imperialism to enact successful counterrevolution; 

rather, it should be understood as a counterrevolution by other means. In contrast to a 

strictly violent and suppressive movement, Paolo Virno defines counterrevolution as,  

revolution in reverse, […] an impetuous innovation of modes of 

production, forms of life, that, however, consolidate and again set in 

motion capitalist command […] The counterrevolution enjoys the very 
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same presuppositions and the very same (economic, social, and cultural) 

tendencies that the revolution would have been able to engage. (“Do You 

Remember Counterrevolution” 240) 

A primary thesis of this dissertation is that the world formed by the end of the gold 

standard is a world that is formed by and through a process of counterrevolution precisely 

in the sense that Virno is indicating here. I explore the relationship between 

financialization and counterrevolution in detail in the final chapter of the dissertation, and 

it remains a central presupposition throughout.   

Unlike theorists of financialization mentioned above—namely Fredric Jameson, 

Giovanni Arrighi, and Randy Martin, among others—I do not understand financialization 

to be a process primarily driven by the motor of capital itself. In contrast to these 

theories, I understand financialization, in its present historical instantiation, to be a 

counterrevolutionary formation through which capitalism was forced to radically 

rearticulate itself on a formal level and to dispose of forms that were no longer adequate 

to the control of increasingly global and heterogeneous network of resistance. This is not 

to say that financial capitalism originated with the end of the gold standard. As I argue 

throughout the dissertation, financial capitalism is a historical tendency within capitalism 

that is present since its inception, and that aspects of finance can be seen emerging as 

early as antiquity. Nevertheless, in its present formation—arguably its fullest historical 

expression—I find it essential to contextualize finance within the aftermath of the 1960s. 

In this way, I take from the autonomist tradition the imperative to think capitalist forms 

as they are molded in and through resistance.  
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—The Cinema of the New Left 

 

The question which initiates a history is neither simple nor given. It 
consists of several terms used to generate an inevitably complex problem, 
a problem which cannot be abolished by a single answer. (11) 

      

-Pierre Macherey, A Theory of Literary Production 

 

It seems to me that the essay (Montaigne) is postmodern, while the 
fragment (The Athenaeum) is modern. (81) 

      

-Jean-François Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition 

 

At first, it might seem a more obvious choice to design a dissertation on finance 

and cinema in the era I am addressing around the crisis of the Hollywood studio system 

and the myriad formal and structural manifestations through which this crisis was 

expressed. The crisis of dominant forms of cinematic production, however, registers 

larger and deeper aesthetic crises—the crisis of modernity itself that generated a new set 

of forms and practices. Given my insistence on the ontological primacy of resistance in 

the constitution of capitalist forms, the nebulous constellation of forms of resistance 

emerging from the 1960s, loosely constituting the “New Left,” become central to my 

thinking through of the correspondence between visual media and finance. In this way, 

my use of the phrase “cinema of the New Left” is the formulation of an open question, a 

question that seeks to delimit a historical phenomenon and to read its effects in a 

selection of artifacts from visual culture. In contrast to a study such as Kristen Ross’s 

May ’68 and its Afterlives, my concern is not primarily how the movements of the New 
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Left persist in cultural memory, the uses and abuses of their history. Rather, I am 

interested in the manner in which the movements of the New Left endure in the cultural 

and economic formations of the present, even if only in negative and 

counterrevolutionary modes. In other words, I argue that some aspects of dominant 

cultural forms that we find within financial capitalism can be read, if only obliquely, as 

counterrevolutionary expressions of New Left political movements, and that visual 

culture is an important area in which these processes become legible. This genealogy of 

financialization troubles given assumptions regarding its origins and the scope and nature 

of its impact. Looking at the financialization of the image within the dynamics of struggle 

in and around New Left political movements, this project is an essai in carrying out such 

a genealogy. 

By developing a theoretical framework to analyze a diverse and international set 

of media practices, which I call the “Cinema of the New Left,” I present a historical and 

theoretical account of a heterogeneous phenomenon in visual culture that foregrounds the 

dynamics of crisis discussed above. Addressing avant-garde film, video, and television 

experiments that took place both within and alongside New Left political movements, I 

develop a new language for analyzing these movements at a moment of crucial global 

transition. My account of the category I introduce, the “cinema of the New Left,” is 

neither comprehensive nor rigid. My use of this category does not seek to catalogue nor 

map the diverse and divergent film cultures that came into being in and around New Left 

political movements globally. Such a project would be as ambitious and sprawling as any 

attempt to map the global promulgation of New Left political movements themselves. 

The New Left is, by constitution, expansive, uncontained, and decentered—a fracturing 
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of the old guard that produces an infinite and open set of enunciations of resistance. 

Taking into account the multifaceted and open form of the New Left itself, I do not work 

to produce a totalizing account of New Left cinema. Instead, I present a series of case 

studies intended to underscore some of the tendencies within New Left cinema, such as 

the use of new technologies, alternative modes of authorship, production, distribution, 

and exhibition, and, most important, the development of the essay film as a genre. I select 

a series of cases of New Left visual cultures that are embedded within a concrete set of 

historical situations and phenomena that typify the transition between industrial and 

financial capitalism. In this way, the cinema of the New Left functions as a kind of 

hermeneutic device. 

The cinema of the New Left is a category that lies on a threshold between the 

cinema’s ability to uniquely express the larger cultural, historic, and economic crises and 

the tipping point at which this expression spills over and puts the cinema itself into crisis. 

Homologous to the crisis of monetary representation that the end of the gold standard 

presented, New Left cinema is not only a form that the crisis took, but also the crisis of 

form itself. In Modernity at Sea: Melville, Marx, Conrad in Crisis, Cesare Casarino 

develops a theory of the “writing of crisis” in the Grundrisse and Moby-Dick within the 

context of the financial crisis of 1857. Casarino states, 

to write of crisis, and even to write of it as immanence, is not yet enough, 

is not exactly what is meant by writing of crisis. This other writing 

crystallizes when writing itself is conceived in and as crisis, when writing 

itself becomes crisis (64).  
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Here Casarino draws a distinction between what it means to “write of a crisis” and the 

point at which the actual form of writing is itself put into crisis, becomes crisis. It is 

precisely the tension that is presented in this distinction that the cinema of the New Left 

contains. The cinema of the New Left is a cinema of a crisis, in the sense that it is born 

from and thinks of the crises of its moment while at the same time being the crisis of 

cinematic form, the cinema as a form crisis. For Casarino, significantly, the writing of a 

crisis speaks in the futur antérieur; it is “a form of thought which can think the future of 

the past” (65). This form of writing, for Casarino, is evident in Marx’s anticipation of the 

1857 economic crisis, a crisis that comes to fruition in the Grundrisse, a text in which 

“writing itself becomes a crisis.” Thus, the writing of crisis does not merely represent 

crisis: 

The delirium of the writing of crisis is not the delirium of the crisis of 

which it writes: if it were so, that writing would be merely another 

mimetic apparatus, another process of mechanical reproduction, another 

form of representation. This is what it means to say that, in the writing of 

crisis, writing itself becomes crisis: in becoming crisis, writing does not 

reproduce that crisis, because while it becomes crisis, that crisis has 

already become something else. In becoming crisis, writing transforms 

both itself and the very crisis whose emanations it perceives as being 

exhaled from the other side of the horizon of history (65). 

Though he is addressing the relation of the writings of Melville and Marx to the first real 

financial crisis of industrial modernity, Casarino’s understanding of the writing of crisis 

helps to articulate the relationship between crisis and form in what was, arguably, the 
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final financial crisis of industrial modernity. Translating Casarino’s theory of the writing 

of crisis into this context, I would argue that the cinema of the New Left, similarly, is a 

force that comes into being as cinematic form, one which “transforms both itself and the 

very crisis” through which it thinks. When Guy Debord produces the critiques of Society 

of the Spectacle as a film in the wake of international economic and political crises, he 

does more than express these crises within cinematic form, he puts the cinema into crisis, 

makes the cinema become a crisis. 

 But what, specifically, does this cinema of crisis come to look like? How does the 

cinema not only express, but also enact a crisis? In Debord’s Society of the Spectacle, as 

in each of the films I discuss throughout the dissertation, this crisis takes the form of the 

essay. Put differently, the crisis that is embodied within the cinema of the New Left, I 

argue, is best expressed in the re-emergence of the essay film. In “Culture and Finance 

Capital,” Fredric Jameson argues that relationship of finance and form manifests itself 

when the modern fragment is again placed into narrative, becomes a series of 

“narrativized image-fragments” (161). For Jameson, the formal expression of financial 

capitalism, and of postmodernity generally, is precisely the ingestion of the modern 

fragment into the infinitely banal and proliferating stream of postmodern narrative: 

“stereotypes are never lacking in that sense, and neither is the total flow of the circuits of 

financial speculation” (161). In contrast to Jameson’s assessment of the fate of the 

modern fragment in postmodernity generally, and in finance capitalism in particular, I 

instead explore the implications of the enigmatic suggestion that Jean-François Lyotard 

makes at the end of The Postmodern Condition cited above, namely that the essay 

becomes the postmodern form par excellence. Though he does not elaborate on this 
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suggestion, I believe that, for Lyotard, the essay best expresses the situation in which: “a 

postmodern artist or writer is in the position of a philosopher: the text he writes, the work 

he produces, are not in principle governed by preestablished rules, and they cannot be 

judged according to a determining judgment, by applying familiar categories to the text 

or to the work” (81). The essay is a form that, by definition, operates according to these 

terms. The essay implies not a given formula or structure, but functions in the sense 

implied by the original French essai, as signifying a trial or attempt.  

 The cinematic essay is not original to the cinema of the New Left; nevertheless, it 

is through the essai that the cinema of the New Left finds its clearest articulation and 

operates as a form adequate to the crisis itself. In the past several years, the discipline of 

Film Studies has begun to flesh out the contours of the essay film as a genre (here I am 

specifically referring to the work of Nora Alter, Laura Rascaroli, and Timothy Corrigan), 

and to describe a history and set of formal characteristics that place it both within and 

outside of documentary and avant-garde cinematic traditions. However, I do not intend 

my use of the term “essay film” to refer to a limited or clearly defined generic rubric. 

Instead, the term “essay film” works primarily to point to a singular mode of cinematic 

thinking, a way of grasping the open and unfinished composition of the pieces I discuss 

throughout the dissertation. Theodor Adorno, in “Essay as Form,” perhaps best puts what 

I mean by this when he writes, “the essay is not a down payment for future synthesis” 

(18). The essay, for Adorno, “becomes true in its progress, which drives it beyond itself, 

not in a treasure hunting obsession with foundations” (13). In this sense, I seek to work 

through, both implicitly and explicitly, the relationship between this anti-synthetic, 
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process-based, and intrinsic manner of thinking through visual media and the political, 

cultural, and economic crises that are made manifest in the New Left itself.  

 In addition to being a mode of cinematic thinking, of paramount importance to my 

understanding of the essay is the manner in which it has been theorized as a form that lies 

at the intersection of subjective experience and reflection, and larger social, cultural, and 

historical forces. For Adorno, the essay takes personal and quotidian experience and, 

“opens it up to relation with all of history” (10). In “The Essay as Instance of the Social 

Character of Private Experience,” John Mowitt explores the implications of the essay’s 

importance to the emergence of modern subjectivity and provides a historical account of 

the essay’s situatedness between what we might think of as private, subjective 

experience, and what we might understand to be social or public life. For Mowitt, it is 

imperative to theorize the essay as a form that emerges in tandem with the advent of print 

culture: “if ‘Montaigne’ is in some sense the answer to the question, ‘Where do essays 

come from?’ then we know that the genre emerges when the chirographic and oral culture 

of the Medieval and early Renaissance periods were remapped by the rise of printing” 

(278). Being an extension of the discursive practice of self-production found in 

confession that is carried into a printed form, within the essay,  

the social character of the subject’s truth is intensified through a 

multiplication and dispersion of those who receive or witness it, while 

subjects themselves are beginning to explore the loquaciousness that 

seems to inhere in a reciprocally sanctioned personal sphere (278).   

With this genealogy, Mowitt demonstrates that the essay is a form that facilitates the 

division of the public and private spheres, while belonging to both and neither 
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simultaneously. The essay is a discursive formation through which an emergent 

bourgeois public sphere is instantiated by the circulation of subjective utterances via 

technologies of reproduction, while in turn engendering the domain of the private from 

which the subjective utterances emanate.7 Mowitt argues that within early essay culture 

we find  

both the confident exuberance of self-formation and the paranoiac mistrust 

of discourse as public property that mark the bourgeois displacement of 

the feudal public sphere. Because the essay emerges within this historical 

displacement, it should be regarded as more than a mere cultural reaction 

on the part of individual human subjects to social developments. This is 

especially necessary if the essay functions within the emergent bourgeois 

public sphere to mediate individuated productions of discourse and the 

social regime of bourgeois philosophic and juridical truth. (279)  

In its mediation of the public and private domains within early bourgeois literary culture, 

the essay is a form that enacts the transformation from feudalism to capitalism. What 

Mowitt likens to the “bourgeois displacement of the feudal public sphere,” we might also 

put in terms that have gained currency within recent years, namely, that the bourgeois 

displacement of the public sphere can also be spoken of as an enclosure—an enclosure of 

that which is held in common. “The commons,” in this sense, is conceived of as not only 

                                                
7 The essay also emerges within the context of another revolution in print culture in the 
West: the development and dissemination of paper notes and the rise of the modern gold 
standard, a point I will return to in the second chapter on the essay film and crisis. 
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a physical location, but also refers to shared beliefs, practices, and languages.8 The essay 

then, could be argued to be a literary form that performs this very enclosure, one that 

instantiates the division between the personal and the public, while at the same time 

occupying a liminal space between the two. In this sense, the essay is neither purely a 

mechanism of enclosure nor simply a reaction to it, as Mowitt notes above.  

 Towards the end of “The Essay as Instance of the Social Character of Private 

Experience,” Mowitt invokes a very suggestive reading of the essay form by Lukács. 

Mowitt writes that in his “generic self-reflection on the essay,” Lukács “discovers that the 

essay is a form fissured by its anticipation of a regime of truth he will later call 

‘communism’” (282). Mowitt understands Lukács’s reflection on the essay to be “a 

practice of the self fissured by our anticipation of the overcoming of the contradictions of 

bourgeois life” (282). The essay’s vexed and complicated relationship to the production 

of the public and private social spheres, then, also points to that which lies beyond them, 

namely modes of being and thinking in common that must be excluded from life under 

capitalism. Along these lines, Mowitt concludes the essay with a very provocative and 

enigmatic statement: 

More than simply an instance of the social character of experience, then, 

the essay, even in its decline, registers the efforts to grasp the forms of 

                                                
8 The discourse on both “the common” and “the commons” has been most notably 
articulated in recent years by the following: Cesare Casarino’s essay “Surplus Common,” 
Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri’s Commonweath, the writings of Massimo De Angelis, 
Jason Read, and journals such as The Commoner, and co-research projects, such as The 
Factory of the Common (http://www.factoryofthecommon.org). My thinking on this term 
was greatly influenced by a lecture series, “The Future of the Commons” (University of 
Minnesota, Fall 2009), organized by Bruce Braun and Elizabeth Johnson.  
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community that may lie beyond a model of society bounded by the very 

notion of subjectivity contradicted by the genre. (283)  

Following Mowitt’s suggestion, I would say that the essay is a mode of thinking and a 

genre of aesthetic production that is open not only in its rhetorical form, but also in its 

singular ability to register these modes of living and being in common that gesture 

towards common forms of life—those that are incommensurate with the binary divisions 

of public and private that were so essential to modernity.  

 Emerging from a historical moment that saw the crisis and collapse of the modern 

distinction between public and private spheres, the essay films of the New Left occupy, in 

my mind, a very interesting place not only in the history of cinema, but within the history 

of the essay genre itself. Actively working against individual expression, a form we 

might associate with auteur cinema, the essay films of the New Left that I discuss are not 

invested in producing private subjective utterances. The latent forms of collective thought 

and expression that are registered within the literary genre become fully manifest in the 

cinema of the New Left. They become constitutive of it. It is in this way that the essay 

film of the 1960s and 1970s becomes a cinema of crisis. At the threshold of the crises of 

industrial modernity and the new enclosures of collective, social practice that come to be 

in post-Fordist, financialized capitalism, the cinema of the New Left uniquely expresses 

modalities of being and thinking in common that point not only to the terrifying 

emergence of a new regime of control that we inhabit at present, but also to forms of life 

that may “lie beyond” these enclosures. In this way, the cinema of the New Left is 

ambivalent, in Paolo Virno’s sense of the word.9  

                                                
9 In his essay “Ambivalence of Disenchantment” Paolo Virno writes of the “ambivalent” 
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—Chapter Summaries 

 

 My opening chapter, “The ‘Closure of the Gold Window: from ‘Camera-Eye’ to 

‘Brain-Screen,’” sets forth the theoretical framework that I use to discuss transformations 

in visual culture from industrial to financial capitalism. In this chapter, I argue that Dziga 

Vertov’s notion of the “kino-eye” and Gilles Deleuze’s concept of the “brain-screen” 

represent two distinct theorizations of the constitution of subjective perception that 

correspond to two distinct historical epochs of the constitution of subjectivity through the 

moving image. These epochs are industrial capitalism and financial capitalism, 

respectively. I begin by analyzing trends within the discipline of film theory in the late 

1960s and 1970s, and illustrate that, in speaking of the filmic subject, film theory is, at 

the same time, coming to terms with its object’s internalized relationship to money. I 

argue that, while the camera-eye correlates to subjective perception in industrial 

modernity, Deleuze’s understanding of the brain-screen, introduced at the end of Cinema 

2: The Time Image, offers a conceptual model for understanding subjective perception in 

the wake of the international gold standard and the financialization of life. I use this 

analysis to frame my analysis of the relationship between cinema and money that carries 

throughout the dissertation.  

                                                                                                                                            
characteristics of post-Fordist subjectivity: “We need to understand, beyond the  
ubiquity of their manifestations, the ambivalence of these modes of being and feel-  
ing, to discern in them a "degree zero" or neutral kernel from which may arise both  
cheerful resignation, inexhaustible renunciation, and social assimilation on the one  
hand and new demands for the radical transformation of the status quo on the other” (12). 
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The remaining four chapters present case studies that seek to draw connections 

between cinema of the New Left and larger historical circumstances and phenomena that 

typify key aspects of the transformation from industrial to financial capitalism. Within 

these chapters, I engage four central and interrelated aspects of this transition: financial 

crisis, industrial crisis, the “feminization of labor” (or the collapse of the distinction 

between production and reproduction), and inflation. I argue that these four aspects of the 

transition are paramount to our understanding of it.  

I begin in chapter two by examining the relationship between film form and 

financial crisis. In this chapter, “The Essay Film and Crisis: Godard and Solanas, 1968, 

and a Cinema Without Measure,” I theorize the re-emergence of the essay film form by 

examining critical literature on the essay genre, the relationship between filmmakers 

Jean-Luc Godard and Fernando Solanas, and their respective essay film projects, Le gai 

savior (1968) and Hora de los hornos (1968). I argue that within the context of 

international currency crises, these films begin to produce a “cinema without measure.” 

Here, a theoretical discussion of the essay film as an anti-genre and a mode of cinematic 

thought helps to lay out the dynamics of form and crisis that persist throughout the 

dissertation. I look at the relationship between financial crisis and international film 

culture through the birth of the theory and practice of “Third Cinema,” a concept 

introduced by Argentine filmmakers Fernando Solanas and Octavio Getino that 

challenges both Hollywood and the European avant-garde cinemas. I evaluate this 

concept in light of the global financial crisis and political revolts of 1968 while theorizing 

the close ties between the essay film genre and the cinema of the New Left. I also analyze 

how each of these films marks new directions in both the production and dissemination of 
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avant-garde film. Le gai savior was made for French television and is an early attempt at 

avant-garde tele-visual practices, and audience participation in La hora de los hornos 

offered a new model for cinematic spectatorship. 

Drawing on discussions of the essay film and insurgent cinema discussed in the 

previous chapter, chapter three, “The Time of Primitive Accumulation: Finally Got the 

News at the End of the Short American Century,” analyzes the role of race in the crisis of 

industrial modernity in the essay film Finally Got the News (1970), made by the Detroit 

Newsreel Collective and the League of Revolutionary Black Workers. In this chapter, I 

theorize the transition between industrial and financial capitalism in terms of the crisis of 

the Fordist mode of production as it is crystallized in the automotive industry and the city 

of Detroit. I engage directly with Fredric Jameson’s understanding of the “American 

Century” and Ian Baucom’s theories regarding cycles of capitalist accumulation and the 

relationship between trans-Atlantic slavery and finance in order to think further about the 

historical periodization of the dissertation. I argue that, while offering important 

historical and theoretical tools for considering of the origins of our financialized present, 

both Jameson and Baucom lack an adequate theory of historical transition. I draw on both 

autonomist critiques of Fordism and Marx’s theory of primitive accumulation to assert a 

theory of historical transition in relation to the crises of industrial capitalism, particularly 

as they are exemplified in Finally Got the News. 

In the fourth chapter, “No Mirror of Nature: Feminist Video Art and the ‘Total 

Flow’ of Finance Capital,” I read the collapse of the spheres of production and 

reproduction and what economists call the “feminization of labor” through the figure of 

the mirror in early feminist video art. In this chapter, I focus on the introduction of 
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consumer-grade video in the late 1960s and the way that this technology provided a new 

generation of women artists with the means of exploring subjective identity through what 

artists call the “video mirror.” Drawing on discussions of mirrored subjectivity from the 

first chapter of the dissertation, I argue that early feminist video art singularly expresses 

the transformation of the ontological and political status of the moving image in late 

capitalism in light of the various structural elements implied by the collapse of productive 

and reproductive spheres. Furthermore, I relate this phenomenon to the financialization of 

capitalism through a discussion of the relationship of the video medium to the alleged 

“dematerialization of money” after the end of the gold standard and the proliferation of 

new financial technologies. 

In the final chapter, “Inflation and the Image: The 1970s, Ambivalence, and the 

Reign of the Zero,” I begin to analyze the aftermath of the 1960s through the figure of 

inflation, arguing that it is through monetary inflation that we can recognize some of the 

most powerful counterrevolutionary logics of financial capitalism emerging in the wake 

of the gold standard and the political upheavals of the 1960s. I examine the larger 

implications of inflation’s ability to simultaneously multiply and cancel out by exploring 

inflation both in and of the cinematic image. I do so by examining the figure of the zero 

in Hans Richter’s Inflation: A Counterpoint of Declining People and Growing Zeros 

(1928) and Charles and Ray Eames’ Powers of Ten (1968). I then move to a discussion of 

the dynamics of inflation in Jean-Luc Godard’s Ici et ailleurs (1974) and Chris Marker’s 

Le fond de l’air est rouge (1977), both reflections on the revolutionary moments of the 

1960s in light of the conterrevolutionary moment of the 1970s. 
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Chapter One 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Closure of the ‘Gold Window’: from ‘Camera-Eye’ to ‘Brain-Screen’ 

 

 

The outer machine (the cinema as industry) and the inner machine (the 
spectator’s psychology) are not just metaphorically related, the latter a 
facsimile of the former… It [the inner machine] occupies one of the 
essential positions in the circulation of money, the turnover of capital 
without which films could no longer be made. (8) 
 

 -Christian Metz 
 
 
The cinema as art itself lives in relation with a permanent plot, an 
international conspiracy that conditions it from within, as the most 
intimate and most indispensable enemy. This conspiracy is that of money; 
what defines industrial art is not mechanical reproduction, but the 
internalized relation with money. (Cinema 2 77)  
 

-Gilles Deleuze 
 

 
On August 15, 1971, when Richard Nixon permanently ended the terms of the 

Bretton Woods agreement by removing the dollar, and thus the entire world, from the 

gold standard, his action was widely referred to as “the closing of the gold window” 

(Freiden 339). A shock to the international monetary system, the collapse of the dollar 

might be the most important event in the history of the twentieth-century global 

economy, indexing a complete transformation in systems of monetary representation. 
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However, the significance of the end of the gold standard far exceeds the sphere of 

money. “The closing of the gold window” refers not only to the closure of a figurative 

window through which dollars could be exchanged for gold, but also to the end of an 

elaborate structure of power based on the removal of a precious metal from circulation in 

order to ground all monetary value. In this sense, we can also understand the closure of 

the “gold window” as it relates to the position of the sovereign.10 As discussed in the 

introduction to the dissertation, the dissolution of the gold standard indicates not only a 

severing of the value of money from any imaginary relationship to precious metal, but 

also from the logic of sovereignty in general. The sovereign, the golden bullion, no 

longer gazes out from the other side of the gold window, seeing the world as a reflection 

of its image. In this way, unlike theorists such as Giorgio Agamben who understand the 

logic of sovereign exception to be the deepest structure of biopolitics, I argue that 

contemporary forms of biopolitical control are based in capitalism’s ability to sever itself 

from the logic of sovereignty, no longer grounding value in a figure removed from 

circulation. The exceptional and imaginary state of “inclusive exclusion,” though integral 

in the monetary system upheld by the gold standard, was dissolved, and gold, no longer 

held in reserve enters the market as a commodity like any other. Though the 

transformation of systems of exchange and monetary representation marked by the 

“closure of the gold window” had been over half a century in the making, Nixon’s action 

was, nevertheless, indicative of a re-ordering of structures of power in late capitalism. 

                                                
10 It is not coincidental that the coinage worth its weight in gold not only bore the 
sovereign’s image, but also its name: “Sovereign: A gold coin minted in England from 
the time of Henry VII to Charles I.”: Oxford English Dictionary Online: 
http://dictionary.oed.com 
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As I discuss at length in the introduction, the end of the gold standard is often 

cited as the birth of postmodernity, and marks a shift away from industrial capitalism to 

the growing dominance of financial capitalism, unleashing new forms of production and 

control. As an industrial art, film and theories of film are intimately tied to this 

transformation. Both an exemplary historical event and a reordering of systems of value 

and exchange, the end of the gold standard marks a fissure—the impact of which has not 

been adequately theorized in the field of aesthetics, particularly film. I take two theories 

of the cinematic image, Dziga Vertov’s “camera eye” and Gilles Deleuze’s “brain 

screen,” to be materialist conceptions of film that are emblematic of two distinct 

formations of capitalist order in the twentieth century. These two conceptions of the 

cinematic image are each ontological theories of perception, the historical stakes of 

which are rooted on particular formations of the ordering of life by power. In an attempt 

to produce a theory of cinematic perception adequate to the politics of life under finance 

capitalism, I seek to understand a phenomenon perhaps best described by Deleuze 

himself: the “move toward replacing the system of a window and the world outside with 

one of a computer screen in a closed room” (“On Leibnitz” 157).  

The following is an investigation into several seminal post-war film theorists to 

illustrate the manner in which film theory has attempted, be it in an unsystematic and 

roundabout manner, to come to terms with its object’s internalized relationship to money, 

tracing, at the same time, the way that perception is organized within the cinematic 

apparatus. In this way, I take the shift from a theory of the camera-eye to the brain-

screen, presented by Deleuze, to be expressive of a similar shift in monetary 

representation at the end of the twentieth century. The life that we find under finance 
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capitalism is an inhuman life that has also worked itself into the deepest tissues of 

biological matter, and this process occurs at the level of visual and monetary economies 

simultaneously.  

Before turning to Deleuze, however, I will first look to the field of psychoanalytic 

film theory being developed at the same moment as the transformations in capitalist 

organization described above were taking place. Grounded in a very particular reading of 

Lacanian psychoanalysis, continental film theory of the late 1960s and 1970s gained wide 

currency for several decades following the tumultuous historical moment from which it 

arose. The phenomenological account of cinematic perception, which utilizes conceptual 

models of identity and equivalence, offers a reading of the camera-eye that grounds 

perception in subjective formation. Though the focus of this dissertation is not an 

engagement with practices or theories of narrative cinema, the early innovations in 

psychoanalytic and apparatic criticism elucidate the manner in which the subject of 

cinema converges with the subject of money.  

 

— The camera “I” and the cinematic apparatus: equivalence and identity in film theory 

 

While addressing an international conference on Apparatus Theory in 1978, Peter 

Wollen reminds his audience of preeminent film scholars, including Christian Metz, of 

Vertov’s theorization of the “Camera-Eye.” He argues that the camera-eye offers an 

understanding of cinematic technology that exceeds any notion of human subjectivity. In 

a seemingly neutral presentation on the role of technology in the history of the cinematic 

apparatus, Wollen repeatedly mentions Vertov. His deployment of Vertov in response to 
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a question posed by Metz, however, reveals the underlying stakes of his presentation. 

Asked by Metz how the technologies of the cinematic apparatus reflect the “symbolic 

patterns of the human body,” specifically the “mirror phase,” Wollen responds: 

It is in scientific film that you see the technological developments and 

possibilities which have simply never been absorbed into the institution of 

cinema at all, for reasons that relate to anthropomorphism, the constant 

equation of the camera with the human eye. Someone like Vertov, with his 

whole idea that the camera-eye is different from and superior to the human 

eye, allowing a discourse quite other than that of the human imaginary, is 

obviously reliant on things which happened in scientific film—that is what 

fascinated him has been largely suppressed. (25) 

What is so interesting about Wollen’s intervention is that it subtly directs its critique to 

the institution of film theory as well as the institution of film production. The constant 

equation of the camera with the human eye, induced and reinforced by the cinematic 

apparatus, is merely a limited conception of the potentials of film. By reminding a 

conference full of materialist film scholars that the medium should not necessarily be 

equated with the anthropomorphic figure, and moreover that this fact has been 

suppressed, Wollen draws attention to a larger problem. Wollen points to the tension 

between cinema’s status as an ideological and technical medium. 

The constant forgetting—meticulously produced by an elaborate technological 

apparatus—of the fact that the eye of the camera and the human eye are not equivalent is 

endemic to narrative cinema. This problem of false equivalence, however, seeps into 

other problems of value. By conducting a kind of numismatics of innovations made 
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within the discipline of film theory in the late 1960s and 1970s, I hope to illustrate that, in 

speaking of the filmic subject, film theory is, at the same time, coming to terms with its 

object’s internalized relationship to money. That is to say, the inherent structures of value 

identified with the subject of cinema, drawn from psychoanalysis, are modeled on a logic 

of the general equivalent that, at the time, is breaking down. The human eye that had 

acted as the gold standard of cinematic structure gives way to an entirely different mode 

of interaction between cinema and life.  

Jean-Louis Baudry’s 1970 essay “Ideological Effects of the Basic 

Cinematographic Apparatus,” develops a theory of the filmic subject as an after-effect of 

the mechanical apparatus that produces the cinematic image. The transcendent subject of 

cinema, for Baudry, is a location that gives meaning to the barrage of flickering images. 

He calls this figure the “eye-subject,” and argues that it is “the invisible base of artificial 

perspective” (292). Furthermore, it is the apparatus of projection that produces this 

subject. This process engenders a situation in which the screen acts as a mirror, inducing 

identification akin to Lacan’s concept of the mirror stage (294). What is most compelling 

about Baudry’s analysis is that the fundamental operation of identification is not with any 

character on the screen, but rather, with the whole of the technical apparatus: “… the 

spectator identifies less with what is represented, the spectacle itself, than with what 

stages the spectacle, makes it seen, obliging him to see what it sees; this is exactly the 

function taken over by the camera as a sort of relay” (295). Owing its constitution to 

filmic apparatus, the “eye-subject” is obliged to offer its attention to the movement of the 

camera, while at the same time acting as the anchoring point of meaning.  
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Elaborating on Baudry’s theory of the filmic subject, Christian Metz further 

articulates the function of the camera with human eye in The Imaginary Signifier. For 

Metz, the screen itself is not a mirror in that it presupposes an ego that is already formed 

and capable of being “exchanged” (47). Rather, the cinema inaugurates the subject into 

an aperceptive mode in which the ego identifies with itself as the absent, transcendental, 

and all-perceiving subject. It is crucial to his schema that the all-perceiving subject is 

precisely that which is absent, and this absence is the void filled by the spectator. In this 

sense, the cinema, for Metz, is an odd sort of mirror in that “the mirror suddenly becomes 

clear glass” (45), and consequently, “this mirror returns us everything but ourselves, 

because we are wholly outside it” (47). The spectator’s vision is a doubling mechanism 

for the entire cinematic apparatus, particularly the operations of the camera, hence Metz’s 

understanding of cinematic consciousness: “I am the camera, which points and yet 

records” (51). The eye both doubles the gaze of the camera, but at the same time, grounds 

the flow of images in a central location, absent from the apparatus that generates it. The 

attention of the eye developed by narrative cinema, for Metz, dates back to the mode of 

vision first developed by the theory of perspective in painting. Mechanisms of cinematic 

technology have been manipulated in order to fulfill this subjective position and realize it 

beyond the measure of any other apparatus of signification. All of this allows the viewing 

subject to forget, again, that the human eye and the camera are separate.  

However, a tension arises in Metz’s thought when he claims that the “psychical” 

apparatus of the cinema is “shaped by certain features of man as animal” (53). This 

tension exhibits a constant vacillation between the history of cinema as the fulfillment of  

an innate desire of human consciousness derived from the underlying biological reality of 
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the human subject at infancy, and the cinematic subject as an extension of a historical 

model of subjectivity and organization of underlying biological capacities. I would like to 

side with the later trajectory of his thought that severs, properly, the camera from any 

essential relationship with the human eye.  

Metz’s rendering of the cinematic subject actually differs little from Baudry’s, 

save his differentiation between primary and secondary identification. But his 

observation that the absence of the subject constitutes the viewer, marking both the 

“reflection and lack” upon which the cinematic apparatus is dependent leads us back to 

an even more pressing issue in the study of the subject of cinema: suture, a concept 

introduced into the field of film studies by Jean-Pierre Oudart’s 1969 essay, “Cinema and 

Suture.” The dual operation of suture grounds the cinematic subject in a transcendent 

model of subjectification by constituting a lack. This lack is, of course, the space that the 

subject both fills and from which it is differentiated. Focusing on the shot/reverse-shot 

structure, Oudart explains the operation of suture as a signifying lack that is introduced 

by the gaze off screen, and is then quickly eradicated by the eye-line match. This cut 

displaces the “Absent-One” by someone, in effect both decentering and suturing the 

subject within the cinematic discourse. This constitutive introduction of the imaginary 

field, to which both the spectator and the image are indebted, is indicative of the logic of 

the general equivalent. Oudart introduces the concept of the “signifying Sum” to act as an 

anchor for this value:  

To make a film always means outlining a field which evokes another field, 

in which a finger rises to designate—by hiding them—its objects as the 

signifier of its insignificance, before having them reappear—and die—as a 
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signifying Sum. This signifying Sum, echoed by the absence producing it, 

does not suggest a plenitude of meaning—which the camera cannot attain 

immediately, since it is burdened with a lack which must always be 

satisfied. (53) 

Both the camera and the subject, in this sense, are indebted to the signifying Sum 

produced in the operation of the “Absent-One,” which fixes itself as the ground of 

meaning by removing itself from circulation.  

This cursory foray into several of the most influential theorizations of the 

cinematic subject in the period I am concerned with is to understand what the constitution 

of this subject can tell us about the use of the camera eye in the organization of human 

desire around the logic of the general equivalent. More important, however, it illustrates 

how the constitution of this subject, and thus the whole of the cinematic apparatus, is 

immanently connected to the circulation of money. As Metz writes in the introduction to 

The Imaginary Signifier: 

The outer machine (the cinema as industry) and the inner machine (the 

spectator’s psychology) are not just metaphorically related, the latter a 

facsimile of the former… It [the inner machine] occupies one of the 

essential positions in the circulation of money, the turnover of capital 

without which films could no longer be made. (8) 

Though Metz, here, is speaking mostly of the desire that drives one to the cinema to 

purchase a ticket, acting as a kind of financier of future films and reproducing the entire 

industry, I would like to push his analysis further. If the “inner machine” is a facsimile of 

the film industry, then why is it not also the mode of production in general? Furthermore, 
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if this inner machine is actually a position through which money is circulated, then how 

can it also be a facsimile, a copy, of that system? In a certain sense, Metz seems to be 

hinting that the subject of cinema is both a position within and a representation of the 

circulation of money. I would argue that the subject within the above analyses is both a 

location through which money is circulated and, more important, a duplication of a 

monetary system of value most adequately found in the logic of the general equivalent. 

That is to say: when speaking of the subject of cinema, one is also speaking of the subject 

of money. The equation of the human eye with the camera anchors the cinematic 

apparatus to a measure of value, and thus meaning. All the images within the movement 

of the film are fixed, thus allowing the apperceptive, transcendent subject to take the 

place of the camera. The substitution of one form of vision for another, however, is 

unstable, as Wollen reminds us. The possibilities for vision produced by the motion 

picture camera vastly exceed those of human vision, especially as it has been disciplined 

to read its position within the image from the Renaissance forward. The “golden mean” is 

an aesthetic expression of the subject who grounds an image, or in the case of film, the 

movement of images, in a meaningful whole; it gives value to constituent parts. It seems 

that the subject of cinema, as it is described by the tradition of psychoanalytic readings of 

the cinema, is in many ways the revelation and completion of the sovereign “I” who 

gazes through the gold window, seeing the world as his reflection. This figure is removed 

from the world he sees only to have it returned to him as a reflection of himself. At the 

same time, this subject is also that which lacks, and, like the paper note or the film image, 

owes an infinite symbolic debt to the “Absent-One.” However, film contains the 

potentiality to undo the stability of an image grounded in the “symbolic patterns of the 
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human body” through its ability to detach cinematic vision from the human eye. In this 

way, it presents the possibility to produce not only a “reflection” of life, through the 

mechanisms of identification, but introduces a new possibility for the entrance of life 

itself into the image.  

In The Virtual Window: from Alberti to Microsoft, Anne Friedberg begins with 

the Renaissance painter Leon Battista Alberti’s rendering of the painting as an “open 

window” to produce a succinct genealogy of the window as both a metaphor for 

perception and the organization of a particular form of subjective vision. She notes that 

the metaphor of the window introduced by Renaissance painting engenders a visual 

regime that operates on several levels: 

(1) a variable rectangular frame,  (2) a window as a metaphor for the 

frame of the painting, (3) the ‘subject’ seen through the frame, (4) the 

human figure as a standard of measure and as a determinate ‘centric 

point’, and (5) the immobility of the viewer. (27) 

From the inception of the window as visual metaphor in the late Renaissance, we see all 

the features described of the cinematic apparatus, as it is understood by early 

psychoanalytic theories of film. In this sense, perhaps Metz is correct in arguing that 

cinema is the quintessential expression of the system of vision imposed by western 

aesthetics from the Renaissance forward. However, Friedberg’s account of the virtual 

window problematizes this particular formulation of human vision, and might perhaps 

point to a tension in the manner in which the human figure is composed in these theories 

of cinema. Friedberg notes an interesting aside in the translation of Descartes’ description 

of the camera obscura:     
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Descartes uses the word finestre—window—to describe the hole in the 

eye—the ‘shutter’ or lens—that lets light through and it focuses into the 

retina. While most translations of Descartes eliminate the window 

reference and use another term to describe the opening, I mention it here 

to underline this key etymological root for the window as a mediating lens 

to vision […]. (51) 

Friedberg goes on to describe the manner in which this metaphor of the eye as a window 

in the optic apparatus underlies Descartes’ anxiety about vision and representation. The 

internal window presents the world as an already-mediated frame of representation, and 

hence treats visual perception with distrust. In many ways, it seems that the conflation of 

the camera eye and the human eye reproduces the same anxiety that Descartes feels. In 

fact, these conceptions of the cinematic apparatus seem perfectly to extend and replicate 

the Cartesian schematic. The “mirror that becomes clear glass,” human vision conceived 

of as a mediating window to the world, is treated with a suspicion that recalls Descartes’ 

own as he interrogates mechanisms of optical trickery in visual perception. Described 

here as almost the revelation of the Cartesian eye, the theorists above inscribe the human 

form as the measure of the cinematic apparatus while eliding, perhaps, inhuman or post-

human forms of vision.  

 

-“Time is money”—the time-image and the end of the gold standard 

 

The detachment of the camera from the human eye is an internal tendency of the 

cinema just as much as the detachment of money from gold is an internal tendency of 
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money in capitalism. These two breaks are both precipitated by and induce one thing: 

crisis. As Deleuze reminds us when writing about the crisis of the movement-image and 

the birth of the time-image, it is never at the beginning that a thing “reveals its essence, 

what it was from the outset it can reveal only after a detour in its evolution” (Cinema 2 

43). In this section I will further explore the relationship between film and money, but 

through Gilles Deleuze’s two books on cinema. Specifically, I will look at the connection 

between Deleuze’s discussion of money in Cinema 2 and a theorization of money in 

finance capitalism, paying particular attention to the operation of money in times of 

financial crisis. Though Deleuze’s approach to the cinema marks a radical departure from 

the approach of the theorists I have been discussing thus far, his theorization of money 

expands and complicates the discussion we saw in Metz’s writing. As Deleuze famously 

remarks in Cinema 2: 

The cinema as art itself lives in relation with a permanent plot, an 

international conspiracy that conditions it from within, as the most 

intimate and most indispensable enemy. This conspiracy is that of money; 

what defines industrial art is not mechanical reproduction, but the 

internalized relation with money. (77) 

Here we see that film and money are not merely put into exchange through the psyche of 

the spectator, but that the cinema, as an industrial art, is itself conditioned by an internal 

relationship with money. At every moment, money is folded within the cinematic image. 

The relationship is not one of facsimile, as we saw in Metz, but one of an intimate and 

immanent correspondence of forms.  
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My project transforms Deleuze’s suggestion into a systematic analysis of the 

relationship between moving image production and finance capitalism. In this sense, I am 

arguing for a more nuanced terminology that elaborates on the relationship between film 

and money as representational forms whose histories have followed very similar 

trajectories in the twentieth century. In this way, my study is an attempt to develop a 

terminology specific to finance capitalism, turning credit, inflation, and financial liquidity 

into historical and formal concepts relevant to the discussion of film. Long stuck in either 

an interrogation of the commodity form, or empirical studies of economies of film 

production and distribution, a Marxist analysis of moving images at our contemporary 

moment must develop a more nuanced theory of the relationship between cinematic 

images and capitalist forms, particularly money.  

To begin, in Cinema 1, Deleuze goes to great lengths to insist that the camera acts 

as the “general equivalent” of the movement image, always grounding its image in the 

sensory-motor schema of the Whole (22). Though I believe Gilles Deleuze’s writings on 

cinema are greatly influenced, if not negatively, by the theorists discussed above, one of 

the great contributions of his two books on cinema is that they immediately sever any 

notion of the camera eye and the camera-“I”, that is, a particularly human form of vision 

grounded in identifictory subjective structures. Though this Whole is not the same as the 

Sum of the movement of images that the subject is sutured within, it is the whole that 

subordinates each image to its motion, giving way to an indirect image of time. By 

insisting that the movement image is the “general equivalent” of locomotion, Deleuze 

produces a structure that is similar to the camera-“I” discussed previously. A key 

difference in his thought, however, is that the general equivalent of locomotion is not 
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necessarily an anthropomorphized subject: “the sole cinematographic consciousness is 

not us, the spectator, nor the hero; it is the camera—sometimes human, sometimes 

inhuman, sometimes superhuman” (Cinema 1 20). The continuity between Deleuze and 

his psychoanalytic predecessors, however, is that he employs the logic of the general 

equivalent when speaking of the movement-image. An understanding of the structure of 

the general equivalent illuminates his discussion of the internalized relationship of film to 

money in Cinema 2.  

Famously, Deleuze argues that in the transition from the action-image to the time-

image evident in Wim Wenders’ oeuvre, film is forced to confront its internal limit, 

money. Deleuze employs this reading of Wenders to propose a powerful thesis regarding 

the connection between the time-image and money. He argues that the dissymmetry 

between camera and money, legible in the time-image, makes the insidious character of 

money’s form evident: “not the C-M-C that is equivalence, but the M-C-M that is the 

impossible equivalence or tricked, dissymmetrical exchange” (Cinema 2 78). He 

continues: 

In short, the cinema confronts its most internal presupposition, money, 

and the movement-image makes way for the time-image in the same 

operation. What the film within the film expresses is the infernal circuit 

between image and money, this inflation which time puts into exchange, 

this ‘overwhelming rise.’ The film is movement, but the film within a film 

is money, is time. (78) 

This amazing exposition of the old adage “time is money” allows Deleuze to connect a 

shift in aesthetics, the emergence of the time-image, to the historical condition of money 
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in late-capitalism. It is not the commodity form that conditions this image, but money that 

“puts time into circulation.” Though not explicit, by illustrating his point in terms of 

inflation, the characteristic tendency of money detached from a general equivalent, 

Deleuze references this historical transition in his conceptualization of the time-image. 

An impossibility grounds the new relationship between camera and money, the 

impossibility for money to function in relation to a general equivalent. In other words, 

money shows itself to be direct dissymmetry. In this way, the movement-image and the 

time-image, according to Deleuze, are structured like two different monetary forms, 

corresponding, exactly, to the two different forms that they take in the history of the 

twentieth century.  

The rise of a specific function of money which Marx calls “credit-money” both 

parallels and intensifies the historical trajectory of finance capitalism. In Capital, Volume 

1, Marx makes the distinction between means of purchase and means of payment, a 

distinction that helps us better understand the function of money in finance capitalism. 

Means of purchase, for Marx, is the most basic mode in which commodities circulate: 

one commodity is directly exchanged for another, thus money immediately purchases 

goods. Money, in this sense, has intrinsic value that is congealed in its metal form, most 

often gold. Its value is more stable in this form, and thus hoarding and stockpiling the 

universal equivalent, gold, becomes a form of greed that guarantees the means of 

purchase.  

Money’s function as a means of payment, however, introduces the temporality of 

debt into the circulation of money whereby “the seller sells an existing commodity, and 

the buyer buys as the mere representative of money, or rather as the representative of 
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future money. The seller becomes a creditor and the buyer a debtor” (233). The means of 

payment, for Marx, thus gives money an entirely new function. Rather than being tied to 

a precious metal such as gold, its relative value is substantiated by a relationship that 

endures in time, the time of circulation. In this way, hoarding is a secondary function as 

the value of money is detached from the circulation of commodities and moves semi-

indifferently to the retail value of the means of purchase which gold itself substantiates. 

Marx calls “credit-money” money that  

springs directly out of the function of money as means of payment, in that 

certificates of debt owing for already purchased commodities themselves 

circulate for the purpose of transferring those debts to others… the 

function of money as means of payment undergoes expansion in 

proportion as the system of credit itself expands. (235) 

Credit-money, unlike regulated money, always has the tendency of global circulation 

because it creates an ever-expanding flow (Marx 238). We might say, then, that in 1971 

when Richard Nixon detached the dollar from the gold standard, he completed a process 

that had begun much earlier. The end of the gold standard confirmed the dominance of 

credit-money and the complete subsumption of labor power itself into the logic of finance 

capital. 

         The emergence of finance capitalism is a tendency that has had many historical 

moments of ascendancy and foreclosure before coming to complete dominance of the 

world system. This is much like the time-image as Deleuze describes it. Being a tendency 

within film as an industrial art (and thus conditioned by an internalized relationship to 

money), the time-image experiences an upsurge in different places at different times, 
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immanently connected to the conditions of production out of which it is born. Although 

cinematic and financial crises are not always coincidental, they share a good deal. The 

constant circulation, or the flow of credit- money in finance capitalism can be seen as 

correlated to the unhinged time-image, leading to what Fredric Jameson, quoting 

Raymond Williams on television, calls the “total flow” of the image in postmodernity. 

The shift away from the movement-image, the camera-eye as “general equivalent 

of locomotion,” that Deleuze notices is directly related to film’s internalized relationship 

with money. New structures of power and control under contemporary capitalism give 

way to the erosion of the camera-eye and the introduction of new, powerful interactions 

between film and life. The regime of vision that implemented the golden mean that 

produced a whole, unified subject gives way to a new system—the brain as the screen:  

the screen itself, even if it keeps its vertical position by convention, no 

longer seems to refer to the human posture, like a window or a painting, but 

rather constitutes a table of information, an opaque surface on which are 

inscribed ‘data’, information replacing nature, and the brain-city, the third 

eye, replacing the eyes of nature. (Cinema 2 265) 

 

The dead eye— Psycho and the “gold window” 

 

 If the end of the camera-eye is induced by crisis, I would like to look more closely 

at what Deleuze calls “the crisis of the action image” through cinema’s internalized 

relationship with money in Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho (1960). Deleuze argues that  

although Hitchcock does not allow for the complete rupture and crisis of the action-
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image, he pushes it to its limit, thus “completing” it by introducing the mental relations 

into the image (Cinema 1 201). Psycho, like many of Hitchcock’s films, is about 

cinematic voyeurism, a film about film that interrogates the very mechanisms of 

cinematic vision. I would argue, however, that it is through an engagement with money, 

or, more concretely, through its camera-money exchange, that Psycho is able to comment 

on film and illustrate the collapse of an entire mode of cinematic vision. As Deleuze 

writes in Cinema 2, “money is the obverse of all the images that cinema shows and sets in 

place, so that films about money are already, if implicitly, films about film,” while, at the 

same time, “what the film within the film expresses is this infernal circuit between image 

and money” (77-8). What Psycho expresses, at the level of the mental relation, is the 

camera-money exchange that most absolutely characterizes the movement-image, but 

also pushes the camera’s role as the general equivalent of motion to its absolute limit, 

completely detaching it from human vision.  

 In her seminal essay, “Suture,” Kaja Silverman contends that Psycho “deliberately 

exposes the negations on which filmic plenitude is predicated. It unabashedly 

foregrounds the voyeuristic components of the cinematic experience […] forcing the 

viewer into an uncomfortable position which they produce […]” (222). For Silverman, 

the system of suture is the process in which “the subject inserts itself into the symbolic 

register in the guise of the signifier, and in doing so gains meaning at the expense of 

being” (219). In Psycho, this system is writ large in that the abstraction of the camera 

from any particular character further indebts the subject to the “Absent-One” (224). 

Focused on the chain of identifications that the subject is forced to make, and the 

relentless substitution of characters and objects, Silverman insists that the viewer is 
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destabilized only to further embed it into the system of suture propelled by its own desire 

for narrative closure.  

 The opening sequence of Psycho begins with an establishing shot of Phoenix, a 

perfectly generic post-war cityscape. The camera pans across the city skyline before 

locating a building and entering it through a window in an almost seamless series of 

shots. Upon entering, we find our temporary heroine lying on a bed gazing upwards at 

her lover. A few shots later, the camera shifts and we see her back, and also the view out 

the window, as she laments that the “time is up” at the hotel and she must return to the 

office. Silverman writes of this opening “trick shot” that, “the viewing subject is made 

acutely aware of the impossibility of this shot—not just the technical, but the ‘moral’ 

impossibility, since the shot in question effects a startling breach of privacy” (223). Her 

insistence that the shot must be measured by its “impossibility” in relation to human 

vision allows an understanding of this sequence as affected by a conflation of the 

transcendental camera-eye with the transcendent subject. In contrast, I would argue that 

Hitchcock is employing the camera in the Vertovian tradition, in which the camera 

functions to “carry perception into things, to put perception into matter… thus in this 

respect all procedures are legitimate, they are no longer trick shots” (Cinema 1 81). With 

this shot, Hitchcock utilizes the non-human power of the perception-image to produce the 

mental-image.  

 Shortly after the opening sequence, Marion is back in her office where the 

$40,000 that initiates the narrative is introduced. As the drunken man waves the money in 

her face, her gaze falls nervously on it. The tension in the office that is produced by the 

$40,000 is due to the fact that it is anachronistic to purchase anything as significant as a 
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house with cash. This is why her boss insists she remove the money from the office 

immediately. The money, out of place as a means of purchase, is set again into circulation 

by Marion as a kind of down payment on rest of the film, starting the irreversible flow of 

the narrative. 

 The sequence that follows is one of the most telling in the film. The motion of 

Marion’s exit from the office to the right of the frame is perfectly matched by her 

entrance from the left in the next scene, except that she is, again, only partially clothed 

and in the private space of her bedroom. This cut illustrates the camera’s complete 

independence—its ability to seamlessly move from the exterior world to interior 

domestic space. Before reaching into a closet, she glances nervously at the bed. Without 

cutting, the camera moves slightly upwards to reveal the object of her glance: the 

envelope of money. The eye-line match with the money is intensified as the camera shifts 

down again, foregrounding the money while Marion turns away, making it appear as if 

the money is the origin of the camera’s gaze. This association is intensified as the camera 

pans left, revealing Marion’s open suitcase on the bed. Silverman argues that this shot 

and the sequence that ensues further reveal the system of suture: “by privileging the point 

of view of an inanimate object, Hitchcock makes us acutely aware of what Oudart would 

call the ‘Absent One’—i.e., of the speaking subject. Our relationship with the camera 

remains unmediated, ‘unsoftened’ by the intervention of the human gaze” (224). To the 

contrary, I would argue that not only is it significant that this inanimate object which is 

associated with the camera’s gaze is money, but that this camera-money assemblage 

forces the mental association that frames the entire shot. It is as if the money shows its 

own fate: to finance Marion’s flight. As we saw from the opening sequence of the film, 
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the camera does not need a human, or any other object to ground its movement. Its use of 

the money, here, is to create an image that produces a set of relations: “Hitchcock’s 

single shot subordinates that whole (relations) to the frame… action, and also perception 

and affection, are framed within a fabric of relations. It is this chain of relations that 

constitutes the mental image” (Cinema 1 200). It is the camera-money exchange that 

reveals an impending danger that Marion is not only the cause of, but, somehow, is 

merely one component of a larger system that guides her fate. Furthermore, Deleuze 

argues that, in Hitchcock’s films: 

Each image in its frame, by its frame, must exhibit a mental relation. The 

characters can act, perceive, experience, but they cannot testify to the 

relations that determine them. These are merely the movements of the 

camera, and their movements towards the camera. (201) 

Fulfilling its role as the general equivalent of motion, the camera is not situated as the “I” 

of transcendence, but as the mediator of relations. It determines the relations of the film, 

and shows, on the level of a mental relation, the function of the camera in the movement-

image. By bringing the relations of the whole to the level of the shot in Psycho, the 

camera reveals its relationship not with the speaking subject, but instead, with 

determining relations, in other words, with money. 

 Marion’s murder halfway through the film is perhaps one of the most disorienting 

moments in classical Hollywood cinema. After the jarring shower scene breaks, we see a 

shot of water flowing down the drain. The camera lingers on this shot, and then slowly 

dissolves into a shot of Marion’s dead pupil. The visual transition is so smooth that it 

almost appears as if Marion’s dead eye and the drain are the same object. This visually 
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recalls the last action we see Marion perform: flushing her torn up financial balance sheet 

down the toilet before entering the shower. This “impossible” shot visually associates her 

eye with the flushing mechanism of the toilet, the receptor for the calculations of money 

she needs to repay to take it, and herself, out of circulation. Through this association, her 

dead eye indicates that the money she owes will never be re-paid, at least not in her 

lifetime. After lingering on her eye, the camera moves out to expose her once again 

before slowly panning to the object of her dead gaze—the money sitting on the bedside 

table. After resting on the money, the camera continues to pan to the window through 

which we see the murderer’s house and through which, we can assume, (s)he entered.  

 Silverman insists that this tracking shot offers the viewer relief, that “the $40, 000 

assures us that there is more to follow, and that even though we have just lost our 

heroine, we can afford to finance others… our investment in the fiction is made manifest 

through the packet of money which provides an imaginary bridge from Marion to the 

next protagonist” (227). Silverman is correct here, to a certain degree, but she stops short 

of carrying this analysis through to its most radical conclusion. The money does not 

merely imply that the spectators can afford to finance the future of the film. What this 

shot illustrates most dramatically, it seems, is the power of Hitchcock’s relation-image to 

comment on film itself. Though much has been said regarding Hitchcock’s association of 

the window with screen, especially in regards to Rear Window, I would like to return to 

this idea. The shot of Marion’s corpse is an exact reversal of the opening shot of the film 

in which the camera penetrates the open window revealing Marion’s gaze upward at her 

lover. The dead eye, associated with the drain, lands upon the money and then the 

window, once again detaching the camera from any notion of human vision. As in the 
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first sequence, when Marion gazes out the window announcing that the “time is up” at the 

hotel, her dead gaze declares the same thing. The sovereign gaze through the window, the 

“mirror of the clear glass,” is reserved for the camera alone. The camera-money exchange 

has become the only relation that moves through the window. Deleuze argues that 

Hitchcock refuses to finish what he started, bringing about the absolute crisis of the 

movement-image and completely de-linking the sensor-motor apparatus which grounds 

it. Nevertheless, Psycho seems to announce that time for the movement-image, too, is up. 

 

The living brain—control and the “de-linking of the sensory-motor apparatus” 

 

 In his essay “Postscript on Control Societies,” Deleuze notes that the most 

prominent feature of emergent forms of power is the incessant “breaking down of 

interiors,” through which the disciplinary subject moved throughout the course of its life, 

such as family, school, army, and factory (178). In societies of control, the subject is no 

longer individuated within the masses, but becomes an “open site of control,” a broken 

down interior, a “dividual.” This dividual, Deleuze writes, is an operation of financial 

systems:  

Money, perhaps, best expresses the difference between the two kinds of 

society, since discipline was always related to molded currencies 

containing gold as a numerical standard, whereas control is based on 

floating exchange rates, modulations depending on a code setting sample 

percentages for various currencies. (180) 
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Following Deleuze’s account of the transformation of life within societies of control 

indicated by new monetary forms, I would like to argue that the “closure of the gold 

window” indicates, even further, how closely money and the image are related in late 

capitalism, producing a “move toward replacing the system of a window and the world 

outside with one of a computer screen in a closed room.” The subject grounded in the 

cinematic apparatus—and the equation of the camera-eye with the human eye—allowed 

for a molded subject for which vision had a constitutional function, mediating and 

distinguishing interior from exterior. The true significance of the brain as screen that 

Deleuze hints at in Cinema 2, it seems, is only realized five years later, in this short, 

enigmatic piece on control. The concept of the brain-screen as an ontological regime of 

the cinematic image is the most adequate aesthetic corollary to the historical moment 

when mechanisms of control come to dominate the whole of life. Where earlier theories 

of cinema reproduce the subject of money that reproduces the logic of the general 

equivalent, Deleuze’s theory of the brain-screen presents a kind of “postscript” on the 

camera-eye that accounts for new technologies of power within finance capitalism.  

In an interview with Antonio Negri, “Control and Becoming,” published the same 

year as “Postscript on Control Societies,” Deleuze argues that it is not the subject we 

need to understand, but the brain as a process of subjectification: “the brain’s precisely 

the boundary of continuous two-way movement between Inside and Outside, this 

membrane between them” (176). In the modular functioning of finance capitalism the 

brain is the screen, that thin membrane that stretches over the whole of perception to the 

point that the cinematic image, life, and money are so deeply enmeshed that they become 

indiscernible.  
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When speaking of the brain, Deleuze is referencing the most material and 

concrete biological functions, its “circuits” (“Some Doubts About the Imaginary” 61). It 

is these “circuits,” conceived of as material connections, which must be drawn out in 

conducting numismatics of film life. The materiality of these forces and their nexus 

within the cinematic image expose underlying forms of life generated within 

contemporary capitalism. The time-image, with its ability to de-link the sensory-motor 

apparatus, needs to be seen both as a radical break and as the creation of new political 

possibilities, as Deleuze clearly illustrates in Cinema 2. In addition, however, to the 

creation of new circuits through which power can operate, the brain as a screen, is 

adequate to the modular functioning of control societies. In realizing the Cartesian 

window to the world, the cinematic image precipitates its undoing, and the closure of the 

gold window points to an ambivalence within film as an industrial art—its flexibility and 

adaptability to the functioning of systems of control. Furthermore, the task of 

understanding the function of visual economies in our present must take into account the 

immanent relationship between cinema and money and the financial logics that structure 

this relationship.  
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Chapter Two 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        The Essay Film and Crisis: 
                    Godard and Solanas, 1968, and a Cinema Without Measure 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The contemporary relevance of the essay is that of anachronism. The time 
is less favorable to it than ever.  

-Theodor Adorno, “The Essay as Form” 
 
 
The years in and around 1968 saw an explosion of the form that has been called 

the “essay film,” including Fernando Solanas and Octavio Getino’s Hour of the Furnaces 

(1968), Chris Marker, Jean-Luc Godard, et.al.’s Far From Vietnam (1967), and Harun 

Faroki’s Inextinguishable Fire (1969), to name only a few. The following is an 

investigation into the genre of the essay film at the moment of its emergence into radical 

film practices of the late 1960s. As such, it will seek to understand not only the formal 

characteristics of the essay film genre, but also the historical conditions of its production. 

How is it that the essay, a form that Theodor Adorno declares anachronistic in 1958, 

comes to dominate the terrain of politically engaged cinema merely ten years later?  

My analysis centers on the artistic relationship and political alliance between 

Fernando Solanas and Jean-Luc Godard at this time and the formal and political 

continuity between two of their essay film projects in 1968, La hora de los hornos and Le 
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Gai savior. This relationship embodies the embedded nature that the form of the essay 

film has to the political movements of the late 1960s. The “international” character of the 

relationship signals more than just Godard’s “Third World Turn” away from auteur 

cinema. Despite being accused by some of his contemporaries in the New Latin 

American cinema movement, mainly Glauber Rocha, as being not adequately 

decolonized and tainted by European influence,11 Solanas’s aesthetic alliance with 

Godard reconfigures an understanding of Argentina’s debt to Europe in light of the 

political and economic rupture that was 1968. Solanas’ relationship to Godard actually 

transfigures these problems in both of the filmmakers’ work through a new commitment 

to radical politics that both of their forays into the essay film afforded.  

More important, however, the analysis of these two films seeks to track not only 

the development of a genre, but to understand how this genre presents a fundamental 

interrogation of the role of the image in the capitalist economies. The function of the 

essay film genre in what I call the cinema of the New Left was to challenge emerging 

capitalist forms of social life in the context of the global financial and political meltdown 

induced by struggles for liberation across the globe. 

 

To the Limits of Genre: 

 Though I am defining the essay film as a genre, its relationship to traditional 

analyses of film genres is tenuous. The essay film can be identified much less by a set of 

recognizable tropes and narrative structures than by an epistemological anti-method: a 

mode of cinematic thought. Understanding the essay film demands an engagement with 

                                                
11 David Obliaña. “Godard in Latin America.” ArteContexto 7 (2005): 24 
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the epistemological and formal characteristics of the complicated correspondence 

between sound and image. What must also be taken into account, however, is the nexus 

of forces, both historical and economic, that bring about this genre’s necessity at 

particular moments of crisis. 

Invented in the late European Renaissance by the son of a wealthy French 

merchant, the essay, much like the novel, is closely tied to the historical development of 

the modern capitalist system. Montaigne’s Essais are often associated with movement; 

the essay form is unique in its brevity. This fact allowed easy circulation and proliferation 

of his thought pieces, thought trials, or thought attempts—his “essais.” The characteristic 

of movement in his thought appears not only within the very constitution of the essay as a 

short, moveable form, but also in the quality of thought that they produce. As Réda 

Bensmaïa notes in The Barthes Effect, the essay, from Montaigne to Barthes, becomes a 

“means to realize and implement the mind’s ‘mobility’” (xxxi). In Montaigne in Motion, 

Jean Staboninski identifies the character of motion in Montaigne’s essays with his 

development of a form of thought that undoes any notion of a fixed ontology by reading 

the character of movement in the essays through the following passage from the Essais: 

“Being consists in movement and action” (214). From this passage, Staboninski induces 

that, for Montaigne, “the idea of an immutable being that transcends us gives way to the 

idea of being as something dynamic, which is not only a source of change and a creator 

of instable forms but is itself carried along by its mobile power” (214). The instability of 

the author as a fixed point of origin opens to the notion of creative being that is in a 

perpetual transformation through a force that engenders being, thought, and text as 

inseparable. In this way, something of the body enters into the text through the very lack 
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of fixity in both its rhetorical form and its origin. Commenting on the passage from 

Montaigne, “every movement reveals us,” Staboninski writes,  

when we read a page of the Essays, we perform, under the influence of a 

marvelously active style, a whole series of mental acts, which convey to 

our bodies an impression of suppleness and energy. Montaigne at his most 

intimate emerges though this powerfully communicative physical vitality. 

(222) 

 
The appearance of movement and mobility of thought brings us back not the presence of 

a singular author, but to an expression of thought as a form of vital power, an energy 

expressed in the text, as the text. While Staboninski’s assessment of the “physical 

vitality” present in Montaigne’s essay tends toward a vitalistic reading, I find this notion 

that the essay is produced as the expression of movement, rather than the fixity of 

individual subjectivity, to be provocative.  

 The entrance of the body into the movement of thought in the form of the essay is 

at the center Réda Bensmaïa’s theory of essay. Though Bensmaïa finds the entrance of 

the body into the text only emerging with the work of Roland Barthes, he assigns to 

Montaigne’s prose an element that is “supernumerary”(12). The function of the 

supernumerary excess is not to ground the text or to fix it to an absent center to which it 

always must return. The supernumerary element, instead, “complicates the series,” 

creating an “exchange without equilibrium”(12-13). The supernumerary element of the 

essay is read in its effects, in the gaps and disjuncture in the essay form. We might say 

that this effect is what Staboninski refers to as the operation of a quality of motion within 

the essay; life as a force that is always in motion becomes the excessive point in the text, 
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the nondenumerable element. Following a similar vein of argumentation, it is through this 

element of the text that is outside of equivalence that the body enters into the essay. He 

calls this the “mana-word,” a term taken from Levi-Strauss, which refers to that which 

originates in the body as multiple and indeterminate, and produces “each difference and 

each gap” (15). The body for Barthes, Bensmaïa argues, is the force “producing an 

indefinite series of other words without making a Totality out of them and without 

receiving from them in return” (22). While, ultimately, I find the use of “bodily” 

production in both Staboninksi and Bensmaïa’s arguments to be problematic, I do think 

they are important because they work to resist producing a theory of the essay complicit 

with a Cartesian dualism. In this sense, by asserting a bodily presence within the essay 

form, they are both rejecting the notion of a fixed author while also insisting that thought 

cannot be separated from the body, but is immanent to it.  

In developing his concept of the relationship between the body and the essay 

form, Réda Bensmaïa pushes his analysis of the essay beyond a reading of semiotic or 

rhetorical structures; he draws on metaphors of force and movement to animate his theory 

of the essay. Citing Gilles Deleuze’s model of an intensive system, Bensmaïa argues that 

through the procedure of ‘coupling,” or drawing together two heterogeneous elements, 

the essay does not proceed by creating a synthesis of the two elements characterized by 

an extensive system of thought. Instead, the essay operates intensively:   

Something ‘crosses between the edges; events explode, phenomena 

flash like lightning or thunder. Time/space dynamisms fill the 

system, expressing both the resonance of the coupled pairs or 

series and the amplitude of the forced movement that spills beyond 
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them. The system is peopled by subjects, at once embryonic 

subjects and passive egos’(Deleuze Difference and Repetition, 155, 

quoted in Bensmaïa, 38). 

What this passage from Difference and Repetition illustrates is the manner in which 

fragments relate to each other, forming a system of thought that generates neither 

synthetic concepts nor active subjects with mastery over the knowledge it produces. The 

essay form proliferates and intensifies thought while leaving intact the singularity of each 

fragment that composes it. Not producing extensively, the essay is a form of 

nondenumerable thought—thought that cannot be quantified. Thought is manifested 

through the force of movement and energy.  

 While Bensmaïa does not directly engage Theodor Adorno’s canonical piece, 

“The Essay as Form,” his conclusions about the literary essay are both complemented and 

complicated by it. Theodor Adorno reads the essay as performing Walter Benjamin’s 

theorization of a “dialectics at a standstill.” Caught between the fission of art and science, 

while conforming to neither, the essay, for Adorno, allows for a consciousness of non-

identity; that is, the essay, thinking in fragments, “does not assert the presence of the 

totality” (16). The essay does not seek origins outside of itself; it does not verify its 

claims through recourse to a completed unity, either internally or externally manifested. 

Adorno insists that the essay itself is the most adequate form for the critique of ideology 

in that it subverts empiricist epistemology from Descartes on by doing away with the 

division between first and second knowledge, perception and apperception. In so doing, it 

takes temporally ephemeral experience as its grounding impetus: “the [essay’s] 

relationship to experience—and the essay invests experience with as much substance as 
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traditional theory does mere categories—is the relationship to all of history” (Adorno 10). 

Adorno is making the argues here that thought, in seeking to ground itself in the 

fragmentary and temporal nature of experience, opens up the essay not to the essence of a 

historical moment, but to its lacunas, rendering, “the transient eternal rather than 

distilling the eternal in the transient” (13). In this sense, the essay engages with and in 

history immanently and thus, has a singular relationship to intellectual production: “the 

constellation [of the essay] is a force field, just as every intellectual structure is 

necessarily transformed into a force field under the essay’s gaze”(13). In other words, the 

essay had no recourse to objectivity, but transforms its object in the process of materially 

producing it. What Adorno’s theory of the essay allows for is the intervention of history 

into the text. The plurality of the “mana-word” that we found in Bensmaïa, the non-

totalizable origin as body, becomes, in Adorno, the intensity of history as that force 

which moves, transforms, and is transformed by the text. As the point of intersection of 

material forces, experience, for Adorno, becomes the moment through which life enters 

into the text. As he writes, the figure of experience is not a closure of meaning into a 

totalizable whole, but rather, an opening of the text as a play of historical and material 

relationships.  In this sense, Adorno complicates theories of the essay that draw on 

conceptions of “the body” by producing a materialist theory of experience. Rather than 

the motion of the body being expressed in the essay form, it is experience, conceived of 

as a heterogeneous historical force, which enters into the text. 

 

*** 
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Now, I would like to turn more directly to the question of history and the specific 

forces that make the essay necessary. What are the conditions that come together to 

produce the form of life that is expressed in the essay? Though Bensmaïa looks to 

Montaigne to understand the mode of epistemological, semiotic, and rhetorical 

underpinnings of this anti-genre, he fails to engage the historical context of his writings. 

Why is it that Montaigne’s texts have so often been compared with most canonical texts 

of post-structuralism and post-modernity? What can the gaps and lacunas in the history of 

the essay itself tell us about the form of life that it writes? 

As I discuss in the introduction to the dissertation, the essay becomes a form that 

serves to mediate the emergent spheres of the public and the private in the formation of 

modern life. As John Mowitt points out, the essay rises in tandem with modern print 

culture as a form that puts individual experience into public circulation. In this way, the 

essay exhibits the character of movement we find in Bensmaïa and Staboninski’s  

theories of the essay not only in its formal characteristics, but also in the manner in which 

the essay’s inscription of experience into the text is consequently put into circulation 

through the mechanisms of modern print culture. 

The essay also emerges at the moment in which another revolution in print culture 

is taking place: the introduction of paper notes into European bank culture, a motion that 

gives rise to the modern baking system. Along with the circulation of utterances of 

subjective truth, early modernity ushered in a transformation in the form of value into a 

mode that facilitated the dispersion of currency whose value was guaranteed by a 

precious metal held within a bank. In this way, the proliferation of paper notes gave rise 

to the system of the modern gold standard. 
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In addition to the innovations within printing technologies that facilitated the rise 

of the essay as a circulating form, the circulation of money within early modernity also 

contributed to the development of the essay form. Emerging at this particular moment in 

the development of global capitalism, the essay form offers a unique insight into the 

operation of literary production within the context of early capitalist trade and expansion 

of the monetary system. Emerging within this milieu, Michel de Montaigne’s Essais, the 

product of a life’s work, also coincided with great financial crisis that swept across 

France in the mid-sixteenth century. Inflation, caused by a glut of gold and silver arriving 

from Africa and the Americas, created monetary crisis and the eventual abandonment of 

the French livre as currency in 1577 (Braudel 357-8). Though Montaigne, the wealthy 

son of a merchant, remained financially secure, the instability of monetary forms is 

evident in his work both in his brief discussions of money, and more tellingly, in the form 

which the first literary essays take. At a moment of instability and upheaval within the 

new social relations being produced under very early stages of mercantile capitalism, a 

literary form is born through the pen of one whose class was gaining a great deal of 

mobility. The movement seen in his thought can be tied to the rising mobility of capital 

and labor, while at the same time, the non-totalizable and fragmentary nature of his 

discourse, to the very instability of this emerging system and the inconsistency of its 

representational form: money.  

The form of these early essays is not necessarily mimetic of monetary crises and 

transformations. Instead, the essay is a form of exposition that seeks dislocations within 

the opacity of the real and renders their effects in text. However, the “supernumerary” 

aspect of the essay as a form, like money within a moment of crisis, resists measure. In 
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this sense, the essay not only as a literary genre, but as a form of non-totalizable thought 

that emerges and reemerges at particular moments in modern history. It is an immanent 

expression of the historical situations from which it emerges, while not being at all 

reducible to them.  

 

To the limits of film— 

  The lack of nuance in criticism of the essay film as a genre has stemmed at once 

from an inadequate reckoning with the mode of knowledge produced by the literary genre 

of the essay and from a failure to afford a degree of autonomy and singularity to the essay 

film as a form that is distinct from its literary counterpart. In addition, there has been little 

attention paid to the historical conditions from which the essay film manifests itself 

across the history of the cinematic image. 

Most criticism of the essay film genre has proceeded from two misleading lines of 

inquiry. The first is to identify it with two filmic genres from which it is thought to 

derive. This vein of criticism of the essay film argues that it arises from the desire to fuse 

the documentary tradition with the filmmaking practices of the historical avant-garde, 

particularly Soviet films from the 1920s.12  While these two historical movements are 

important to a theorization of the essay film, understanding it to be derivative of either 

genres or a melding of the two is misleading and limits understanding of the singular 

nature of the essay film. The documentary is often thought to be the logical predecessor 

to the essay film; in fact, histories of the documentary often claim the essay film. This is 

perhaps evident not only in its “non-fictional” character, but also in its often overtly 

                                                
12 Here I am specifically refering to the work on the essay film by both Nora Alter and 
Laura Rascarroli.  
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political content, especially the school of documentary influenced by the work of Joris 

Ivens. What I have hoped to illustrate, however, in my earlier discussion of the literary 

essay’s anti-empirical nature, is that the documentary form is actually antithetical to the 

essay film. Even the “self-reflexive” documentary strays from the essayistic form in that 

it perpetuates the hermeneutics of thought, of relation between subject and object. The 

essay film, I would argue, does not engage in this dialectic of knowledge and 

representation.  

The other filmic form that the essay film is often thought to be derivative of is 

Soviet montage, particularly its articulation in the work of Sergei Eisenstein. The 

articulation in Eisenstein’s work between film thought, film language, and the ideogram 

via montage is what, it seems to me, has precipitated this misunderstanding. Though 

Eisenstein’s cinema “thinks,” it thinks always in relation to the idea: the relationship of 

fragment to fragment—either between shots, within the frame, or between image and 

sound—generates a synthetic whole. Gilles Deleuze perhaps best articulates the point I 

am trying to make in his books on cinema. Eisenstein’s montage, associated with the 

movement image, for Deleuze, is always grounded in a metaphorical whole to which 

each of its parts is subordinated: 

…[the] movement-image, which, as well as dividing movement by 

connecting it to the objects between which it is established (metonymy 

which separates images), can dissolve movement by connecting it with the 

whole that it expresses (metaphor which connects images)… If we talk 

about fusion, we are not just thinking of superimposition as a technique, 

but of an affective fusion which is explained, in Eisenstein’s terms, 
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because two distinct images can have the same harmonics and so 

constitute metaphor. (Cinema 2 160) 

With the form of montage produced by Eisenstein’s configuration of cinematic thought, 

the idea always relates to this metaphorical whole. This whole is produced through the 

rendering of relations between cinematic fragments “harmonious.” Fittingly, Deleuze 

understands the role of the camera within the movement-image to operate as the “general 

equivalent” of locomotion (Deleuze 1986, 22). Though the essay film and Eisensteinian 

montage may share the quality of thought, they approach cinematic thinking through 

divergent avenues. The essay’s structural refusal to synthesize and to create totality 

forces its thoughts to a different register, one of intensity that Deleuze might associate 

with the time-image. While certainly a part of the legacy of avant-garde cinema in the 

twentieth century, the essay film defies these impulses of classification in that it presents 

a completely singular mode of cinematic engagement.  

 Another vein of criticism of the essay film has attempted to understand it as simply 

the presentation of a literary form in a cinematic context. Exemplary of this vein of 

criticism is Nora M. Alter’s essay, “Translating the Essay into Film and Installation.” In 

this essay, Alter explores the manner in which the essay film, as well as its later 

counterparts in video and installation art, is merely a “translation” of one medium of 

expression to another, “the nature of the essay encourages and promotes its translation 

not only into different languages but also into other media and forms” (13). Although 

Alter’s point that the essay is a flexible form capable of translation and movement is 

interesting, she fails to adequately distinguish between the written word and an audio-

visual form, thus assigning the status of the essay film as a form that is always-already 
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derivative. She argues that innovations in the essay film form, such as those of Chris 

Marker, can be traced to a filmmaker’s ability to successfully reproduce rhetorically 

substantiated statements in film form (48). Though she references the fragmentary nature 

of the essay discussed by Adorno and Benjamin’s notion of “pure language,” she offers a 

reading of the essay film that renders film an audio-visual language that merely mimics 

the written word. Her work on the essay film is emblematic of the little criticism that has 

been written on the essay film—she sees it as a “fusion” between documentary and avant-

garde forms able to translate the nuanced form of the written essay with greater or lesser 

success (52). Following from Alexander Astruc’s notion of the camera-stylo, Alter 

situates the essay film as a form capable of translating the flexibility of the written word 

into the medium of film. Her use of Astruc’s notion of the camera-stylo to supplement a 

conception of the essay film, however, is cursory, as it intimates that Astruc is arguing for 

a mere translation of linguistic forms into the cinema or that the cinema itself should been 

seen in linguistic terms. 

However, unlike a number of successors in the milieu of criticism of the French 

New Wave, Astruc’s 1948 manifesto begins to push the discussion of cinematic 

expression beyond the confines of language and towards an independent mode of 

thought. In this sense, he uses language as a metaphor for cinematic thought without 

insisting that cinema itself is a language:  

By language, I mean a form in which and by which an artist can express 

his thoughts, however abstract they may be, or translate his obsessions 

exactly as he does in the contemporary essay or novel. That is why I 

would like to call this new age of cinema the age of the camera-pen. (18) 
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The camera-pen, while referring to written language, also refers to a body, and 

particularly, a body in motion. The metaphor, which seems simple, offers a way to think 

of the camera not as an eye through which the filmmaker views the world, but in an 

assemblage with the body that transmits thought. In this sense, the cinema becomes a 

form though which thought is expressed, like the literary essay or novel. Astruc 

distinguishes his conception of avant-garde cinema from the inter-war avant-gardes, 

particularly Eisenstein, arguing that they simply used cinema to illustrate ideas through 

the heavy association of images, an idea presented as an “illustration with pictures,” 

rather than use cinema as a tool for thought itself (19). While his manifesto lies within 

what we might call the auteur tradition in conceiving of cinematic expression as the 

expression of authorial intent and individual genius, Astruc further complicates his 

understanding of the nature of cinematic thought: 

All thought, like all feeling, is a relationship between one human being 

and another human being or certain objects which form part of this 

universe. It is by clarifying these relationships and making a tangible 

illusion, that the cinema can really make itself a vehicle for thought. (20) 

 
The idea of “making a tangible illusion” is better understood in the original French, 

“dessinant la trace tangible,” to draw or frame a tangible trace. What I believe Astruc is 

pointing towards here is a conception of the cinema as the material impression or trace of 

thought, and thought conceived not simply as a linguistic utterance, but as a set of 

complicated material relationships. Writing in 1948, Astruc’s manifesto for what he calls 

“not a school or a movement, but a tendency,” is both catalyst for and a symptom of the 

transformation that Deleuze refers to in Cinema 1 as the “crisis of the action image” and 
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the birth of the time-image. I would argue that given both his historical milieu and the 

content of his argument, the tendency that Astruc calls for in the transformation of the 

avant-garde is a practice of filmmaking closely wedded to the movements of his time: the 

European second cinema. In essence, Astruc’s understanding of cinematic thinking and 

the camera-pen is still very much associated with notions of individual cinematic 

authorship. As I will explore in the next section, it is not until twenty years later, during 

the crises of 1968, that this authored expression of thought in cinema gives way to a 

collective form of cinematic thought. 

 In many ways, I would argue that the difficulties in defining the literary genre of 

the essay seem to carry over into the difficulties that confront film theory when 

addressing the essay film. What carries over from the literary essay to the essay film is 

neither a narrative structure nor rhetorical form, but rather, a particular mode of thought: 

untotalizable thought, thought in motion, thought power. When defining the essay as a 

reflective form, Bensmaïa sees the operation of language in the essay not as reflective of 

an external world, but actually a mode of language that reflects back on language itself. 

He uses this passage from Mallarmé to illustrate this point: “‘All method is fiction. 

Language has appeared as the instrument of fiction; it will follow the method of 

language, language reflecting on itself’” (xxv). In this sense, the essay writes the body 

into the text, opening it and inviting the reader to participate in its production, and 

exposing the material nature of language that the body, as plural form, writes through. 

The essay film, however, pushes this reflection to its limit. While the literary essay 

reveals that within language there is a sort of “thought power” in motion, the essay film 
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moves beyond linguistic representation as it begins to work on the very mechanisms of 

human visual and aural perception.  

 Though a concise genealogy and definition of the essay film as a genre may be 

elusive, what is central to this exploration is an analysis of what its manifestation at 

different moments in the twentieth century might illuminate not only about the generic 

form, but also about the ways that this form expresses larger historical phenomena. Nora 

Alter does present an interesting thesis regarding the historical manifestation of the essay. 

She writes,  

theorists of the essay have argued from the onset that the genre manifests  

itself in moments of crisis – political and representational. The function of  

the essay is not therapy or healing the wounds produced by the upheavals 

of the day, but crisis diagnosis enabling and encouraging future social and  

            cultural transformation. (9)   

Though she cites Hans Richter’s development of the essay film genre in the moment of 

upheaval in the 1920s in Germany, her analysis stops short interrogating what it is about 

the essay as a form that makes it adequate to moments of crisis.13 Furthermore, she fails 

to distinguish how it is that the essay film intervenes in these crises differently than the 

written essay. The remainder of my engagement with the essay film will be to draw out 

the implications of each of these points and to explore how it is that the essay, and 

particularly the essay film, intervenes in political and representational crises. Importantly, 

however, I seek to understand the manner in which these interventions are not merely 

                                                
13 I engage the work of Hans Richter in greater detail, in the final chapter of the 
dissertation, focusing on his film Inflation (1928) and theories of the essay film as 
symptoms of the financial crisis of Weimar Germany. 
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isolated instances, but express a dynamic between struggle and crisis in the late 1960s. As 

I discuss in my remarks on the relationship between form and crisis in the introduction to 

the dissertation, I am interested in the manner in which the essay film of the 1960s both 

expresses a crisis of form and is a form that puts the cinema itself into crisis. In other 

words, I would like to understand the essay film not only as arising from external 

pressures of international economic and political crisis, but also as a confrontation with 

the internal limits of auteur cinema. 

 

—“Floating Bretton Woods”: from cinematic thought to cinematic insurgency  

  

Just as Montaigne’s Essais appear at a moment of crisis and transition in the 

development of global capitalism, so do the essay films of the late-1960s. The internal 

pressures of the global finance system instituted by the Bretton Woods agreement were 

compounded by a series of near-catastrophes for capitalism brought about by a wave of 

global revolt against the particular Fordist/statist/imperialist configurations of power 

instituted after the Second World War. Economists call the period from 1967-1974 

“floating Bretton Woods,” because the system of global finance that had been sustained 

by the fixity of the American dollar was put into crisis by pressures created from the 

myriad of political, anti-capitalist, and anti-imperialist movements across the globe. This 

crisis brings about not only the end of the “American Century,” as Fredric Jameson notes, 

but also the end of the use of gold as a measure for monetary value, and as I explore in 

the previous chapter, these crises point to new forms of power and control that emerge in 

tandem with the financialization of capitalism.  
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The extensive monetary crisis of 1968, not seen since the early 1930s, exposed 

the fundamental ability of political struggle to throw the capitalist system into crisis, 

pointing towards Antonio Negri’s definition of capitalism as a system: “the ‘system,’ a 

dynamic and open system, is completely dominated by the question of the relation 

between crisis and the emergence of revolutionary subjectivity. This relationship is so 

fundamental that Marxism could well be entitled the science of crisis and subversion” 

(Marx Beyond Marx 11). And what does the monetary crisis known as “floating Bretton 

Woods” say of the global struggles? The relation between revolutionary subjectivity and 

the crisis of gold to back the value of international currency is also the crisis of measure. 

Ernst Mandel’s diagnosis of the 1968 crisis in Decline of the Dollar: A Marxist View of 

Monetary Crisis, addressed also in the introduction, exposes what he sees to be a 

fundamental contradiction in the capitalist system. He argues that the calls for the end of 

the gold standard and floating exchange rates, 

[…] are expressions of the basic fact that the objective socialization of 

production and international communication is so far advanced that it cries 

out for a world currency that is independent of gold. But how such ‘world 

paper money’ exists in an economy based on private property? [ … ] of 

the compulsion of private capital accumulation, leading inevitably to trade 

cycles and erratic investments. This is a contradiction the system is unable 

to solve (51). 

 
From the vantage point of the financial crisis of 2008, Mandel’s 1968 diagnosis of an 

impossible contradiction in the capitalist system of global exchange, often passed over by 

Marxists in recent years, seems to be on the money. This passage indicates the severity of 
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the crisis of value and measure during 1968 and how radical the proposition of the end of 

the system of the general equivalent was viewed to be at the time. The challenge of 

living, socialized labor is at the basis of the inability of world markets to continue to 

function under the system of the general equivalent. The magnitude and depth of this 

crisis in capitalist measure induced by insurgent forces set the stage for the volatile period 

that followed. It is a crisis that capital has attempted to resolve through the release of 

“paper gold,” or what Marx calls “credit money,” in order to sustain itself in the face of 

this crisis of measure. As I argue elsewhere in the dissertation, the end of the gold 

standard and the financialization of capitalism is a counterrevolutionary response to the 

struggles of the 1960s. Before the great inflation of the 1970s, the squeeze of workers and 

expansion of financial markets in the 1980s, before the credit boom of the 1990s, and the 

proliferation of mechanisms of financial speculation, and the eventual collapse of the 

credit markets we are presently witnessing, the crisis of 1968 deeply punctured the 

functioning of systems of measure and capitalist markets on a world scale. As Peter 

Kennedy argues in “A Marxist Account of the Relationship Between Commodity Money 

and Symbolic Money in the Context of Contemporary Capitalist Development,” the 

invention and eventual collapse of the Bretton Woods agreement signifies the inability of 

gold to act as a general equivalent, and this very failure exposes a fundamental 

breakdown and transformation in the capitalist system. Kennedy writes that the end of the 

gold standard signifies a crisis in forms of monetary representation, from commodity to 

symbol, that imply a rupture in the capitalist ontology: “[…] despite the necessity of 

commodity money, there has been a major evolving ontological shift within the capitalist 

relation which has signified its eclipse by symbolic forms of money” (195). Interestingly, 
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though, Kennedy relates this transformation to the socialization of labor during the 1930s, 

arguing that symbolic money is expressive of “direct social dependency,” rather than the 

relation of value as it is described by Marx’s theory of commodity money (201). What is 

significant about Kennedy’s assessment of the transformation of monetary form in the 

post-war era is that he argues that with the ascendency of monetary forms that are 

“symbolic,” or what I think could be better called “financial,” money still maintains its 

function as social antagonism. Symbolic money, detached from the material referent, is 

inherently weaker in its ability to measure value. I have noted this fact before, but it is 

important to reiterate both the structure and magnitude of the global financial crisis of 

1968. Although much more could be said regarding the specific instance of the financial 

crisis of 1968, what should be noted is that the structure of money as general equivalent 

was put into crisis at this moment on a global scale, exposing an underlying fragility in 

the ability of money to measure value and to represent, mediate, and control social 

relations.  

 

*** 

 

 The crisis of “floating Bretton Woods” points to an issue at the center of the 

correlation between monetary form and cinematic thought. What I am working towards is 

neither a conception of economic determination nor a parallelism between base and 

superstructure. Money is neither a determinant form, nor is it a fixed or stable medium 

that measures and circulates material value. It is rather a social relationship, materially 

expressed. The opening section to Georg Simmel’s The Philosophy of Money sets out a 
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theory of money that perhaps speaks best to the point I am attempting to make. In the 

section entitled: “Reality and value as mutually independent categories through which 

our conceptions become images of the world” Simmel writes:  

The question of what value really is, like the question of what being is, is 

unanswerable. And precisely because they have the same formal relation 

to objects, they are as alien to each other as are thought and extension for 

Spinoza. Since both [reality and value] express the same absolute 

substance, each in its own way and perfect in itself, the one can never 

encroach upon the other because they question concepts of objects from 

completely different points of view (62). 

In this opening section of what is to be a mammoth and systematic analysis of money, 

Simmel lays out a very interesting presupposition. Immediately, Simmel offers a 

Spinozist ontology of value in what will be his discussion of the money form of value. It 

is no longer the idealist abstraction, but a material expression with an autonomous and 

perfect form. Reality and value, in Simmel’s terms, are both expressive of substance, just 

as extension and thought, matter and image, virtual and actual, can be said to be attributes 

expressive of a material monism. Money, as a form of value, that which measures that 

value, is thus a category “through which our conceptions become images of the world,” 

in other words, a form of thought that is collectively generated. It is an image of the 

world among others, one that has a particular material force, as it is an image of 

antagonism.14  

                                                
14 Though Antonio Negri’s analysis of money in Marx Beyond Marx is quite different 
from Simmel’s, I think that they share an important resonance illustrated in this passage, 
which I also cite in the introduction: “Money has the advantage of presenting me 
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Though Simmel’s conception of money might stray from certain veins of Marxist 

thought, it also might help us to understand what Deleuze means when he writes that 

money is the “obverse” of all cinematic images by allowing for a more complicated 

theory of money as an image in itself. Simmel’s understanding of money as an image 

points to ways we might articulate the relationship between money and image in a 

historical epoch in which money itself has become expressly “symbolic.” Furthermore, 

Simmel helps us to understand the moment of transition I am addressing here, “floating 

Bretton Woods,” as he goes on to argue that any attempt to bring together reality and 

value would result in a “metaphysical unity,” one “for which there is no linguistic term 

unless it be in religious symbols” (62). What is gold but an attempt to produce this unity? 

It is a remnant of a religious exception, a sovereign form that collapses value and reality 

into one, a truly imaginary unity that produces faith and trust in the value of both money 

and reality. In this sense, the end of the gold standard and the ascendancy of “symbolic” 

money is a crisis that indicates not a further abstraction of money from life, but the return 

of money, as Simmel writes, as “an image of the world,” and importantly, an image that 

is not a reflection, but a true manifestation of social dependency and relations of 

exploitation. We might say that the end of the gold standard indicates a historical 

transformation in capitalism that brings money and image so closely together that they 

become, as Deleuze writes, “obverse,” like two sides of the same coin.  

 

                                                                                                                                            
immediately the lurid face of the social relation of value; it shows me value right away as 
exchange, commanded and organized for exploitation. I do not need Hegelianism in order 
to discover the double face of the commodity, of value: money has one face, that of the 
boss.”Antonio Negri. Marx Beyond Marx: Lessons on the Grundrisse, trans. Harry 
Cleaver, et al. (Brooklyn: Autonomedia, Inc., 1991), 23. 
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*** 

 

 If the essay film emerges, as Nora Alter argues, in moments of crisis, then what is 

it that the particular crisis of 1968 can tell us about its ubiquitous use in films closely tied 

to radical social movements across the globe? I argue that at this moment of crisis, the 

essay film emerges as a necessary form. It is a necessary form in that it becomes one of 

the most adequate (in a Spinozian sense) of aesthetic forms to the moment from which it 

emerges. As Christopher Connery argues in his essay “The World Sixties,” following 

Fredric Jameson’s argument for periodizing the 1960s, to claim “history as necessity is 

far from determinism: it is, in an important way, its opposite. What ‘had to happen’ was 

the fact of an entire combination, the totality of forces, whose interrelations consisted of 

lag, disjuncture, and unexpected openings” (84). It is in such an unexpected opening that 

we find one, if not the most successful auteur directors from the first world essentially 

abandoning his career and forming new, collective filmmaking practices and political 

alliances, even with a rogue Peronist filmmaker. It is through such a rupture that the 

essay film, itself composed of “lag, disjuncture, and unexpected openings,” comes to 

dominate the scene of what I would call the “New Left cinema,” a term very closely 

related to Fernando Solanas and Octavio Getino’s “third cinema”—a cinema that is 

neither Hollywood nor auteur. 

The brief encounter in 1968 in which they authored the piece “Godard por 

Solanas et Solanas por Godard” came on the heels of the completion of both the Dziga 

Vertov Group’s Le Gai savior and Solanas and Getinos’ Hora de los hornos, two essay 

films that, while being made under radically different conditions, both register the crises 
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of 1968. Their conversation is as much a draft of a manifesto for a new form of cinema as 

it is a negotiation of their positions as filmmakers in a moment of political crisis and 

radicalism. While often cited as yet another example of Godard’s wide influence on the 

cinema of Latin America during this period, the conversation more interestingly re-

negotiates the status of “second cinema” and the New Left, and reads more as a crisis of 

influence, as Godard consistently disavows his status as an auteur. This conversation 

becomes a reinterpretation of Astruc’s notion of the camera-pen in response to the global 

crisis of 1968. It transforms the demand that cinema be a medium of thought for the 

individual filmmaker into a demand that it become a collective mode of insurgency. The 

thread that connects these two theories of the cinema, one bourgeois and the other 

revolutionary, however, is the essay film. The conversation actually illustrates the 

succinct movement of a conception of cinematic thought, one that must move through 

and reject individually authored cinema, as is figured in Godard’s Maoist self-critique, to 

arrive at a new conception of cinematic insurgency centered in the Third World.  The 

essay film reemerges as a critical form at this moment precisely because it is not merely a 

genre of cinema, but because it is a form of thought power, articulated as a creative, 

insurgent, and collective form of resistance to capital. Its manifestation at this moment is 

adequate to both the transformation of life that it calls for and the crises of monetary 

representation it inversely registers. If the crisis of 1968 was characterized as a rupture in 

closed forms of social organization and representation, then the essay is the formal 

corollary to this crisis—both the form of crisis and crisis as form. 

Fernando Solanas opens the conversation with a discussion of the Hora de los 

hornos as “an ideological and political film-essay.” He goes on to say, however, that “the 
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Hour of the Furnaces is also a film ‘act,’ an anti-show, because it denies itself as a film 

and opens itself to the public for debate, discussion and further developments. Each show 

becomes a place of liberation…” (83).  In this way, Solanas’s practice of the essay film 

employs a conception of action that puts into play the sense of the word essai as a trial, 

not just in the sense of an attempt, but actually a form that opens itself to a trial, a space 

of collective engagement and critique. What it means to deny itself as a film is precisely 

to deny itself as a whole, as a closure of representation; it is at this moment that the film 

becomes an essay, a collective trial of thought cinematically conceived.  

For Solanas, the essay film is meant to destroy a bourgeois notion of film 

spectatorship, not for the sake of destroying it, but to create a new level of engagement 

with the film as a process indistinguishable from life, both materially and historically: 

There are pauses in the film, interruptions so that the film and the 

topics presented can pass from the screen to the theater, that is, to 

life, to the present. The old spectator, the subject who beholds, the 

onlooker, according to the traditional film that developed the 

bourgeois concepts of the arts in the 1800s, that non-participant, 

becomes the live protagonist, a real actor in the story of the film 

and in the history itself, since the film is about our contemporary 

history. And it is a film about liberation, about the unfinished stage 

in our history; it cannot be anything but an unfinished film, a film 

open to the present and the future of this act of liberation (83).  

The ideas of both the movement of thought and personal experience, discussed earlier as 

elements of the essay, are complicated through the demand that a collective body and 
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movement understood as struggle and action is introduced as a process into this open 

text. In Solanas’s conception of the essay film, personal experience immediately becomes 

collective and active—a force intended to transform both the cinematic text and the 

history in which it intervenes. For all the critiques of dogmatism that have been launched 

against Solanas, his theorization here of the essay form is perhaps the most radically 

materialist in the history of the genre.  

 Though Godard does not directly theorize the essay film in the conversation with 

Solanas, it becomes evident that his turn towards the essay film was, on some level, 

brought about by crisis, the interruption of history.  We can see that the transformation in 

his practice as a filmmaker was formed less by volition than by the force of the events of 

the late-1960s. This is evident in his discussions of May ’68: 

 The ‘May Events’ have brought us fantastic liberation. ‘May’ has 

imposed its truth, it has forced us to talk and articulate the problems in a 

different light. Before ‘May’ here in France all the intellectuals had an 

alibi which permitted them to live comfortably, that is, to have a car, an 

apartment… But ‘May’ has created a very simple problem, that of 

changing our lifestyles [mode de vie], breaking with the system (85).  

In fact, when asked by Solanas, “how do you ideologically define this type of ‘author 

film?’” Godard responds with a list of auteurs, including, “Godard before ‘May’” (86). 

Looking at vast writings on the trajectory of Godard’s career, it is difficult to find 

criticism of his work, even his work which is collectively authored, that paints it as 

anything but the product of an auteur. For the most part, even criticism of his most 

radical films maintains this presupposition. It is imperative to my argument, however, to 
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strive to see his forays into the essay film form not as continuity, but as interruption—the 

interruption of a life. The life of an artist put on trial by the force of crisis, creating both 

rupture and discontinuity in the attempts, even those that are short lived, to alter this life. 

In many ways, the notion of Godard’s “third-world turn,” as it has repeatedly been called, 

should be conceived of less as a turn by Godard himself than as the struggles against 

empire in Vietnam, Latin America, and elsewhere as entering the first world in the form 

of disruption and crisis. In the late 1960s, particularly with the films produced by the 

Dziga Vertov group, “Godard” must come to stand not only for an auteur, but as the 

shorthand for a collective reevaluation and reconstitution of cinema. 

May 1968 literally interrupted the production of Le Gai savior. The film was 

filmed before the “May events” and edited afterward (Faroki and Silverman 113). 

Though it is impossible to pinpoint the exact moment in which the event enters into the 

film, it is possible to say that history intervened in its making. In this way, Godard’s 

“third-world turn,” as it has been called, should be seen less as an authorial decision, than 

an intervention of history itself, much as Louis Althusser argues the 1848 commune 

intervened in Marx’s thought, turning him away from humanism. The relevance of the 

essay film is in its adequacy to the demands of this crisis. Though many of Godard’s 

films leading up to Le Gai savior certainly have some essayistic qualities, such as 

Weekend (1967) and Deux ou trois choses je sais sur elle (1967), few before 1968 break 

with narrative cinema so completely.  

 If “money is the obverse of all the images that cinema shows and sets in place,” 

then the movement from cinematic thought to cinematic insurgency is the obverse of the 

crisis in monetary form taking place in the era of “floating Bretton Woods.” It is obverse 
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in the sense that the cinematic image is an expression of socialized labor, struggle, and 

creativity that is pushing against a real limit, capital. If the financial meltdown of 1968 is 

a crisis of measure, then the new-left cinema at this moment is expressive of an opposite 

and equal crisis, cinematically conceived. It is both the form of crisis and the crisis of 

form. As Antonio Negri writes following the discussion of monetary crisis in the 

Grundrisse, “communism is the negation of all measure, the affirmation of the most 

exasperated plurality—creativity” (Marx Beyond Marx 33). The essay films of 1968 are 

expressive of this impulse to think beyond measure, an impulse to generate new modes of 

thinking in common through the cinematic image. 

 

 
–Outside of Equivalence: Credit Money in Le Gai savior and Hora de los hornos 

 

 Though the essay as a form is notable for its brevity and lightness, the essay film 

of the late 1960s is not. Both films I discuss take on impossible tasks, attempting to 

integrate the whole of life into film while using the power of its audio-visual components 

to generate new revolutionary positions. It is as if what I might call the essayistic 

impulse, to put thought into motion, reaches a limit and folds back onto itself. This 

folding introduces weight and length to the essay, allowing its disjunctive fragments to 

spill out into an indigestible form. Both films have a distinctly unfinished quality. 

According to Harun Faroki, Le Gai savior may be “less of a film than a sketch for a 

film,” in that it does not provide enough structure for the spectator to comprehend it as a 

whole (116). More explicitly, Solanas, as mentioned previously, states that, 

constitutionally, his film cannot be finished: “it is a film about liberation, about the 
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unfinished stage in our history; it cannot be anything but an unfinished film, a film open 

to the present and the future of this act of liberation” (83). A film of the New Left cinema 

must open itself onto the whole of history; the essay film must expose itself to 

transformation, must enter into history, like class struggle, as an unfinished and creative 

process.    

 The essay form which Adorno finds to be anachronistic, perhaps untimely, in 

1958, gains a new significance in the struggles of the late-1960s for precisely one reason: 

the essay film becomes engaged in the production of life through a new and powerful 

configuration of power, the spectacle. In confronting the spectacle, a historical formation 

of capital identified by Guy Debord in 1967, these films utilize the essayistic impulse to 

manipulate and redefine capitalist forms of life. In the Grammar of the Multitude, Paolo 

Virno writes of Guy Debord’s concept of the spectacle:  

In the spectacle we find exhibited, in a separate and fetishized form, the 

most relevant productive forces of society, those productive forces on 

which every contemporary work process must draw: linguistic 

competence, knowledge, imagination, etc. The spectacle has a double 

nature: a specific product of a particular industry, but also, at the same 

time, the quintessence of the mode of production in its entirety (60).  

However, as I discuss in the introduction, the cinema of the New Left does not merely 

enter into the spectacle. Instead, it attacks it and puts the spectacle itself into crisis. Le 

Gai savior and Hora de los hornos enter into a critique of the spectacle as both an 

industry and a mode of production that involves the most basic biological capacities of 

the human intellect. Both films confront the spectacle as an industry through altering the 
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modes of production, distribution, and reception of audiovisual material, one of the 

concrete demands offered by Solanas and Getino in their essay “Towards a Third 

Cinema.” In addition, however, both of these essay films challenge the forms of cognition 

and sociality imposed by the spectacle as a mode of production. They take detritus from 

the spectacle as raw material in the construction of the sounds and images that compose 

each of the essays. This technique, which Guy Debord calls detournment is, of course, 

not specific to these filmmakers or films. Rather, it is ubiquitous in the essay films of this 

period. In this sense, the essay films of the New Left cinema transform it by engaging 

directly with it. 

 

*** 

 

Le Gai savior, translated as both the Joy of Learning and The Gay Science, is a 

highly complex essay that combines still images, text, voice-overs, and actors to explore 

the problem of knowledge as it relates to the cinema’s and, more generally, the 

spectacle’s role in the formation of subjectivity, thought, and power. Commissioned by 

French television, the majority of the film is shot in a television studio. The film very 

deliberately draws attention to this fact and explores the revolutionary potential of the 

medium of television and its relationship to film. Not surprisingly, it was never aired on 

French television.  

The film is structured around the meeting of two young people, Patricia 

Lumumba, representing the revolutionary potential of the third world, and Emile 

Rousseau, the great grandson of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, in a television studio over the 
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course of seven nights (Monaco 15). During this period they attempt to create a new 

revolutionary politics by returning to a “zero” point of knowledge before reconstructing 

sounds and images adequate to a radical politics. During their meetings, they formulate a 

three-year plan to break down structures of knowing, particularly cinematic ones, only to 

rebuild them. Kaja Silverman notes that the use of this structure references the 

revolutionary desire to reset the clocks, but argues, “the clock which Gay Knowledge 

seeks to set is epistemological rather than temporal” (113). Though I will return to this 

point later, it is notable here that the structure of the film is in no way linear, as the 

project of resetting this “epistemological clock” intensively probes mechanisms of 

cognition, perception, and thought that completely disrupt any chronological, or even 

causal sense of a progression of events through time.  

The scenes that take place in the studio are notable for their stark mise-en-scene, 

using only a few props and stark high-key lighting. This bleakness has two functions: to 

materialize the epistemological project at hand and to give over the perceptive impact of 

the film to the soundtrack. In this way, the film attempts to undo the problem of “slave 

sound,” or sound that is always subordinated to the image. An important part of this 

experiment is working out what Godard calls “a Marxist analysis of image and sound” 

(Godard 87). In addition to the bleak mise-en-scene, blank screens are employed to draw 

the viewer’s attention to the soundtrack as well as numerous sound mixing techniques, 

such as manipulating the speed and quality of the voiceovers, all in an attempt to 

defamiliarize the soundtrack. In this way, the film attempts to liberate sound and generate 

guerrilla cinema in the same gesture.  
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The austere mise-en-scene creates a kind of intimacy and solitude that permeates 

the film. In the opening sequence, Emile and Patricia engage in a conversation wondering 

how they could possibly reconstitute knowledge given the fact that they are alone. Emile 

then says, “maybe we’re less alone than we think,” as he glances off screen while Patricia 

looks at him. Then she glances off screen at some other presence by directly addressing 

the constitution of that presence, “We are on TV, aren’t we?” They then both turn and 

face the camera, explicitly addressing the viewer to participate in the project of 

reconstituting knowledge.  

             
       Figure 1: Le Gai savior           Figure 2: Le Gai savior 
 

                                         
        Figure 3: Le Gai savior 
                                         

By confronting it directly, the film attempts to engage the television viewer, the most 

isolated of subjectivities and the passive receiver of the medium deeply embedded within 

the functioning of the spectacle, as a collectivity. This Brechtian gesture recalls many of 
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his earlier films, except in this instance, the subject who is addressed is not necessarily 

the subject of cinema, but one who is in a private and domestic space, the television 

viewer.  In many ways, the film is an interrogation of the tension between film and 

television as ontological, epistemological, and political media, and the transformation of 

the image from one context to another. Le Gai savoir employs the medium of television 

in order to unfold the interior space through which television transmits the image—from 

enclosed studio to enclosed domestic sphere—and open this interiority to collective 

reexamination. The use of the televisual medium is integrated into every level of formal 

and theoretical structure of the film. As Harun Faroki notes, the characters of the film 

actually not only regard the televisual medium, but also enter into the interiorized spaces 

it produces:  

rather than looking at images and listening to the sounds which proceed 

form the monitor, they look at the images and listen to the sounds of those 

into whose houses they, as television, are beamed. ‘Let’s go into the 

homes of people and ask them in order to know more,’ Emile says. (117) 

The television is employed as a radical method of breaking into private, domestic, 

bourgeois life. In so doing, the film asserts the mantra of radical politics in this period, 

which demands nothing less than the complete critique of quotidian life under capitalism 

and the evisceration of the private sphere as a non-political space. With multiple 

instances of television screens and scenes of the characters watching television, the film 

engages the spectacle as industry. Using the function of perception and experience that 

Adorno finds to be so essential to the essay form, Le Gai savoir is an attempt to utilize 

the very mechanisms of televisual perception to interrogate everyday experience. 
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The process of reducing sound and image to a “zero” point is not intended to 

reduce the relationship between sound and image to its origin, but rather to unhinge 

sound from image and the image from its denotative status. This process is truly 

essayistic in its structure. It does not present itself as documentation of this process, but 

as an inquiry, a trial, an attempt. The dialogue that precedes the initial attempt illustrates 

this essayist impulse: 

Emile: “Ok, let’s get to work. Let’s study this. Let’s start from zero.” 
 
Patricia: “No, first we have to go back there.” 
 
Emile: “And then what.” 
 
Patricia: “We’ll look around and see if there are any traces… To find the 
solution to a chemistry problem or a political problem you have to 
dissolve the hydrogen or dissolve the parliament… Now, we’ll dissolve 
sounds and pictures.” 

 

The sequence that follows is a sequence of hand written text on still images and footage 
from what appears to be an everyday street scene with a voice over of the actors spelling 
out the words “cinema” and “television.” As they spell out these words, there is a 
sequence of stock footage from a street scene and still images with hand-written text on 
them spelling out words: “savior, avoir, voir, socialisme, écouter.” 

         
Figure 4: Le Gai savior                                Figure 5: Le Gai savior 
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 Spelling out the worlds “cinema” and “television” over these images and words 

suggests that dissolving sound and image involves breaking down the most basic 

cognitive functions involved in their construction; words must at the same time become 

abstract sounds and images that share the basic components of sound. It also suggests that 

the ability to know, to see, and, most important, to hear, are fundamentally political acts, 

ones that must be disrupted and reconfigured. This sequence, and the film generally, 

illustrates the ability of cinema to think in a way that written language cannot. The rapid 

pace at which these images, words, and sounds move past the viewer denies any 

possibility of “reading” them. In many ways, they become abstract information, stripping 

the sensory-motor capacity for cognition. As Silverman and Faroki note, in this film, 

Godard uses the screen as a sort of blackboard (115). This metaphor, I would argue, 

directly relates to Deleuze's conception of the brain as the screen, in thinking of this 

blackboard as a space not solely for transmission of linguistic forms, but for the 

impression of audio-visual information into a process of thought. In a sense, Le gai savoir 

becomes itself a process of reconstituting subjectivity through an audio-visual and 

didactic essay.  

However, it is through the film’s direct address of the topic of money generally, 

and financial crisis in particular, that the stakes of its address of representational crises 

emerge. The opening segment of the film entitled “Second Year,” in which the characters 

are to critique images and sounds before they rebuild them, in fact, begins with the 

problem of money. The sequence begins with an image of naked women with the 

handwritten words “la représentation” inscribed on it.  Following is a voiceover that 

says: “The relationship between language and money… solemn word, hard cash… 
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Monetary crisis in London; language crisis in Paris.” This sequence directly references 

the relationship between the monetary collapse of 1968 and what has been called the 

“crisis of representation.” Just as monetary systems depend on faith that the value of a 

bank note will be honored; the stability of “systems of representation” depends on 

political and cultural stability. Kaja Silverman’s analysis of the juxtaposition of financial 

and linguistic crisis in this sequence attends to this relationship. She notes that “[…] 

language, like money, is subject at moments of crisis to a revaluation, with as dramatic 

consequences. May 1968 entailed precisely such a revaluation of the linguistic signifier” 

(131). Though this statement regarding the linguistic signifier may be true, her analysis 

stops short of understanding that in 1968, it was not simply that money was being subject 

to revaluation, but that the structure of valuation, measure itself, was put into crisis. In 

addition, by emphasizing linguistic utterance, Silverman’s analysis cannot account for the 

singularity of film form.  

The film then complicates this comparison between language and money further 

and draws out a crucial aspect of the cinematic image as it relates to money. Over a still 

image of a man standing in front of bank vault with piles of money surrounding him, the 

following voiceover ensues: “Banks exist to lend money, dictionaries exist to lend words, 

but what cannot be borrowed is the distinction between monies or between words.”  
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          Figure 6: Le Gai savior 

 

This statement begins to draw out the crisis in structures of valuation that function on the 

logic of the general equivalent, a non-circulating medium to which all value is tied. The 

imaginary basis of value, the certitude of measure cannot be borrowed because it, by 

constitution, must be non-circulating. The structural similitude between the functioning 

of this logic in different spheres of social life, including language and money, is perhaps 

best described in Jean-Joseph Goux’s 1968 essay, “Numismatics: An Essay on 

Theoretical Numismatics.” Goux’s analysis illustrates the manner in which labor power, 

libidinal structures, language, the law, and the state had come to be structured on a logic 

of value through “the principle of sovereignty and unification” (25). Drawing primarily 

from the theories of Marx and Jacques Lacan, Goux illustrates that “starting with the 

science of money (from a theoretical numismatics), we can trace the homologous 

articulations of all symbolic organizations in a society, that is, the process of exchange of 

vital activities” (34). The difference between words and money cannot be borrowed, 

because it must remain sovereign, removed, backing up the value of all things in 
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circulation, while loaning its essence to them. It is for this reason that Le Gai Savior must 

contend with financial crisis in its attempt, its essai, to reconstitute knowledge. 

While the sequence begins by drawing an analogy between money and language, 

it complicates the relationship between the two further as the screen then cuts to an image 

of Emile and Patricia facing away from the camera. The voiceover continues, “We write 

words one after another, not on top of each other. Images and sounds can be laid on top 

of each other.” Though Silverman and Faroki mention the first part of this thesis 

comparing dictionaries and banks, they leave out the second part of the thesis, which 

complicates the first, in order to argue that Le Gai Savior is primarily interested in the 

crisis of language.  In contrast, what interests me about this sequence is the distinction 

that is drawn between language as a sequential form and the operation of layering image 

and sound in film. This distinction opens up an essential point I would like to make 

regarding the adequacy of the essay film to the crisis of the late 1960s. Following the 

image of the banker who has piles of money, so many notes lying on top of each other, 

this segment attempts to draw out an important structural aspect of both money and film: 

they can be piled on top of each other. This thesis about the borrowing and lending seems 

to point to the crux of the relationship between the essay film and financial crisis. This 

segment of Le Gai Savior indicates the singularity of film thought and its immanence not 

with language as a representational form, but with money. In a monetary crisis, money 

can no longer think in terms of a general equivalent, a guarantor of value and closure, and 

this is exactly the crisis in which Godard, et al., are making the film. Godard layers image 

and sound in such a way to shatter any possibility of closure or wholeness within the 

film; there is no metaphorical general equivalent to which each of the film’s elements can 
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return. Rather, layering creates multiple zones of intensity, interstices between image and 

sound through which thought can arise. These interstices are outside of equivalence; they 

are moments through which what Bensmaïa calls the “supernumerary” element of the 

essay enters into the film. The supernumerary element, according to Bensmaïa, is a force 

“producing an indefinite series of other words without making a Totality out of them and 

without receiving from them in return” (22). Presenting a notion of the composition of a 

form that is open and multiple, these layered audio-visual images are precisely the 

obverse of the many bank notes resting on top of each other. In a financial crisis, the 

crisis of measure also demonstrates money’s malleability as a form. In this section, Le gai 

savoir produces a concept of cinematic layering that exceeds any notion of linguistic 

representation and finds its best formal complement in money. If, as Deleuze insists, 

films about money are, implicitly, films about film, then Le gai savior, in its address of 

financial crisis, can also be said to a film on the crisis of cinema. However, this crisis 

does not have a negative connotation. Instead, it is a positive crisis in the sense that it 

gestures towards the possibility of reconstituting cinematic meaning. 

Though highly complicated and somewhat opaque, Le gai savior’s attempt at 

reconstituting knowledge and resetting epistemological clocks emerges from a 

revolutionary impulse to articulate anew the relationship between sound and image. 

Unsurprisingly, the film ends without successfully completing the task it sets out to 

perform. Instead, it only presents a series of attempts to undo given and constituted 

modes of relating sound and image to each other. As Faroki notes, it is more of a sketch 

of a film than a film. This is perhaps the film’s most important aspect. It is a film, that, 
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like the revolution of its time, is unfinished. The history that interrupts its production is 

also the history that disallows its completion. 

 

*** 

 

Financial crisis runs throughout Fernando Solanas and Octavio Getino’s 

devastating critique of neo-imperialism in Hora de los hornos, translated as The Hour of 

the Furnaces. Through an examination of the everyday violence of life in Latin America, 

Solanas and Getino utilize a layering of moving images, still images, found footage, text, 

and sound to imbricate all facets of life into a total system of domination and subjugation 

that traces the legacy of neo-colonialism in Latin America. My discussion of this film 

will focus on the first and most famous section, “Neo-Colonialism and Violence,” as the 

seeds of what is most radical in the essay film form are potently expressed in this section. 

As evidenced in the discussion between Solanas and Godard,  Hora de los hornos is 

conceived of as a film that explores issues of collective authorship and production as a 

revolutionary practice. The opening credits attribute the film to the group “Cine 

Liberation”— workers, students, peasants, intellectuals, and revolutionaries as 

collaborators in its production in addition to Solanas and Getino.  

Robert Stam’s article, “The Two Avant-Gardes: Solanas and Getino’s Hour of the 

Furnaces” argues that the important intervention of “Third Cinema” as both a political 

manifesto and a film practice was the redefinition of the avant-garde in the 1960s.  For 

Stam, the “two avant-gardes” is a political distinction that separates auteur cinema from 

revolutionary cinema, and the practice of third cinema pushes this distinction onto the 
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scene of the avant-garde film cultures of the 1960s. The conception of the two avant-

gardes is critical to the discussion of the manner that the essay film is transformed into a 

means of cinematic insurgency, as it forces an uncomfortable distinction between 

complicity and rebellion, a line in the sand that was drawn among many on the left during 

the period. As Stam notes, “cinephilia, at times a surrogate for political action in the 

United States and Europe, became in Argentina a life-endangering form of praxis, placing 

the spectator in a booby-trapped space of political commitment” (257). Produced and 

shown clandestinely within an extremely hostile and dangerous political environment, the 

Hora de los hornos transformed the concept of cinephilia, formally, by creating a 

situation in which the spectator is forced into a politicized position through the very act 

of viewing the film. In this sense, the film’s form can be understood not only through the 

various strategies employed in the construction of the audio-visual piece (the only 

element of this total construction that persists) but also the situation its exhibition 

induced. The redefinition of cinephilia within the terms of the politically radical avant-

garde is evident in the opening sequence of the film. This sequence portrays footage of 

police brutality and protest, inter-cut with quotations on colonial liberation and violence 

from Franz Fanon, Aimé Césaire, Fidel Castro, and others. Set to the tempo of the 

percussion of indigenous music, the visual impact of the scenes of violence and rebellion 

are coupled with the text bursting onto a black screen in an evocative and confrontational 

manner.  
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Figure 7: Hora de los hornos                              Figure 8: Hora de los hornos 
 

  

After a short clip in which the camera pans several dead soldiers, the last segment of text 

in the opening sequence reads “por haber amado demasiado…” (for having loved too 

much), as the music fades. This quotation, starkly in contrast with the other calls for 

revolution, violence, and hatred that precede it, exposes a different type of cinephilia at 

the center of the project. Hora de los hornos opens what Stam calls the “surrogate for 

politics,” the cinephilia often associated with second cinema, into a situation in which 

spectatorship becomes a political act and subjective desire is immediately collective. In a 

cinema of insurgency, the act of cinephilia can be nothing other than a revolutionary 

one—the irrational love of the image is a radical affirmation of life itself. The essay film, 

for Solanas, is precisely this space; “Third Cinema,” is not only a cinema of Third World 

liberation, it is also the logic of the spectacle—the irrational love of the image implied by 

cinephilia— taken to its limit and folded it back upon itself. In a revolutionary cinema, 

the love of the image is not the desire for a “life beyond,” as Debord argues, but is, rather, 

the same as the love of life itself.  
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 The Hour of the Furnaces is engaged in nothing less than a complete critique of 

the bankruptcy of life under the neo-colonial regime, pointing to a society that has been 

placed in debt to the point of utter collapse. The first section of the film, “Neo-

Colonialism and Violence,” is composed of thirteen segments, each presenting an 

independent thesis on an aspect of life under a regime of neo-colonialism. In the section 

entitled “History,” a voiceover states that the oligarchies of Argentina were the product of 

three factors: “English gold, Italian hands, and French books.” The remainder of the film 

illustrates the manner in which cultural and economic debts are two sides of the same 

crisis of national identity that imbues daily life. While attending to this colonial legacy, 

the film demonstrates an important shift away from this oligarchic system, illustrating 

that neo-colonial violence now trades in only one currency: Yankee dollars. The film 

seems to present the thesis that imperialism and global financial capitalism have been 

melded into one and the same substance, the same mode of domination and control 

enveloping every aspect of social, economic, and political life. Every element of this 

system is set into motion by the tool of finance.  

The imbrication of all facets of life into the regime of finance capitalism is 

perhaps best thought in the segment entitled “Dependence.” Opening with a panning shot 

of the harbor of Buenos Aires, the first shot of the segment is overlaid with text of a 

quotation from Seastiano Caboto, an early Italian explorer, written in 1544: “Those who 

live in rural areas say there are mountains where they mine endless gold.” The camera 

then slowly pans to reveal the immensity of the city accompanied by a voiceover that 

delivers a sharp critique of the debt economy imposed on Latin America that maintains 

asymmetrical power relations:  
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Loans, Investments, have always been a part of the same political 

subjugation […] So called imperialist aid is an aid that always cost he who 

receives it more than he who gives it. For every dollar invested in Latin 

America, imperialism gets back four. 

 The section entitled “Dependence” continues with the famous sequence of cows and 

sheep being slaughtered juxtaposed with advertisements and text presenting statements 

on the dependence of Argentine economy, and overlaid with soft female vocals. Often 

discussed as a quotation of Sergie Eisenstein’s Strike (Stam 360), this sequence, perhaps, 

offers an even richer critique of the relationship between image, violence, and financial 

capitalism. 

 

       
Figure 9: Hora de los hornos                       Figure 10: Hora de los hornos 

 
                                      Figure 11: Hora de los hornos 
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 Though this sequence is often taken to be a very literal metaphor regarding the slaughter 

of the Argentine worker by the imperialist/capitalist system of underdevelopment, or as 

the docile nature of the Argentine people as they are led to their economic death, it seems 

more complicated. It offers a very subtle critique of the manner in which both the 

spectacle and finance capitalism function in tandem under what we call the regime of 

biopolitics. Returning to Paolo Virno’s discussion of the spectacle in A Grammar of the 

Multitude mentioned earlier, I would like to complicate this thesis. Following his 

discussion of the dual nature of the spectacle mentioned earlier, Virno goes on to draw 

out a lengthy distinction between the spectacle and money:  

The comparison [between the spectacle and money], though without a 

doubt an attractive one, is incorrect. Unlike money, which measures the 

result of a productive process which has been concluded, spectacle 

concerns, instead, the productive process in fieri, in its unfolding, in its 

potential. The spectacle, according to Debord, reveals what men and 

women can do. While money mirrors in itself the value of commodities, 

thus showing what society has already produced, the spectacle exposes in 

a separate form that which the aggregate of society can be and do (60-1). 

 
Though this distinction is true if one takes money to be a form that only functions 

through the logic of equivalence and measure, Hora de los Hornos exposes an important 

correlation between finance capitalism and the spectacle. This distinction fails to work 

when money is not the measure of work already performed, but the promise of future 

labor power, in other words, credit money. In this sense, within finance capitalism, both 

money and the spectacle correlate to the same qualities of human labor, those that are 
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underway. If the spectacle “reveals what man can do,” then it is finance capitalism that 

speculates on this unfolding potential. Like the promise of endless gold flowing from the 

mountains seen by the Spaniards, the closely tied mechanisms of finance and so-called 

primitive accumulation fully envelop the potentials of the human animal. The 

juxtaposition of horrific images of industrial agribusiness, one of the most lucrative 

industries in Argentina, advertisements, and figures of debt illustrate a body politic that is 

literally bleeding out its capacities. It is, in essence, bankrupt. Hora de los hornos, then, 

is a critique of the spectacle and finance capitalism as dual mechanisms mining the 

human animal for the promise of infinite riches, the endless gold in the mountains of 

which Caboto speaks: labor power. 

 Though the violence and bankruptcy of quotidian life is demonstrated through the 

juxtaposition of text and image throughout Hora de los hornos, it is perhaps the use of 

sound that most powerfully illustrates the overwhelming and visceral terror that the film 

is attempting to express. The section of the film entitled “Daily Violence” begins with 

images of windows high-rise building overlaid with the sound of a siren. The sound of 

the siren grows louder and more ominous as the sequence cuts to footage of people 

running through the city as what sounds like gunfire envelops the scene. The result of the 

sound editing is confusion, as it immediately appears that these people must be running 

through a war zone. After showing more footage of people running, covered in this 

manner, it becomes apparent that these are images of people filmed running through the 

rain. At the same time, what sounded like gunfire is revealed in the next section to be 

merely the sound of a time clock. Only in their juxtaposition do the sound and image in 

this sequence take quotidian experiences and produce what appears to be a scene of war. 
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Taken out of context, this sound produces the sense that wage labor is a form of daily 

violence visited upon the people, as the time clock is at first taken to be the sound of a 

gun. It is through the interstice between sound and image that the affective power of 

cinematic thought arises in this sequence. 

 Another sequence that uses a quotidian sound to produce the intellectual content 

is the section entitled “The System,” which opens with footage from Joris Ivens’ Le ciel, 

la terre (1965) depicting Vietcong children acting out the functions of anti-aircraft 

weapons with the following voiceover: “the Vietnamese has only to raise its head to find 

the enemy, for us it is infinitely more difficult.” The sequence builds with a critique of 

neo-colonialism that discusses the manner in which neo-colonialism in Argentina speaks 

the same language and shares the same nationality and skin color. Later, an image of 

Robert Kennedy being greeted at the airport by throngs holding signs that read “Welcome 

Bob” is overlaid with the non-diagetic sound of an airplane landing. This shot is followed 

by a sequence of footage of military leaders and foreign dignitaries exiting from 

airplanes, over which the sound of the plane is repeated, each time at a different 

frequency and duration until it eventually begins to resemble a human scream. A 

voiceover states, “the system: an internal enemy that throws open the doors for neo-

colonial penetration.” The aggressive nature of the penetration of neo-colonialist interests 

is equaled by the aggressive sound of the plane, repeated again and again in the sequence, 

capturing the image. This noise is distorted in such a way that it becomes distressing, 

prompting involuntary motion of raising one’s head, to look up in fear or awe. The aural 

environment of quotidian life—a plane landing, the punch of the time clock—becomes a 
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kind of alarm, prompting a kind of visceral terror. These sounds are, at the same time, 

appellations to revolutionary action. 

 The use of sound to comment on the saturation of violence into the deepest tissue 

of the everyday is perhaps most evident in the penultimate segment of the first section of 

the film: “Ideological Warfare.” The opening of this segment consists of a mobile shot of 

a street scene that meanders through crowds as they enter movie theaters and shop. A 

voiceover states, “the war in Latin America is waged principally in the minds of men […] 

For neo-colonialism, mass communication is more powerful than Napalm.” As a woman 

stops to watch several television screens, the voiceover states, “Ideological frontiers have 

replaced conventional ones. An army of psychologists, sociologists, and motivational 

analysts divide and conquer trade unions, political and student organizations.” The 

television, a medium of interiority and private space, infests the scene of public life, 

collapsing the latter into the former. The ideological frontier within this scene is a mobile 

and open boundary. Undiagetically, the song by Ray Charles, “I Don’t Need No Doctor,” 

begins slowly increasing in volume, as the camera wanders into a record shop where 

attractive, young people peruse the records as they tap their fingers and bob their heads. 

The sequence cuts between different angles of the scene, focusing on one man who is 

particularly taken with the music, and lingers on him as his body convulses to the music 

as he shops.  
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   Figure 12: Hora de los hornos                            Figure 13: Hora de los hornos 

 

 
                                       Figure 14: Hora de los hornos 
 

This relatively simple sequence is, arguably, one of the most disturbing in the film as a 

moment of pleasure and consumption becomes a deeply political act. The fact that the 

music is non-diagetic, edited with the image in such a way that does not exactly sync 

with the man’s gestures, introduces an interstice between image and sound that makes the 

man’s movements seem almost monstrous. The human form is reduced to a set of 

pleasurable gestures that imply a lack of conscious perception. His gestures are what 

Deleuze calls in Cinema 2, “bio-vial” (194). As this sequence reveals, the ideological 

frontier of which the voiceover speaks is also a biological one, one that employs the 

capacities of the human brain, turning a moment of consumption into a moment of 

production. As Deleuze writes: “the identity of world and brain does not form a whole, 
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but rather a limit, a membrane which puts outside and inside into contact, makes them 

present to each other, confronts them or makes them clash” (206). This sequence is an 

attempt to make this limit, this frontier where the inside touches the outside, a military 

one. It is total war between thought power and the spectacle, labor and imperialism, life 

and money. This conclusion is furthered by the text that immediately follows the 

sequence in the record shop: “All means of mass communication [informacion y difusion] 

are controlled by the C.I.A.” The segment then accelerates into a frenetic audio-visual 

mania as the song “I Don’t Need No Doctor” is mixed with disturbing laughter, 

advertisement jingles, the sound of gunfire, and other sounds laid over footage of people 

dancing, advertisements, movie stills, tanks, and footage of Vietnamese children crying. 

In a moment very close to Le Gai savior, the letters “A, B, C, D” are read in English over 

still images of emaciated people, illustrating that the violence of neo-colonialism, again, 

operates at the most basic, child-like levels of cognition. 

 The final segment of the first section of Hora de los hornos is entitled “The 

Choice,” and opens with a relatively long sequence of shots of a peasant funeral, panning 

over the faces of the grievers. After several minutes, a voiceover commences: “The 

people of Latin America are condemned peoples, neo-colonialism does not permit them 

to choose their own life or their own death. Life and death both bear the mark of daily 

violence.” The voiceover then iterates numerous statistics of the millions of preventable 

deaths caused by disease and hunger in Latin America. Abruptly, the segment cuts to the 

famous footage of Che Guevara’s corpse, as people pass by his dead body. The voiceover 

draws out the contrast: “For the man who dies in an act of liberation, death is no longer 

an end […] He who chooses his own death is also choosing his own life.” The last 
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segment shows a photographer straddling Che’s dead body in the moment right after he 

has taken a photograph accompanied by the voiceover: “he is already life and liberation 

itself.” The sequence then cuts to the famous photograph of Che’s dead face, and the last 

voiceover of the film, “In his revolutionary action, the Latin American recovers his 

existence” gives way to the percussion music that opened the film while the camera rests 

on the photograph of Che’s dead face for nearly three minutes. 

    
Figure 15: Hora de los hornos                      Figure 16: Hora de los hornos 
  

What is interesting about this last segment is not only the long resurrection of Che’s still 

image, but the footage that precedes it. By ending the film with an image of the 

photographer standing over Che, we draw the connection that it is this photographer who 

has just taken the picture we are seeing; we catch him at the moment immediately after he 

snaps the camera. The photographer becomes the midwife of this life after death, a life 

renewed. His intimate physical relationship with the corpse is necessary to produce the 

image we see. The act of the photographer is made to stand in for the act of the essay 

filmist, the one who makes the “transient eternal,” as Adorno writes. In this sense, the last 

sequence uses an image of death to affirm life itself.  
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  Hora de los hornos ends with the most explicit literalization of a soulless image, a 

corpse, in order to imbue a new life into the image. Instead of marking a death, the 

photograph of Che’s dead body in this sequence becomes an affirmation of life. It is not 

that Che’s martyrdom is expressed in this sequence as a lack; rather, his death becomes 

an affirmation of struggle and resistance. Just as a death met in an act of liberation is not 

an end, the image is not a simple death or present absence. Instead, through the process of 

the “film act,” the cinematic image opens itself to life, and, just as the Latin American 

revolutionary, it “recovers its existence.”  
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Chapter Three 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Time of Primitive Accumulation: Finally Got the News at the End of the 
Short American Century 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Time does not pass, it accumulates (24). 
 

-Ian Baucom  
   
 

Force is the midwife of every old society which is pregnant with a new 
one. It is itself an economic power (916). 
 

-Karl Marx  
 
 
 
 “I don’t think there’s any doubt about the fact that as the automotive industry 

goes, so goes the city of Detroit, so goes this country,” states an African-American 

Chrysler executive in a matter of fact manner as his white colleague sits next to him, 

smoking a cigar nonchalantly and gazing at him with cool disinterest. From the other end 

of a long boardroom table, the executive continues, “Naturally, we lose money when 

we’re not working, so it’s for the best to be getting along. It eliminates lost time that is 

not necessary as far as we are concerned.” The “getting along” he refers to is the 

congenial relationship between the management of the automotive industry of Detroit and 

the United Auto Workers union, a relationship that, in his mind, “eliminates some of the 
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problems we faced in the early years of unionism, and when you have an elimination of 

those problems it means for regular working. You don’t have the wildcat stoppages, the 

strikes, and what have you.”  

 
                                     Figure 17: Finally Got the News 
 

This interview occurs midway though Finally Got the News (1970); it crystallizes 

the ideological position that the film’s theses actively work to disrupt. Visually, the 

image implies racial reconciliation within the sterile administration of a smoothly 

functioning industrial machine. However, this image, along with the discourse of “getting 

along,” is besieged by a series of counter-images and arguments that at once refuse it and 

put it into crisis. The ordered system of production suggested by framing of the shot and 

the tempered relationship between management and organized labor that the executive 

expounds both embody the ideological position of the industry at that time; they also 

capture an image of how we might remember the Fordist system itself. Through an 

analysis of Finally Got the News and its historical context, this chapter revisits the crisis 

of the American automotive industry in the late 1960s and early 1970s through the lens of 

the radical African-American labor organization at the heart of that industry. It seeks to 

reexamine the dynamics of transition between industrial and financial capitalism as they 

are captured in this crisis.  
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The executive’s statement, “as the automotive industry goes, so goes the city of 

Detroit, so goes this country,” is one I believe still haunts us  in the aftermath of the 

collapse of the industrial system of production. As I will explore throughout this chapter, 

it is a truism of an era of capitalist organization that sought to reconcile a series of 

contradictions, contradictions which eventually led to its demise. If anything haunts this 

interview, however, it is the specter of the wildcat strike: “Naturally, we lose money 

when we’re not working so it’s for the best to be getting along. It eliminates lost time that 

is not necessary as far as we are concerned.” The “natural” functioning of the Fordist 

system of production demands that time not be lost, and the wildcat is nothing if not the 

entrance of this lost time into production -- the disruption of production by a time that is 

“not necessary” from the standpoint of the industrial capitalist.  

When asked during the interview if he is aware of the activities of the 

Revolutionary Union Movements, the executive nervously concedes that he is, but 

quickly adds: 

Our contract is with the UAW/CIO; this is Mr. Walter Reuther’s big 

union. As far as the Revolutionary Union Movement is concerned, we 

know that it exists but as far as knowing any of the details, how strong 

they are, how many members, what have you, we haven’t bothered with 

that. We have a contract with the UAW/CIO and these are the people we 

deal with. 

His equivocal discounting of the radical African-American labor organization operating 

outside the recognized activities of the UAW masks the fact that during the years leading 

up to this interview, the Revolutionary Union Movement had initiated a series of wildcat 
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strikes. At the time of the interview, the activities of the Revolutionary Union Movement 

had already reintroduced the problem of  “unnecessary, lost time” into the automotive 

industry that the executive attempts to relegate to a distant past: “In the early years it was 

a hectic thing, but recently there seems to be a getting together of the minds. […] I think 

its safe to say that management and union are growing up together.”  

Finally Got the News disallows the executive’s relegation of struggle into the 

“early years” and his presentation of a symbiotic and mature relationship between 

management and labor. It does so by forcing struggle back into the image of the Fordist 

system of production. As the executive sits smugly after delivering his dismissal of the 

Revolutionary Union Movement, the board room is taken over by the sound of non-

diegetic voices chanting, “Black workers power!” The voices that envelop the image of 

the executive are produced by sound bridge that leads to the next scene of workers 

walking on the picket line. A worker holds a picket sign that indicates a legacy of 

exploitation that originated in the “cotton patch,” a historical framing of the struggle 

against the automotive industry that remains consistent throughout the film. This scene is 

followed by a scene of League members protesting outside of a UAW convention, 

chanting “UAW means you ain’t white!” 

       
Figure 18: Finally Got the News                      Figure 19: Finally Got the News 
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 Disrupting the smooth temporality of the Fordist assembly line, the emergence of 

radical, anti-UAW labor organization registered the introduction of a disruptive 

temporality onto the scene of the “American Century.” While this temporality can be 

likened to the “unnecessary” time of the wildcat, it also indicates a deeper kind of “lost 

time” in the transition between industrial modernity and our present—a time that only 

appears to be “lost” when looked at from a limited historical perspective.  

 
 
 
—Detroit, a Capital of the Short American Century  
 
  
 “Liverpool, a Capital of the Long Twentieth Century,” is the provocative thesis 

Ian Baucom uses to frame his discussion of temporality in Specters of the Atlantic: 

Finance Capital, Slavery, and the Philosophy of History. With this statement, Baucom 

proposes a historical condensation that places the eighteenth century slave trade within 

our present (21). More importantly, Baucom’s statement enacts a theoretical 

condensation of Walter Benjamin’s historical materialism contained in his statement, 

“Paris, capital of the nineteenth century,” along with Giovanni Arrighi’s understanding of 

a continuation of cycles of capital accumulation, the “long twentieth century,” that moves 

from the fifteenth century to our present. Perhaps the most important contribution to the 

emerging field of Critical Financial Studies in the past decade, Baucom’s Specters of the 

Atlantic offers an alternate genealogy of the present, one that locates the trans-Atlantic 

slave trade at the center of a “philosophical discourse of modernity” and the origin of 

modern financial capitalism.  
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Baucom draws heavily upon Benjamin’s Arcades Project as a template for 

developing a materialist conception of historical repetition. He argues that Benjamin is 

able to elaborate his theory of the allegorical fragment by understanding the commodity 

culture of the nineteenth-century Paris arcades as an intensification of the seventeenth 

century. Of interest to Baucom is the manner in which Benjamin theorizes the correlation 

between these two epochs, placing them in a “non-synchronous contemporaneity” (23). 

Significant for him is the way Benjamin locates the allegorical form of the nineteenth 

within the seventeenth, and thus, develops a materialist theory of repetition in the 

relationship between these two historical moments: “[…] the nineteenth century does not 

repeat the seventeenth is some attenuated or residual form. Rather, the later moment 

repeats the earlier by intensifying it, expanding it” (23).  

Baucom maps Benjamin’s understanding of the relationship between these two 

centuries onto Arrighi’s cyclical theory of capital accumulation, and situates both the 

seventeenth and nineteenth centuries as moments that correspond to the augmentation of 

commodity capitalism, the MC moments of material expansion. In this way, Baucom 

argues that, “the strong intuitions that inform Benjamin’s repetocentric philosophy of 

history find themselves confirmed by Arrighi’s oscillatory history of capital” (23).  In 

other words, the repetition and intensification of the seventeenth century within the 

nineteenth of Benjamin’s theory of the allegorical fragment is confirmed by Arrighi’s 

theory of the longue durée of capitalist accumulation and expansion, one that moves 

through differing cycles of capitalist accumulation. Arrighi writes: 

Marx’s general formula of capital (MCM') can therefore be interpreted as 

depicting not just the logic of individual capital investments, but also a 
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recurrent pattern of historical capitalism as worlds system. The central 

aspect of this pattern is alternation of epochs of material expansion (MC 

phases of capital accumulation) with phases of financial rebirth and 

expansion (CM' phases). (6)  

Together, these theories of historical repetition within the cycles of capitalist expansion 

form the historical scaffolding Baucom uses to produce a theory about what lies between 

the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries: the eighteenth century, the trans-Atlantic slave 

trade, and the inauguration of modern finance. Baucom finds this period to be the 

historical moment that is both repeated and intensified today; it is the historical precursor 

that is imbedded and expanded in our present. Drawing out this analogy, he writes, “As 

commodity capital is to the nineteenth century’s intensification of the seventeenth, so 

finance capital is to the twentieth century’s intensification of the eighteenth” (23).  In 

other words, our hyper-financialized present is an intensification of the eighteenth 

century, and stands in a “‘nonsynchonous’ contemporaneity” with it (24).  

Baucom’s Specters of the Atlantic appends two important theoretical and 

historical arguments to Arrighi’s understanding of our present as one of several moments 

of hyper-financialization in the cyclical history of capitalism, a CM´ (or even MM´) 

historical phase in which capital is unleashed to breed money from money. First, he 

traces the birth of the modern technologies of financial capitalism, particularly insurance, 

to the trans-Atlantic slave trade of the eighteenth century. The second, and more 

significant, contribution within Specters of the Atlantic is Baucom’s identification of the 

forms of cultural production and discursive formations associated with different moments 

within Arrighi’s cycle of accumulation. Benjamin sees allegory in the nineteenth century 
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as that which “enacts the central logic of commodification by conferring on its subject 

matter an abstract signification analogous to the economic value that capital processes of 

exchange confer on the commodity” (9).  

Alternately, Baucom identifies what he calls “speculative discourse” to be the 

dominant mode of rhetorical and cultural formations that come into being during the 

eighteenth century and are repeated again in the present. He develops this thesis through 

an intricate reading of the 1783 massacre of 132 slaves during the middle passage on the 

Zong slave ship, and the subsequent trial in which the Liverpool owners sued the 

insurance agents and were remunerated for the insured value of the slaves. For Baucom, 

the Zong incident becomes the exemplary historical event in the generation of the 

“speculative discourse” we find in our financialized present. This “speculative 

discourse,” developed around the slave trade in places such as Liverpool, enabled the 

accumulation of capital through new forms of insurance and credit that not only persist, 

but are intensified and expanded within the present system of finance. It is for this reason 

that Baucom declares Liverpool “a capital of the long twentieth century.”  

 

    *** 

 

Keeping Baucom’s theory of historical repetition and intensification in mind, I 

would like to change the scale of historical analysis and look not at the deep cyclical time 

that finds origin of our present in the eighteenth century, but instead at what we might 

think of as our immediate pre-history. If we are to locate a historical marker that 

separates our financialized present from the historical moment that directly preceded it, 
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as I and others have argued, it would occur roughly around 1971, a year that brought the 

Bretton Woods agreement and the dollar-based gold standard to an end. Paramount to 

Fredric Jameson’s periodization of postmodernism is the end of what he calls the 

“American Century.” This period, he suggests, spanned the period from 1945 to1973, and 

“constituted the hothouse, or forcing ground, of the new system” (xx). Characterized 

much more by a logic of historicist periodization borrowed from Ernst Mandel than a 

theory of cyclical accumulation repetition that defines Arrighi’s history of capital, 

Jameson locates the origins of postmodernism in the various crises that occur in the early 

1970s: 

[…] It is my sense that both levels in question, infrastructure and 

superstructure—the economic system and the cultural ‘structure of 

feeling’—somehow crystallize in the great shock of the crises of 1973 (the 

oil crisis, the end of the international gold standard, for all intents and 

purposes the wave of ‘wars of national liberation’ and the beginning of the 

end of traditional communism), which, now that the dust clouds have 

rolled away, reveal a strange new landscape. (xxi) 

Within Jameson’s understanding of the American Century lies an important historical 

framing of the period that sets forth the conditions that become manifest in the present. 

Of consequence is Jameson’s understanding of the American Century as the “hothouse” 

that ushers the postmodern era into being. While I find this periodization of the 

“American Century” useful, I take issue with the cursory manner in which he charts its 

contours, the reasons for its demise, and how it functions as the “forcing ground” for our 

present.  
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 In contrast, I offer here my own historical and theoretical account of the period 

we might call the “American Century,” its emergence and its decline. Specifically, I am 

interested in how a periodization of the short American Century might fit within, while 

further expanding and complicating, both Baucom and Jameson’s’ historical narratives 

regarding the origins of our present. I will not only provide my own version of the 

historical narrative, but also, more importantly, I will insert a theorization of historical 

transition—an adequate assessment of the rupture that lies between the American 

Century and our financialized present. This chapter, in essence, is an attempt to re-

theorize the transition between industrial capitalism and our present through the crisis in 

Detroit. Specifically, through an account of both the film Finally Got the News and its 

historical context, I re-insert an image of struggle into our understanding of this 

transition, demonstrating both the process and the temporality of historical transition 

from the standpoint of struggle.  

 Before moving to a theorization of the historical transition that occurs between 

1967-1974, the intensive period that frames the dissertation, I would first like to produce 

a possible narrative of the short American Century, 1945-1973, and its place within 

Arrighi’s notion of the “long twentieth century.” Perhaps the most adequate way to 

characterize this period is to note that it falls at the height of American industrialism and 

is dominated by the Fordist mode of production. Another way of understanding the 

periodization of the American Century is to recognize that it corresponds, almost exactly, 

to the duration of the Bretton Woods agreement, formulated in the wake of WWII, which 

confirmed the United States dominance in global monetary exchange through the dollar-

gold system. In this sense the prominent features of the American Century, from an 
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economic standpoint, are both an intensive system of industrial production and an 

extensive system of monetary exchange. These two aspects of the global economic order 

are, however, connected through a corollary structural logic, as both levels of the 

structural organization of capital during this period could be said to be ordered by the 

economic philosophy of the same man: John Maynard Keynes. Seeing this period as the 

height of a particular expression of Keynesianism allows us to understand the American 

Century as the dual stabilization of the global monetary order in the wake of the collapse 

of the 1930s, and the brief stabilization of relations between capital and labor in the wake 

of the labor militancy. While it is certainly accurate to describe this era as typified by the 

Fordist mode of production, I would argue that the dual nature of what I call the 

“Keynesian pact” allows for a more comprehensive theorization of the continuity among 

global financial markets, state institutions, an industrial mode of production, and labor 

relations in the American Century. The end of the American Century, as I argue 

elsewhere in the dissertation, is marked by the breakdown of both a monetary and 

productive order.  

 

     *** 

 

In defining the contours of the historical narrative I am attempting to sketch out, I 

would like to tell yet another story, or perhaps a story within a story, of the short 

American Century and the Keynesian pact between capital and labor. This account 

grounds itself in the story of the U.S. auto industry, which is, at the same time, the story 

of Detroit. The bookends of my story likewise frame Jameson’s historical periodization.  
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In this version of the narrative, the American Century begins with Ford’s 

recognition of the United Auto Worker’s union in 1941 and the subsequent election of 

Walter Reuther to president of the UAW in 1946, leading to the “golden age” of 

American unionism. The century ends with a series of events: the wildcat strikes of the 

late 1960s and early 1970s, the official split of the League of Revolutionary Black 

Workers from the UAW in 1971, and the subsequent crisis and reordering of the 

American auto industry around 1974. Detroit is the capital of the short American Century 

not only because it is the center of the Fordist mode of production, but also, because its 

demise can tell us a good deal about our present. A story that places Detroit as the capital 

of the American Century illustrates that, from its inception, the Fordist model held the 

seeds of its own destruction and the undoing of the Keynesian pact. More explicitly, 

Detroit is the capital of the short American Century because of its intensive confrontation 

with and inability to resolve the contradictions of race and class in the industrial age. In 

telling this story within a story of the historical origins of our financialized present—a 

story that perhaps seems foreign to it— I hope, over the course of this chapter, to open 

onto a new mode of thinking through the present that a re-examination of the story of 

Detroit might provide.  

Before turning to what will be at the center of my discussion of Detroit and the 

end of the American Century, namely, the story of the League of Revolutionary Black 

Workers and the film made about them, Finally Got the News (1970), I would first like to 

provide some historical context regarding the politics of race in the Fordist mode of 

production. To trace the history of African-Americans workers within the US auto 

industry is to trace a counter-narrative to the pervasive one that is often told of Fordist era 
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of production. This story, from beginning to end, puts into question the underlying 

assumptions about the management of labor in the Fordist era that we have come to 

accept as its distinguishing features. As B.J. Widick argues in Detroit: City of Class and 

Race Violence, the development of Fordism, beginning in WWI, was predominantly 

organized around what he calls a “plantation politics,” that is, the translation of Southern-

brand racial violence, segregation, and paternalism into a Northern industrial context 

(23). Widick demonstrates that the establishment of the Fordist system was based on a 

replication of systems of power and control inherited from the plantation, and that these 

systems coordinated the totality of social life in Detroit.  

In the early days of the industry, Ford was the only auto manufacturer who had a 

regular practice of hiring African-Americans, and it deployed this strategy to competitive 

advantage. Widick illustrates how in the 1920s, Ford was a “latter-day plantation owner” 

as he sought to exert control over almost every aspect of the African-American 

community -- though housing projects, churches, the social network, etc. In this way, 

Widick writes, “Ford’s authority […] encompassed the Negro worker’s private life as 

well as his labor” (31).15 Ford’s method of hiring and maintaining control over black 

workers markedly demonstrates the extent to which the paternalism ingrained into the 

southern plantation system was perpetuated within the industrial era.  

                                                
15 Ford utilized his connections with the community to put prominent figures such as 
preachers and politicians to work as his hiring agents. Ford’s paternalistic network for 
selecting African-American workers essentially meant that these workers were taken “not 
from the open market, but on the recommendation of a favored individual or 
organization” (Widick 30). Ford institutionalized this strategy by taking a number of 
black community leaders onto the payroll, such as the University of Michigan football 
star, Willis Ward to, “hire, supervise, and discipline the company’s black employees” 
(Lewis-Coleman 6). 
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What is most striking about early Fordist labor management strategies is how they 

demonstrate that Ford put to work an entire social network that extended well beyond the 

walls of the factory. Employment in a Fordist factory was contingent not only on one’s 

ability to sell her labor power, but also on a variety of abstract characteristics related to 

her temperament and personal life. While Ford workers may have not put such traits to 

work in the menial and arduous jobs to which they were usually assigned, Ford set up an 

entire social network to ensure that he procured black workers who were “stable and 

reliable” (Lewis-Coleman 6). He approached the integration of his workforce from the 

perspective of a speculator, and created a structure of hiring that assessed both the risks 

and benefits of doing so.16 Thus, Ford’s elaborate involvement in the personal lives and 

social networks of his black workers demonstrates that early on in the development of the 

Fordist model of industrial capitalism, the “social factory,” that is, the personal and 

affective labors of the entire black community, were mobilized and put to work in the 

establishment of Ford’s dominance within the industry. Within Ford’s control of the 

black labor force, we already see the emergent features of post-Fordist labor management 

at the heart of the Fordist system of production.  

 Ford’s paternalistic rule over the black community was only broken with the 

victory of the UAW in 1941, after over a decade of struggle. However, as David M. 

Lewis-Coleman writes in Race Against Liberalism: Black Workers and the UAW, from 

                                                
16 As Lewis-Coleman writes, Ford “took advantage of his rivals’ decision to exclude 
black workers and effectively used their discriminatory practices to tap a large and 
dependant pool of workers. Ford understood that black workers with few job 
opportunities in Detroit would work harder, longer, and for less money than their white 
coworkers” (6). Ford’s selective employment and maintenance the African-American 
labor force in Detroit is perhaps best exemplified by his by hiring a disproportionate 
number of married men in order to reduce rates of turnover (8). 
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the beginning the relationship between black workers and the union could, at best, be 

described as an “ambivalent solidarity.” Segregated factories relegated the most onerous 

jobs to black workers, who also suffered the brunt of the layoffs during the Great 

Depression. Consequentially they were suspicious of the UAW and saw it as a white 

institution, especially when it came under the leadership of Walter Reuther, a southerner, 

in 1946  (24). The initial ambivalence with which black workers approached the union 

was only exacerbated when black radicals who tried to work within the union became the 

target of red-baiting during the height of the Cold War.  

In the early 1950s, the House Un-American Activities Committee held hearings 

on the Communist party in Michigan. Among the UAW members subpoenaed were a 

large number of prominent black union leaders and activists (42). Lewis-Coleman 

remarks that hearings “unleashed forces that the union’s black militants could not 

survive”(43), namely a wave of violence against black workers within the plants.17 The 

systematic scapegoating of black radicals throughout the Cold War allowed for Walter 

Reuther to both consolidate his power over the more left-leaning sections of the union, at 

the same time exploiting “the vacuum caused by the demise of independent black 

radicalism to implement a more moderate civil rights agenda for the union” (46). “Racial 

liberalism” is the name Lewis-Coleman gives to the strategy by which the UAW 

                                                
17 “Workers were forced out of plants, often physically, by their coworkers, fired by their 
employers, or pressured to quit after their names were mentioned during the HUAC 
hearings. These anti-Communist mobs often targeted black autoworkers, partly because 
of the close association between civil rights and Communism. HUCA had further 
exploited many white workers’s fear of the dual threat of Communism and racial equality 
by targeting black workers during their investigation in Detroit. […] In response to the 
hearings, in one plant an effigy of an African-American was hung, and in other plants, 
white workers came to work with ropes to symbolize lynching” (Lewis-Coleman 43). 
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simultaneously contained influence of the black leadership while exerting a liberal, anti-

communist agenda. Over the late 1940s and early 1950s, this strategy ultimately 

produced what Lewis-Coleman describes as the “triumph of racial liberalism.”  

The “triumph of racial liberalism” at the beginning of the American Century, 

then, became a defining characteristic of what I described earlier as the Keynesian pact 

between capital and labor at the center of the auto industry. It is only through the 

selective implementation of control and discipline of radical elements through the 

exploitation of racial hierarchies and racism that the UAW was able to implement the 

Keynesian pact and pursue a strategy of “racial liberalism.” When in 1947, Walter 

Reuther characterizes “independent black activists as communist ‘stooges who try to 

exploit racial and religious antagonisms as a means of seizing control,’” he is in fact 

identifying the very strategy upon which the UAW became a lever for the liberal control 

of industrial labor in America. This liberalism mirrored civil rights strategies undertaken 

by both civil rights activists and the federal government, and included the UAW’s 

involvement in campaigns for voting-rights, anti-discrimination in the workplace, 

education, and housing. However, as Lewis-Colman notes, “Ironically, as the UAW 

began to achieve formal victories over racial discrimination, they undermined the bottom-

up grassroots pressure required to translate these victories into real gains for black 

workers” (53).   

 Nonetheless, the “triumph” of racial liberalism in Detroit was short-lived. A 

generation of young black workers and students, led by autoworker General Baker, began 

to organize in the early 1960s – forming groups such as UHURU explicitly against the 

platform of racial liberalism advanced by the union. While in the early 1940s the 
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coalition between the UAW and black workers was formed through an “ambivalent 

solidarity,” the new black radicalism emerging in the 1960s “expressed no ambivalence 

about their loyalty to race or union” and “had little attachment to their workplaces and a 

great deal of hostility to toward the UAW” (93). While the contradictions of race were 

exploited in the formation of the liberal origination of industrial labor, these same 

contradictions would soon prove to expedite its crisis.    

 

                  *** 

 

 Though we often attribute the birth of the postmodern—aesthetically, politically, 

and theoretically—to events of May 1968 in Paris, I would argue the events that occurred 

simultaneously in Detroit equally mark the disintegration of industrial modernity. 

Following a series of wildcat strikes at Dodge Main in 1967 and the early part of 1968, 

the legacy of black radicalism that had been continually repressed by the UAW came to 

the forefront of activity within the plants. On May 2, 1968, a wildcat broke out in Dodge 

Main, and, over the course of several days, grew into the largest work stoppage the 

factory had seen in decades. While the wildcat was instigated by a group of white 

women, and the picket line was honored by the majority of workers at the plant, “when 

the strike ended several days later, the company discharged and suspended black workers 

disproportionately” (98). With little protection from the UAW, management re-enacted 

the strategy of containment for radical activities within the plants by targeting and 

punishing black workers. Meanwhile, this strategy only served to catalyze the emergent 

radical movements, both inside and outside of the plants. Immediately after the strike, the 
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Dodge Revolutionary Union Movement was formed, the first of numerous Revolutionary 

Union Movements to spring up in Detroit that would eventually consolidate into the 

League of Revolutionary Black Workers.   

The May ’68 strike and subsequent formation of DRUM indicates the beginning 

of the end of racial liberalism that had been foundational to both the liberal consolidation 

of power within the UAW and what had become the Fordist mode of production. The 

formation of DRUM signaled the beginning of a crisis of the strategy of both racial and 

radical containment pursued initially by Ford, and later taken up—be it in a tempered and 

transmuted form—by the UAW. As Dan Georgakas and Marvin Surkin write in their 

seminal account of the rise and fall of the League of Black Revolutionary Workers, 

Detroit: I Do Mind Dying, the May ’68 wildcat and the formation of DRUM caught the 

attention of global financial markets: 

No less an authority than the Wall Street Journal took them [DRUM] 

seriously from the day of the first wildcat, for the Wall Street Journal 

understood something most of the white student radicals did not yet 

understand: the black revolution of the 1960s had finally arrived at one of 

the most vulnerable links in the American economic system—the point of 

mass production, the assembly line. (20) 

Among the workers suspended after the wildcat was General Baker, a young 

black radical. In an open letter to the Chrysler Corporation to protest his dismissal in the 

aftermath of the May ’68 wildcat, Baker writes: 

Yes, the struggle between black workers and white racist Corporations 

owners and operators is the most vicious of all existing struggles in the 
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world today. […] Let it be further understood that by taking the course of 

disciplining the strikers you have opened that struggle to a new and higher 

level and for this I sincerely THANK YOU. You have made the decision 

to battle me and therefore to do battle with the entire black community in 

this city, this state, this country, and in this world of which I am a part. 

(22) 

After signing the letter with both his name and his employee number, Baker adds the 

following postscript: “You have lit the unquenchable spark” (22).  

The “unquenchable spark” lit by the events of Detroit’s May ’68 are marked by 

both a repetition and intensification of the struggles of the early part of the UAW’s 

history at the beginning of the American Century. The repetition and intensification of 

the early and “ambivalent solidarity” between the union and black workers is evident in 

union’s attempt to contain activity that was both radical and unsanctioned by UAW 

central authority through the isolation and punishment of black radicals. The formation of 

DRUM, at the same time, signals the escalation of resistance to liberalism strategy of 

containment. As Baker writes, Chrysler’s reaction to wildcat “opened that struggle to a 

new and higher level.”   

In this sense, the repetition and intensification of the beginning of the American 

Century as it comes to an end is not only the repetition of forms of containment and 

discipline, but also the intensification of forms of resistance to them. Thus, on the eve of 

the new financial order in which we now find ourselves, an order that Baucom argues is a 

repetition and intensification of the eighteenth century, we find another repetition and 

intensification that bookend the short durée directly preceding it. To the extent that it 
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exemplified the repetition and intensification of a cycle of struggles, the end of the short 

American Century in its capital became, in Jameson’s words, the “forcing ground of the 

new system.”  

 

—“Enduring Images:” Finally, but without finality  

   

While Ian Baucom draws a great deal on Benjamin’s Arcades Project to produce 

his notion of historical repetition in Specters of the Atlantic, he ultimately departs from 

Benjamin in his rejection of the latter’s understanding of the historical image in the 

“Theses on the Philosophy of History.” Drawing on a growing number of writers whose 

work argues for the centrality of the experience of the middle passage in the formation of 

modernity such as Paul Gilroy and Edouard Glissant, as well as novelist Toni Morrison, 

Baucom elaborates on his thesis that time does not simply “pass,” but, instead, 

“accumulates.” For Baucom, this notion of history as accumulation is captured in Derek 

Walcott’s poetic image, “The sea is history.” Of interest here is the manner in which 

Baucom subverts Benjamin’s philosophy of history by employing Glissant’s Poetics of 

Relation to produce a theory of the historical image: 

Where Benjamin’s flashing image thus brings to light something to know 

and something to dream (the total if impossible coming of an ethical and 

redemptive modernist knowledge of history), Glissant’s images reveal 

something to endure, something which itself endures, or more resonantly, 

something which accumulates: time. (320) 
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In this sense, Glissant offers a more thoroughly materialist understanding of an historical 

image, or better yet, an image of history. While both Benjamin and Glissant provide 

modes of understanding the historical image that work against the logic of representation, 

Glissant’s ultimately provides the possibility for an enduring, non-linear notion of time 

contained within the image itself. For Glissant, the image is not a messianic revelation, an 

instant in which the past is recovered or made whole, what Benjamin calls the “image of 

redemption” (Benjamin 254). Instead, Gilssant’s theory of the “middle-passage into an 

experience of global modernity” is accumulated in the enduring images around the 

transatlantic slave trade (313). 

If time does not pass (or even recover itself in a lightning flash) but 

accumulates, then the segment of time we call modernity piles up from a 

starting point, and that starting point is the ramified system of transatlantic 

slavery, and that system is crystallized in three enduring images: the image 

of the plantation, the image of the slave ship, and the image of the 

drowning slave. (319) 

While Benjamin’s image of history implies the redemption of the accumulated historical 

wreckage and violence, Glissant reads the historical image not as the redemption of the 

past, but of its persistence. These images endure in that they are inseparable from the 

birth of modernity, but also in the sense that “the slave trade refuses to detach itself from 

slavery, nor the slave ship from the plantation, nor the plantation from the ghetto and the 

shantytown” (313). The historical image that endures is also the historical image that 

repeats: “If it moves toward the future it does so by doubling back on what has been” 

(314). The historical image, an image that endures, cannot be a flash nor an instant, but 
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the “doubling back” on what is accumulated within it, that history which is inseparable 

from it. 

I ultimately find Baucom’s understanding of the enduring historical image to be 

intriguing but underdeveloped, in that he fails to articulate precisely how these images 

endure, or what their effects might be throughout the history of modernity. Nevertheless, 

I would like to use his theorization of the enduring image as a point of departure from 

which I will begin to think an image of the American Century, or at least an image of its 

crisis, and how this image itself endures. If, as Baucom writes, the enduring image of 

modernity provides a series of images that “refuse to detach” themselves from one 

another, but instead compose a chain of material relationships that connect the slave ship 

to the ghetto, how might we place the American Century within these series of images? 

At stake in this question is not simply an understanding of how to fit a certain image of 

modernity within Baucom’s theorization. Rather, what is at stake in this discussion is 

how we parse out the implications for our present of what it means to be both a repetition 

and intensification of the eighteenth century, as Baucom claims. Moreover, if the 

historical image is one that endures in a time that accumulates, this chain of images must 

also refuse to detach itself from our present. 

An enduring image of the American Century is the image of Detroit, and more 

specifically, it is the image of struggle that repeats and intensifies at the end of the period. 

Finally Got the News, I will argue, is itself this very image. An essay film on and by the 

League of Revolutionary Black Workers, Finally Got the News is composed of a series of 

interviews, found and filmed footage that not only document the activities of the League, 

but also forward a number of historical and political theses regarding the place of black 
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labor in the history of modernity, as well as its central position in the struggle against 

exploitation under industrial capitalism. Produced within the first two years of the 

League’s short history, the film’s depiction of this history is, by constitution, open and 

unfinished. It instead comes into being, like the essay films discussed in the previous 

chapter, as an artifact of the crisis from which it emerges, embodying the dynamics of 

that crisis. It embodies these dynamics both in the open form of its composition and in 

the collective process of its production, the latter of which I will discuss in the next 

section.  

The opening sequence of the film is of particular interest here because it is 

composed of a montage that tells, in a more precise manner, the story I attempted to tell 

in the previous section about the short American Century and its place within the Long 

Twentieth Century. Unlike the remainder of the film, which uses voiceovers from 

interviews with prominent League figures to make its arguments, the opening sequence 

employs a series of images to tell the pre-history of the League itself.18 It introduces its 

historical context by immediately placing an understanding of historical reconciliation 

within Fordism under question. At the same time, it brings the weight of history to bear 

on its present.  

The sequence begins with the panning of an illustration of slave children and then 

an advertisement that reads “Negroes for Sale,” followed by images of slave auctions and 

photographs of plantations and sharecroppers. The second series of images include 

montages of photographs of factories in the 1930s and 1940s, strikes, Walter Reuther 

                                                
18 The film has been criticized later League members like by A. Muhammad Ahmad, who 
argue that the film’s focus on the League’s “leaders” overemphasizes their historical 
importance to the movement. (“1968-1971: The League of Revolutionary Black 
Workers” http://libcom.org/library/league-revolutionary-black-workers). 
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speaking to a group of workers, before repeatedly showing an image of a banner hung 

outside of the Dodge factory that reads, “Victory is ours!" followed by a single “?.” 

     
Figure 20: Finally Got the News                   Figure 21: Finally Got the News 
                                      

 

Thus the film immediately outlines a historical narrative that frames its 

engagement with the League's activities. It opens with the image of slavery and produces 

a direct correlation between this image and the factory. Better, it refuses to allow the 

image of the factory to detach from the image of slavery. Without putting the two into 

equivalence, the film demonstrates that this image endures within the factory. It also 

points to the contradictions inherent in labor struggles of the 1940s, placing into question 

the declaration that, “Victory is ours!” -- which declares the triumph of the UAW. The 

opening montage implies that that the image of slavery is a legacy that frames the 

struggles over the factory itself. At the same time, the film puts into question the alleged 

victory of the working class at the inception of the American Century. It questions not 

only what this victory claims, but also, who composes this “ours” to which this victory 

applies. 
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 The third series of images in the opening sequence commences with close-ups of 

Diego Rivera’s 1933 Detroit Industry murals, juxtaposed with footage from inside the 

factory that appears to be contemporary to the time of the film. What is notable is that the 

opening montage concludes not with images of the factory, but with footage of the 1967 

Detroit riots.  

    
Figure 22: Finally Got the News                       Figure 23: Finally Got the News 
 

The montage juxtaposes an image of a black worker shoveling coal into a furnace 

with footage of the city itself in flames. The visual continuity of these images produces a 

rupture between the interior and the exterior of the factory, and Detroit becomes the 

assemblage of urban and industrial crises. While the image of the factory constantly 

refers to that which is outside itself temporally, it is also placed into connection with that 

which is outside itself spatially, its own crisis repeated in urban center of Detroit. The 

opening montage concludes with footage of the riots, police brutality, and the city in a 

state of chaos and destruction. The title of the film appearing over the last image of the 

montage is a still photograph of a black man pressed up against a tank while a white 

national guardsman points a gun at him. “Finally got the news...”   
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      Figure 24: Finally Got the News 

 

 The title of the film comes from a slogan used by the League of Revolutionary 

Black Workers, “Finally got the news, how your dues being used,” referrring to the 

League’s outward hostility towards the UAW (Georgakas and Surkin 115). While the 

image documents an instance of state violence, urban crisis, and racial inequity, the text 

directly links these crises to the breakdown of the “ambivalent solidarity” within the 

UAW, and the crisis of organized labor in America. The images of the riot—at once 

caused by but also exposing the quotidian violence of urban life in the industrial city—

endure in the labor struggles within the factory that compose the remainder of the film. 

While the look of shock and anger on the man’s face who gazes back at the soldier may 

demonstrate that the news of the oppressive nature of the situation is finally, and 

violently, being delivered, the images which come before it illustrate that this news is 

nothing new. The image is an accumulation of those historical images that come before it 

within the montage. It “doubles back” onto them, repeats them, intensifies them. The 

image shows the crisis of quotidian life, which is also a crisis of the American Century. 

What “finally” happens is not a messianic revelation of the news, a moment of totality or 
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historical reconciliation. It is rather the intensive moment where the accumulation of 

images of historical violence is contained in a single image, an image that marks the 

beginning of the end of the American Century. 

 

                        *** 

 While the formation of DRUM in May of 1968 marked the beginning of end of 

the American Century, the events that took place on the streets of its capital a year earlier 

violently gestured towards its demise. The Detroit riots of the summer of 1967 came as a 

shock to the populace of Detroit and to the country. In his comprehensive historical 

account of the riots, Violence in the Model City, Sidney Fine characterizes the riots as an 

obliteration of Detroit’s image as the exemplary American case of the successful 

governance of industrial urbanism and racial reconciliation. In the wake of the liberal 

urban renewal policies pursued under the administration of mayor Jerome Cavanaugh, 

Detroit was heralded as “a racial model,” the “‘All American City,’” and was lauded by 

the popular press and academic circles alike (34). Fine argues that Detroit was a city 

where blacks enjoyed “above average income” and greater racial equality as compared to 

the black population nationally (37).  

Like many liberal accounts of the riots, Fine attributes the racial violence 

expressed in the riots to the increased militancy in the black community. He argues that 

the growing visibility of groups such as the Revolutionary Action Movement and 

UHURU that organized around both Marxist and separatist principles posed a “threat” to 

the liberal black leadership in Detroit typified in the NAACP by pushing a more radical 

agenda and set of tactics (27). Much like black militants within the factories, liberals 
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scapegoated these organizations as catalysts for the violence of the riots that shattered the 

illusion of racial stability and compromise that the city was thought to embody. In 

contrast to the claims that the Cavanaugh administration’s policies of urban renewal had 

produced a model for equitable urban development, Lewis-Colman argues that the 

strategies of urban renewal were merely an extension of the strategies of “racial 

liberalism” that were carried on within the factories.19  

The re-organization of the urban environment by the policies of “urban renewal” 

in Detroit only served to intensify an urbanism that continually reproduced a 

concentrated, segregated, and dependant labor pool from which the auto industry could 

draw. In addition to the growing outrage around police brutality thought to be the 

immediate catalyst for the riots, the riots also signaled a crisis of the practices of urban 

restructuring in the city around the compromise of racial liberalism that had been 

undertaken within the plants themselves. The images of the riots that spread throughout 

the popular news media exposed the volatility of “racial liberalism” in the context of 

urban industrialism in America, and obliterated Detroit’s image as a model of racial 

reconciliation by delivering the news of its crisis. 

 

                *** 

                                                
19 “The city’s growing black population faced a housing shortage partly because of 
various urban-renewal projects that destroyed existing housing units. The city never 
replaced all of the housing lost from urban renewal, and the low cost housing units it did 
build tended to be concentrated in neighborhoods that surrounded auto plants. Auto 
companies clearly benefited from the cheap labor available in the impoverished 
communities that surrounded their plants” (101). 
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   In Detroit: I Do Mind Dying Georgakas and Surkin cite a report on death and 

injury within the plants. It expresses, more than perhaps any other statistic, the quotidian 

violence of the lives of workers. The report, which came out in 1973, estimated that in 

America alone there were at least “65 on-the-job deaths per day among auto workers, for 

a total of some 16,000 annually” (88), and these figures do not even take into account 

illness and death caused by long-term exposure to chemicals and other hazardous 

conditions within the plants. “Even these limited figures made it clear that more auto 

workers were killed or injured each year on the job than soldiers were killed or injured 

during any year of the war in Vietnam” (88). Furthermore, as both Finally Got the News 

and Detroit: I Do Mind Dying argue, this workplace violence was most often visited on 

those sections of workers who were segregated to the most grueling and dangerous areas 

of the plant, such as the foundry—areas with the highest concentration of black workers. 

 These statistics, whether or not they accurately reflect the death toll within the 

factories, provide a possibility for reframing, or perhaps literalizing, a demand that was 

often used to frame the discussion around the question of quotidian life and the myriad 

demands of Vietnam war activists: “Bring the war home.” In May ’68 and Its Afterlives, 

Kristen Ross suggests that the Vietnam war provided the conditions for “the emergence 

of a new political subjectivity passed by way of the Other, and this figure of the other in 

’68 is first and foremost that of the Other who defines political modernity: the 

worker”(80). The Vietnam war against American imperialism, Ross argues, is an 

actuality through which the figure of the worker had to pass in order to occupy a new 

revolutionary subjectivity, as was evidenced by the slogan of Fiat workers in Turin in the 

late-1960s: “‘Vietnam is in our factories’” (81). She writes that such statements worked 
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by creating a “relay back to the Other at home, to pass from the figure of the foreign 

peasant militant to the indigenous worker” (81). She claims that the production of a new 

political subjectivity demanded an identification with the figure of Third World 

revolution, and that this identification was necessary in order to affirm a new labor 

militancy within the industrial worker of the First World because “it was the North 

Vietnamese peasant, and not the auto worker in Billancourt, who had become, for many 

French militants, the figure of the working class” (81).  

Undeniably, the production of a sense of political urgency and militancy around 

the violence of quotidian life under industrial capitalism and the reexamination of the 

figure of the worker often necessitated the type of political identification with Third 

World struggles, particularly Vietnam, that Ross points to. This was a common trope of 

the political discourse of the New Left in the 1960s and 1970s. The Detroit experience, 

however, pushes beyond this form of political identification. The statistics regarding 

workplace deaths within the American auto industry bring new meaning to the slogan 

“Vietnam is in our factories.” In excess of political identification, the auto worker in 

Detroit, while loin de Vietnam, need not imagine the direct violence of everyday life as 

existing in an elsewhere through which they must pass in order to arrive at a militant 

subjectivity. 

 

*** 

 

The enduring image of the crisis of the American Century is crystallized within 

the image of the man being held at gunpoint that appears at the end of the opening 
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montage. The image was taken from an issue of Life magazine devoted to the Detroit 

riots that appeared August 4, 1967, of which the cover read: “Negro Revolt: the Flames 

Spread.” Appearing in an article within the issue titled “City at the Blazing Heart of a 

Nation in Disorder,” the caption of the photograph claims that the man being held at 

gunpoint is an arson suspect. Placed within such inflammatory context, the man in this 

image comes to stand for the hidden pyromania at the center of the spontaneous 

combustion of the country itself. He is roving in the dark, alone, setting fires that defy 

rationality; he is the epitome of the uncontainable minority that threatens to ignite the 

American way of life.  

Finally Got the News’ appropriation of this image wrests the arsonist from the 

image of arbitrary violence he had come to occupy in popular discourse. The opening 

montage of Finally Got the News accomplishes a sense of the violence of quotidian life 

through the direct visual juxtaposition of the factory and the riots. The film shows that the 

flames of the factory have engulfed the city itself, and the forty-three civilian deaths that 

occurred during the riots to be merely an extension of the coercive violence occurring 

every day within the plants. Placing the photograph within this context, the image of the 

alleged arsonist held at gunpoint becomes expressive of a violence that straddles both the 

interior and exterior of the factory, a violence that operates as the organizing principle of 

Detroit at the end of the American Century.  

The image and the title of the film and the text that emerges over it appears over it 

crystallize the myriad of complicated temporal and spatial relations that the opening 

montage begins to articulate. While the civilian appears to have “finally got the news,” 

the news being delivered at gunpoint, the ellipses suggest a lack of finality, or 
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indeterminacy. Accumulated within this image is a density of time, and the text “finally 

got the news…” opens the image up to all of the political, spatial, and temporal 

dimensions that unhinge the image from linear time. To say that the image endures does 

not simply suggest that it persists. The enduring image is Deleuze’s time image in the 

sense that it is a direct image of time; it opens time and exposes multiple temporalities.  

 

—“The process of becoming an image…” and the End of the American Century 

 

The image of crisis in the capital of the American Century is also, as I have 

attempted to show, the crisis of an image of the city itself as a coherent organization of 

urban, industrial production. The Detroit riots of the summer of 1967 indicate the demise 

of the American Century by both highlighting and disrupting the quotidian violence of a 

system of modern industrial production, a thesis advanced in the opening montage of 

Finally Got the News. Now I would like to turn more directly to a theorization of the end 

of the American Century, and the intensive period of crisis and transition in Detroit that 

begin with the riots of 1967 and end with the comprehensive crisis and restructuring of 

the American automotive industry, occurring roughly in and around 1974. Produced in 

the center of this moment of crisis and transition, 1969-70, Finally Got the News is a film 

that functions as a documentary trace, visible evidence of the practices of the League and 

the growing labor militancy at the center of the auto industry. More important, however, 

the production of the film itself might help us to rethink what is at stake in this intensive 

period of historical transition and the ways that this image of struggle endures in our 

present. In essence, this section will seek to understand the dynamics of crisis—within 
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the film, the League, and the relationship between the two—inside the dynamics of the 

crisis of the American industrial system, a crisis I argue is typified by the breakdown and 

restructuring of the automotive industry. 

As stated earlier, my interest in theorizing the crisis of the American century 

through an re-engagement with the crisis of Detroit as it stood as the capital of that 

century has, at its center, a rethinking of the problem of historical transition. Central to 

my engagement with the crisis of the Fordist mode of production—as it is exemplified 

through the historical case of Detroit—is understanding the manner in which that system 

was put into crisis, the form of that crisis, and its enduring effects. Similarly, in my 

engagement with the film Finally Got the News, I am interested not just in the content of 

the film, but the manner in which the process of its production comes to embody larger 

historical tensions of the transitional moment from which it emerges, tensions that may 

not be immediately legible upon viewing it.  

As the process of its production was deeply imbedded within a much larger set of 

historical crises, the manner in which we discuss the film and its relationship to its 

historical milieu becomes imperative. In order to do so, I will first set my analysis against 

that of Fredric Jameson, whose reading of the film and its relationship to the social 

movement from which it emerges points to significant problems in his own theorization 

of New Left social movements and inadequate understanding of the dynamics of 

historical transition between industrial modernity and our present. Being a central thinker 

for this dissertation, Jameson’s engagement with film is important to my analysis because 

it not only calls attention to its significance, but produces a reading of it that is very 

different from the reading I would like to put forward. 
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In the final section of the conclusion to Postmodernism, “How to Map a Totality,” 

Jameson uses both the activities of the League and the film that came out of it as 

examples of the impossibility of postmodern politics and aesthetics to adequately do just 

that—“map a totality.” For Jameson, this is evident in the League’s failure to articulate 

local struggles with international ones and to operate simultaneously on both real and 

representational planes. While he calls the activities of the League in Detroit “the single 

most important political experience of the American 1960s,” he ultimately blames the 

League’s political strategies—particularly those that had to do with the production and 

promotion of the film Finally got the News—for the failure of the movement. In 

Jameson’s account, the film engendered a series of events in which a social movement is 

essentially eradicated through its translation into the filmic medium.  He writes, “In the 

process of becoming an image and a spectacle, the referent [the League] seems to have 

disappeared as so many people from Debord to Baudrilliard have warned us” (414-5). 

Jameson reads the League’s activities as symptomatic of the constitutive failure of 

postmodern political organization to articulate a complex set of global contingencies into 

a coherent and sustained political project.  

In contrast, I will read Jameson’s repeated insistence on making an example of the 

League as symptomatic of a failure in his theorization of the origins of our post-modern, 

post-industrial, financialized present to account adequately for the period of historical 

crisis and transition that brings the American Century to its conclusion. What is at stake 

here is not merely challenging Jameson’s narrative regarding the League and its political 

legacy, but, more importantly, re-defining the terms around the discussion of this political 
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movement in a manner that might help us to better understand a constellation of dynamic 

forces that endure in our present.  

 The experience of the League in Detroit becomes an example, a point through 

which to “illustrate,” for Jameson, a “historically original dilemma” to the postmodern 

condition. For Jameson, the League functions as an exemplary historical case, one that 

demonstrates the problem of “spatial particularities” endemic to postmodernism. The 

League expresses an inability to produce an adequate figuration of the global dynamics of 

capital itself. In this argument, Jameson makes recourse to “practical politics,” arguing 

that, “since the crisis of socialist internationalism, and the enormous strategic and tactical 

difficulties of coordinating local and grassroots of neighborhood political actions with 

national or international ones” (413).  

The League becomes the exemplary manifestation of this inability to map the 

particularity within the totality and to organize simultaneously on these two planes. 

While Jameson gives the League credit for the substantial political apparatus they 

managed to build in the city of Detroit, “characterized by an exceedingly sophisticated 

sense of the need for multilevel strategy for revolution,” he attributes a certain form of 

spatial naiveté, or at least spatial limitations, to the League’s strategy. As he writes, 

“Such a strategy is bound and shackled to the city form itself” (414). In other words, 

Jameson attributes the League’s activities to be bound to the particularity of Detroit as a 

locality, with a set of local contingencies that are untranslatable to a larger context, the 

context of global capital.  

Of paramount importance in my engagement with Jameson’s account of the 

League is the role that the film Finally Got the News plays in his narrative. Through his 
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discussion of the film, the ultimate stakes of the politics of representation around the 

League become manifest. His account of the film, and the contradictions imbedded 

within it, speak directly to underlying political issues that the cinema of the New Left 

poses. Implicit my discussion of Jameson is an attempt to articulate the politics of the 

image in a moment historical crisis, and to argue that the image itself is not a static term.  

Jameson’s account of the League, the film, and the relationship between the two 

leaves much to be desired in its historical and conceptual accuracy. As a way of 

demonstrating the complex spatial, political, and representational dynamics of the 

postmodern, he holds up both the League and the film Finally Got the News to be 

exemplary of the failure of both New Left politics and aesthetics to produce a viable 

political project. Finally Got the News, for Jameson, is an expression of the League’s 

attempt to articulate its struggles on a larger spatial plane: “They raised the problem of 

how to represent a unique local model and experience to people in other situations. So it 

was logical for the League to make a film of their experience, and a very fine and 

exciting film it is” (414).  

While there are a number of problems with this account of the film, which I will 

return to shortly, it is essential to highlight the central position the film holds in the 

League’s endeavor to produce a synchronic mode of representation. The almost 

pejorative terms in which Jameson addresses the League’s relationship to the film are 

further expressed by the manner in which the film comes to occupy a central role in the 

fallacy of the League’s strategies to spread its movement. Through the production of the 

film itself, the “devious and dialectical” spatial discontinuities are “returned on the 

Detroit experience”:    
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What happened was that the jet-setting militants of the League had 

become media stars; not only were they becoming alienated from their 

local constituencies, but, worse than that, nobody stayed home to mind the 

store. Having acceded to larger spatial plane, the base vanished under 

them; and with this the most successful social revolutionary experiment of 

that rich political decade in the United States came to a sadly undramatic 

end. (415) 

It seems that a dialectical trick, constituted by the spatial discontinuities that structure 

postmodern capitalism, was capable of deceiving even the smartest of revolutionaries 

when it came to the fall of the League, an “undramatic end,” of which only “local gains 

remain.” In Jameson’s re-telling of the story of the League, it is by way of the leaders’ 

obsession with becoming “media stars” that the movement itself fell apart. As quoted 

earlier, Jameson writes: “in the process of becoming an image and a spectacle, the 

referent [the League] seems to have disappeared.” That is, the image—dialectically 

opposed to the League—manages to consume its revolutionary fervor and, in its devious 

nature, lures the militants into a fantasy of power while deceitfully destroying the actual 

movement.  

 I bring up Jameson’s discussion of both the league and the film not only because 

it is the most prominent instance of critique of Finally Got the News within cultural 

theory, but also because it is typical of a certain vein of criticism that interrogates the 

political aesthetics of the New Left. While Jameson’s account of the film situates itself 

within what he understands to be a thoroughly postmodern political, spatial, and 

representational problematic, his reading of the film ultimately reproduces a very ancient 
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form of what film theorist Steven Shaviro calls the “fear of images,” a concept I discuss 

elsewhere in the dissertation.  

In The Cinematic Body, Shaviro argues that a dominant strain of late-twentieth 

century film theory reproduce a Platonism that teaches a mistrust of the image, 

exemplified in the theory of Jean-Louis Baudry that uses Plato’s cave an allegory for the 

cinematic apparatus itself. As Shaviro writes, the legacy of neo-Platonism offers a theory 

in which 

images are false, since they have been separated from the real situations of which 

they claim to be representations, as well as from the material conditions in which 

they have been produced. They are suspect, unreliable, and ‘ideological,’ 

furthermore, they ‘seduce and mislead.’ (16-7)  

In Jameson’s account of the film and its relationship to the League, we can hear the 

echoes of Shaviro’s characterization of this image-phobic theory. Finally  Got the News, 

for Jameson, embodies this kind of representational fallacy that is produced in the 

“process of becoming an image.” The result of this process, the film, epitomizes the 

soulless image that turns back on its creators, seduces and deceives them, and is 

responsible for destroying the movement itself while the image prevails. As Jameson 

argues, “The representation—the model of this complex spatial dialectic—triumphantly 

survives in the form of a film and a book” (414). The “undramatic end” to which the 

movement is brought, for Jameson, is the fault of the dialectical trick played by the 

image—a platonic simulacrum that loses its attachment to the referent. 

 To counter this reading of Finally Got the News that presents us with a notion 

that, somehow, in the process of making a political movement visually legible in the form 
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of a film, the League was itself degraded—an argument that hinges on the implicit 

assumption that all forms of aesthetic production and representation stand outside of the 

social movements from which they arise and are on an ontological plane of representation 

opposed to reality— I would insist that a historical account of the film’s genesis works 

against the narrative that Finally Got the News stands in opposition to the movement.  

The tumultuous production of Finally Got the News, documented in Georgakas 

and Surkin’s Detroit: I Do Mind Dying, presents a very different narrative than the one 

offered by Jameson. I will to briefly recount this narrative in order to contrast it with 

Jameson’s and to demonstrated the embedded nature of the film as an open and ongoing 

process that composed the short history of the League.  

Members of the New York Newsreel collective who originally documented the 

League initiated production of the film. It was to be modeled on similar films about Black 

Panthers made by the California contingent of the collective. A portion of the white, 

mostly student filmmakers of the Newsreel collective were keenly interested in the 

vanguardism of Panther politics and openly criticized the autonomist worker organization 

of the League’s activities in Detroit, taking it to be a less-advanced model of political 

action in black America (Georgakas and Surkin 114). Noting this attitude, many members 

of the League actively resented the filmmakers and did much to resist and subvert their 

efforts to document the their activities. In essence, the League, a complex and 

heterogeneous political coalition, was never in full agreement as to the production of the 

film:  

Those who were most dubious about the film were the people most 

concerned about the dangers of national exposure, of coalitions with 
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whites, and of the use of mass media. They expressed their uneasiness in 

many ways. During the early stages of the shooting, they did not stop 

nationalistically oriented workers from running off camera crews, and they 

often failed to inform the filmmakers about key public events. Many of the 

League units under their personal supervision never appeared in the film. 

(114)  

In this sense, the film was, from the beginning, never a self-evident expression of the 

League’s desire to “represent” itself as a unity, but was always already fraught with 

internal race, class, and strategic discrepancies. These dynamics came into relief in 1970 

during the filming. When members of League began to tire of the presence of the white 

filmmakers and their alliance with the Black Panthers, “the radical forces within the city 

became increasingly annoyed that a small group with no local membership base and no 

local work continued to advocate projects contrary to the wishes and detrimental to the 

safety of local activists”(119). Both internal and external pressures led to the collapse of 

the Newsreel collective in Detroit, which caused most of the members to abandon the 

project and leave the city.  

The League, in turn, seized the Newsreel collective’s film equipment in what can 

only be described as the violent overthrow of cinematic authorship (119). In the aftermath 

of the collapse of the project and the Detroit Newsreel Collective, the League decided to 

continue production of the film using the seized equipment under a new organization 

called Black Star Productions. They enlisted only a few of the remaining members of the 

Newsreel collective to help them finish the film, -- Stewart Bird, René Lichtman, and 
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Peter Gessner—who they determined had not exhibited the same outward hostility to the 

League’s strategies as other members.   

Clearly, the production history of Finally Got the News enacts a complicated set 

of political contradictions. These contradictions are perhaps best described by Peter 

Gessner in 1972:  

‘I think Finally Got the News represents both a breaking of new ground 

and simultaneously an endpost of some kind. At the same time it signals 

the end of white filmmakers making films about other people’s struggles, 

it re-opens a whole area and direction long ignored my the New-Left—

that of the lives and importance of working people in this country.’ 

(Georgakas and Surkin 113) 

Gessner’s commentary on the film speaks to the manner in which the dynamics of 

documentary representation are themselves put on trial in the process of its production, as 

the traditional mode of documenting the lives of others is subverted though the League’s 

actual seizure of the means of cinematic production. Seen as the “process of becoming an 

image,” the film is constituted less by a failure of the League to accurately translate its 

political activity into a mode of cinematic representation than by a re-ordering of the 

dynamics between political movements and the films produced about them. While the 

film certainly did not indicate “the end of white filmmakers making films about other 

people’s struggles,” within the process of its production, the power relations implicit 

within this statement are both enacted and overturned. The film does not merely represent 

the movement, nor does it spectatularize it. In the case of the League, the “process of 
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becoming an image” is not a simple one, but is shot through with the history of the 

movement itself.  

In contrast to Jameson’s understanding of the relationship between the film and 

the League, I read Finally Got the News to be a productive failure of the essai  (attempt) 

of the Newsreel Collective to negotiate difference at a moment of economic and political 

crisis. Out of this failure comes an essay, an open cinematic form that, at every moment, 

contends with the contradictions of cinematic representation, as they are witnessed by the 

audiovisual content of the film and as they are embedded in the material history of its 

production. The film is inseparable from the League as an open and heterogeneous 

political experiment. In this sense, Finally Got the News exemplifies the characteristics of 

the essay film of the New Left, because the process of its production itself its put on trial 

-- it is interrupted by historical forces embedded within the crisis it seeks to engage.  

At this point I would like to return to Jameson’s assessment that, in the dynamic 

between the League and the film, we can read the inability of the New Left to articulate a 

totalizing image, one capable of producing a map of the complex political, spatial, and 

historical situation from which the film emerges. In his discussion of the Finally Got the 

News in In the Break: Aesthetics of the Black Radical Tradition, Fred Moten counters 

Jameson’s reading of the film by arguing that the film presents not an image of totality, 

but rather a “tonality of totality” (211). Moten reads the use of sound in the film, 

particularly a voiceover by the League member Kenneth Cockrel (which I will discuss at 

length in the next section), as that which interrupts Jameson’s “occularcentric” notion of 

totality.  
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For Moten, the interruption of sound into the image generates a form of aural 

totality. This interruption “reconfigures the aesthetic as a mode of inhabiting and 

improvising the space [of the film] that ironically represents a corollary mode of 

inhabiting and improvising social/global space” (221). In other words, sound within the 

film is a material force that introduces a sensuality that Moten associates with role of 

music in what he calls the “black radical tradition.” In his reading, the politics of sound 

are also associated with the “politics of how you sound,” and interrupt the image, 

introducing the space that blackness occupies within labor itself (223). Moten works 

against Jameson’s narrative of failure and defeat by arguing that, within the politics of 

sound in the film, a “revolutionary tone carries forth,” and “the rhythm of the iron 

industry is broken as the beat goes on by the tone of DRUM” (230). Implicit within the 

“sound of a lecture” is the sound Moten associates with the “material/maternal motif of 

back radicalism,” which he uses to frame his critique of Jameson (230). Through his 

analysis of the film’s use of sound, Moten puts forward an alternate form of totality that 

answers the narrative of defeat that Jameson gives the film (230).  

Moten provides an important rejoinder to Jameson’s argument through his 

analysis of the materiality of sound within the film by placing it firmly within the 

African-American aesthetic tradition. Yet, his framework for addressing the film still 

works within Jameson’s terminology of totality and defeat in reference to the League. 

Moten finds sound to be the minor term, through which an alternate mode of totality is 

produced, one that carries on within the film despite the failure of the movement. 

However, he fails to interrogate the implicit assumptions of Jameson’s argument, namely, 

why it is that this film and this movement become so central to his critique of the political 
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aesthetics of the New Left and his theory of postmodernity and cognitive mapping. 

Despite the fact that they enter into his argument on a cursory level, as an example that he 

merely gestures towards, his treatment of the League and the problem of political 

representation it supposedly embodies proves to be problematic.  

I would like now begin to challenge the basic assumptions that underlie 

Jameson’s account of the League as an exemplary instance of failure, doomed from its 

inception to be tied to the particularities of a single city, Detroit. As I have attempted to 

illustrate, Jameson’s reading of the League, the film, and the relationship between the two 

does a good deal of work for his characterization of the underlying political, spatial, and 

representational politics of postmodernity. However, in addition to Jameson’s 

characterization of the film and its relationship to the League’s project, I would like to 

now turn to what I take as a more fundamental problem with the terms of Jameson’s 

analysis—those that read the League as a failed political project that came to a “sadly 

undramatic end.” It is on this level that I think the stakes of re-examining the League and 

the origins of our present lie.  

 

 

*** 

 

Rather than a coherent political organization with a definitive beginning and end, 

the League’s activities must be seen as an integral part of and crystallized iteration in a 

much larger series of crises occurring within in the Fordist system of production at the 

time. In their 1975 essay, “Crisis in the Auto Sector,” which appeared in the journal 
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Zerowork, Peter Linebaugh and Bruno Ramirez examine the outbreak of work stoppages 

that flared up within the automotive industry between 1967 and 1973, and the subsequent 

crisis and reconfiguration of the automotive industry as exemplary of a new phase of 

relations between labor and capital. The authors demonstrate the centrality of the auto 

industry to American capitalism, noting that as of 1974, the auto sector held a sixth of all 

the jobs in the US, a sixth of the GNP. The fact that “a sixth of every retail dollar was 

locked into the auto industry” (64) meant that the outbreak of the work stoppages that 

occurred in American auto plants spanning from 1967-1971—the highest cycle of 

stoppages in postwar history—had devastating effects for the US economy (76).  

Linebaugh and Ramirez examine these stoppages in the context of the strategy of 

“niggermation,” or the intensive acceleration of productive outputs that resulted from 

compulsory overtime and speedups on the line. While the discourse within the 

automotive industry attributed augmented outputs to innovations in the “automation” of 

the production process, the term “niggermation” was used by workers within the plants to 

attribute increases in productive output to the worsening of labor conditions within the 

plants. It was against these productive speedups and horrific safety conditions within the 

plants that most of the autonomous organization within the industry was directed, and the 

term “niggermation” implies of the deep sense of racial injustice contained within the 

workers’ rejection of the industry’s strategy for increasing profits. From the “violence of 

technology” that exemplified the process of “niggermation,” resulting in the high death 

toll within the plants, Linebaugh and Ramirez speak of a new form of workplace 

violence, the “growing armament of both the working class and the union” (74).  
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The increasing militancy within the plants became a struggle not over the wage 

relation but over the question of work itself. Linebaugh and Ramirez cite the demands of 

workers on the third day the 1974 wildcats that took place within the Dodge plants in 

Warren, Michigan as exemplary of this tendency, “They asked for ‘everything’; one 

worker said ‘I just don’t want to work.’ The separation between income and productivity, 

enforced by the struggle, could not have been clearer” (78). Much like the organizing 

principles of the League, the increased militancy within the auto industry at the end of the 

American Century detached itself from the wage demands that had structured earlier 

cycles of struggles and were instead typified by a rejection of work within the system of 

industrial production. These wildcats were exemplary of the general crisis of the UAW’s 

control over labor organization within the plants. Moreover, these struggles were the 

expression of the rejection of a form of life defined by industrial produciton—they were 

an outright assault on a Fordism that compelled the sacrifice of life and limb. In this way, 

the wildcat strikes of the late 1960s and early 1970s in the automotive industry were a 

rejection of the violence of work under the disciplinary regime of industrial capitalism.  

The 1967-73 strategy of speed-up implied by the term “niggermation” is a central 

point of critique in the film Finally Got the News in its examination of the growing 

militancy within the plants. The film depicts the factory as a site of violence and terror, 

one that demands the very life of the worker. After the opening montage discussed in the 

previous section, the film commences with the advent of the working day in Detroit, 

beginning with the stark silhouette of man standing in the cold waiting to be being picked 

up to go to work at dawn. As a car pulls up, and the worker gets in,  Joe L. Carters’s 

song, “Detroit, I Do Mind Dying” begins to play. The lyrics reverberate through the drive 
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to work, composed of a montage of images of an industrial landscape defined by the 

automobile. Over images of factories and cars, Carter, a Ford employee, sings in a slow 

and soulful Motown style, “Please mister foreman, slow down the assembly line, I don’t 

mind workin’, but I do mind dying.” The footage of the ride to work again reveals that 

life itself is defined by the automobile -- not only inside the factory. The city is only 

revealed from the interior of an automobile transporting the worker to and from the 

factory, and the automobile, which that worker must produce throughout the working 

day, is also the vehicle that confines him within the city while dominating the visual 

landscape seen only from the interior of this vheical.  

      
Figure 25: Finally Got the News                     Figure 26: Finally Got the News 

 

      
Figure 27: Finally Got the News                     Figure 28: Finally Got the News 
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Figure 29: Finally Got the News                     Figure 30: Finally Got the News 
 

Along the voyage to the working day, the car passes by a ticker measuring the 

number of cars produced in 1969, as the numbers turn in rapid succession like the 

odometer of a car. 

 
Figure 31: Finally Got the News 
 

 
Figure 32: Finally Got the News 
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Figure 33: Finally Got the News 
 
The measure of millions of cars in real time visualizes the ceaseless time of work, the 

relentless time of life on the line. At the same time, this ticker neutralizes and naturalizes 

the violence of this rapid succession forced by the process of “niggeramation.” The sign 

functions as the odometer of quotidian life within the industrial city, the unending 

procession of cars down the line. 

“Detroit, I Do Mind Dying,” captures the sentiment of League regarding 

conditions in the factory around the speed-up within the factories that characterized the 

process “niggermation.” “I do mind dying” expresses the refusal of this strategy of 

compulsive overtime and the worsening of safety conditions. In the sequence that follows 

the drive to work, the film moves into the factory itself, commencing the working day. 

The sequence on the working day is composed of a three-minute of voiceovers of plant 

workers speaking over footage of the interior of the factories. The opening voiceover 

repeats the same hatred and refusal of life within the plants. The voiceover emphatically 

states: “This motherfucker’s got to go to that god damn job every day of his god damn 

life, and you go and ask him what he wants, and he’s gonna say: ‘Motherfucker, I want to 

get off that motherfuckin’, no good, dirty-ass line.” The subsequent voiceovers in the 

sequence discusses the abhorrent safety conditions in the plant resulting in workers losing 
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limbs, stories of compulsive overtime, and the general expression of hatred of both 

management and union. Setting the stage for the exploration of the labor militancy of the 

League, the sequence highlights both the violence of life within the plants as well as the 

growing militancy of workers around the rejection of work itself.  

After a short interlude on finance capitalism, which I will discuss at length in the 

next section, the film moves to footage of an interview with Chuck Wooten, a prominent 

League member, as he is driving his car through the streets of Detroit. He recounts a story 

of a confrontation with the mayor of Dearborn and the police after the League attempted 

to get Ron March elected to the UAW general committee. According to Wooten, after the 

election the mayor showed up at their headquarters with a gun and fifty police officers 

began attacking League members. This encounter and the disproportionate show of force 

by the city, he says, “Tipped them off to the power of black workers organizing an 

independent black workers movement.” The story throws into relief the immediate and 

armed nature of the backlash of both the industry and civic authorities against the 

League’s activities, but a broader and more systematic reaction was to follow. 

Significantly, the interview with Wooten takes place as he drives his car around 

the streets of Detroit. The shots emphasize him shifting gears, adjusting the rearview 

mirror, and turning the wheel. Unlike the images taken in the interior of the vehicle in the 

sequence depicting the ride to work, Wooten seems to have control over the machine he 

is operating, and not the reverse. The subtle differences between this and the sequence 

depicting workers operating vehicles that precedes it conveys a relationship between 

worker and car that is not one of confinement, but one of power. As he talks about the 

power of black workers, he seems to be driving without destination. He is not going 
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anywhere in particular – his journey is not teleological -- but he is determining the 

direction of the vehicle he is operating. Not simply suggesting ideology of individual 

freedom that the car occupies in popular discourse, this sequence identifies Wooten’s 

political power has the producer of the automobile.   

 

    
Figure 34: Finally Got the News                     Figure 35: Finally Got the News 
 

   
Figure 36: Finally Got the News                     Figure 37: Finally Got the News 

 

*** 

 

Indeed, the wildcats and militant, independent organization on the shop floors of 

the late 1960s and early 1970s had an enormous transformative power, a point which is 
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too often forgotten. The most important aspect of the analysis of the intensive period of 

crisis within the auto industry that Linebaugh and Ramirez provide is their account of the 

manner in which the autonomous struggles within the plants served to provide the 

organizational logic for the restructuring of the entire industry in 1974. When addressing 

the impact of the autonomous organization within the plants, they write, “Workers’ 

informal organization became the basis of the capitalist re-organization of work to 

reproduce the value relation within the labor process. The counter-planning on the shop 

floor in the sixties becomes capitalist planning of exploitation in the seventies” (68).  

In other words, the “counter-planning” of the industry is in reactionary formation 

to the new modes of organization against work. Though an analysis of strategy reports 

from the industry in 1974 in the wake of massive lay-offs enacted to offset its crisis, 

Linebaugh and Ramirez identify the four main principles upon which the re-organization 

of the industry was based: 

a) reduction of the domestic production base, 

b) the forcing of a major increase in the mobility of labor—inside the 

plants, within industry, and in the labor market generally, 

c) increase of labor productivity, through the terror of ‘losing the job,’ 

d) undermining the practice of ‘paid absenteeism.’ (81) 

Evident in these strategies is that the restructuring of the auto industry in the early 1970s 

was based upon—while working directly against—autonomous organization within the 

plants. More important, the radical transformation of the Fordist system of production 

within the American auto industry lays the groundwork for the transformation of labor in 

post-Fordism generally. Each of the four strategies that Linebaugh and Ramirez identify 
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as the basis for the broad restructuring of the American automotive industry in the wake 

of increased labor militancy becomes the fundamental logics in the transformation and 

reorganization of the labor force generally.  

The image of an “undramatic end” that Jameson claims the League is met is 

directly countered in an analysis of the reconfiguration of the auto industry in the wake of 

the labor militancy of the late 60s and early 70s. As the basis for the crisis and 

reconfiguration of the Fordist system of industrial production, this “end” with which the 

activities of the League are met seems to be anything but “undramatic.” As mentioned 

earlier, I find Jameson’s reading of the League to be symptomatic of his understanding of 

historical transition generally. In many ways, my critique of Jameson’s account of the 

League within his theoretical and historical account of postmodernity is similar to the 

numerous autonomists’ critiques of the Regulation School. In essence, the Regulation 

School understands the transition between Fordism and Post-Fordism as a moment in 

which capital confronted its own internal limits, those regulated by the market, while at 

the same time developing a series of technological advances that ushered in the new era 

of organization. Counter to this model, the autonomists argue that the transition must be 

seen as a dynamic of struggle and reaction. As Ferruccio Gambino writes in “A Critique 

of the Fordism of the Regulation School”:  

The regulation school looks at the implications of this recombination [Post 

Fordism] from capital's side, seeing capital as the centre and motor of the 

overall movement of society. Hirsch and Roth speak in the name of many 

when they state that "it is always capital itself and the structures which it 

imposes 'objectively', on the backs of the protagonists, that sets in motion 
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the decisive conditions of class struggles and of processes of crisis". Thus 

it is not surprising that the conclusions that the regulationists draw from 

their position tend to go in the only direction which is not precluded for 

them: namely that conflict against the laws of capitalist development has 

no future, and also that there is no point in drawing attention to the cracks 

in the edifice of domination […]. 

In taking up this position, not only do the regulationists deny themselves 

the possibility of analysis of conflictual processes both now and in the 

future, but they also exclude themselves from the multi-voiced debate 

which is today focusing on social subjects.” (PAGE TK) 

 While perhaps not being directly derived from the Regulation School model of 

understanding the transition between Fordism and post- Fordism, Jameson’s account of 

the League and the “undramatic end” with which their movement is supposedly met fails 

to consider these dynamic of forces occurring within the capital of the American century, 

and thus, cannot account for the enduring quality of these struggles within the present. 

Jameson’s reading of the film is ultimately colored by an understanding of capital that 

sees it, rather than struggle, to be the primary engine for transformation. If the League is 

met with failure, then it is imperative we understand the material effects of this failure, an 

end without end. 

 Jameson’s failure to see the dynamic forces at play within the “process of 

becoming an image,” between the League and Finally Got the News, is consequently 

determined by his failure to read the dynamic forces at play within the “forcing ground” 

that was Detroit at the end of the American Century. If the image deceitfully turns back 
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on its creators, deceives them and destroys them, as Jameson claims Finally Got the News 

does, then this image is none other than capital itself. In other words, the relationship 

between image and political movement recapitulates the relationship between capital and 

struggle in his analysis.  

 

—The Sea of History and the “Financial Katrina” 

 

 In tracing the emergence of modern systems of credit that developed around the 

trans-Atlantic slave trade, Ian Baucom conjures an image that captures—perhaps more 

than any other— the violence that typifies the trans-Atlantic system of credit, debt, and 

insurance. Baucom writes of the circuits of trade that developed around the cowrie shell, 

the preferred currency of many of the exchanges that took place along the African coast. 

The cowrie shell was not simply utilized as a species of exchange, a commodity, but 

rather, it was used as a crude medium “with which to record credits and debts” (91). In 

this way, the cowrie shell functioned as a rudimentary sort of “credit money,” discussed 

in Chapter 1 of the dissertation, a medium that circulates the time of finance. Baucom 

points to what he calls the “more disturbing iconography” of the cowrie shell as 

recounted by Jan Hogendorn and Marion Johnson in The Shell Money of the Slave Trade: 

‘The shells, so it is said, came from the off-lying waters, where they fed 

on the cadavers of less desirable slaves thrown into the sea as their food. 

The bodies, or sometimes the dismembered limbs, when pulled ashore 

were covered with attached cowries. Though macabre, this tradition as 
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allegory is right on the mark—slaves certainly did in an economic sense 

‘feed’ the shell trade.’ (92) 

Baucom uses this image to demonstrate one of his central theses: “the money forms of 

the trans-Atlantic slave trade could attach themselves not only to the slaves who reached 

the markets of the Caribbean alive but also those who drowned along the way” (92).  

For Baucom, this image of the shells feeding off the dead slaves becomes an 

allegory for the manner in which finance, particularly insurance, produces an 

“epistemological revolution,” grounded in the discourse of speculation that was capable 

of tallying human life on a balance sheet, even as that life had already ended in murder 

(93). The “tradition as allegory” of the shells opens onto the layers of feeding that went 

into the development of modern finance: “The cowrie may have fed the slave trade, but 

the slave trade fed the insurance industry which in its turn nourished the financial 

revolution which inaugurated the Atlantic cycle of accumulation” (99). 

 Though compelling, I want to pressure Baucom’s reading of the shells in terms of 

the larger stakes of his argument. In his engagement with Benjamin, Baucom works at 

length to develop an understanding of speculative discourse that is differentiated from 

allegory. Yet, in the instance of the cowrie, he uses the cowrie feeding on the carcasses 

precisely as it is presented, a “tradition as allegory.” While in the instance of the cowrie 

shells, we might find evidence of this form of allegory, or even of the “speculative 

discourse” that Baucom insinuates, we also find something else.  

The image of the cowrie shells feeding off the carcasses of murdered slaves 

speaks to a discussion of the slave trade that seems to elude Baucom’s entire discussion 

of the relationship between slavery and finance. Baucom speaks, at length, of a time that 
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“accumulates.” However, he fails to fully draw a connection between this accumulating 

time and the time of finance, the credit and debt that put time itself into circulation. While 

the image of the cowrie shells feeding on dead slaves may be an allegory for a larger 

discursive formation and system of exchange, it is also an image that we might take quite 

literally. What this image conjures to mind is another famous image that Marx evokes in 

his chapters on “so-called primitive accumulation” at the end of Capital, Volume 1. “If  

money, according to Augier, ‘comes into the world with a congenital blood-stain on its 

cheek,’ capital comes dripping from head to toe, from every pore, with blood and dirt” 

(925-6). Read through the violent images of capital in the chapters on primitive 

accumulation, the cowrie shells do not only act as an allegory for the violence of finance, 

but are, themselves, both the products of violence and the medium of circulating credits 

and debts—a literal expression of the inseparability of violence and finance.   

Marx’s evocation of a bloodied and violent capital in the chapters on “so-called 

primitive accumulation” could not be further from his discussions of the commodity at 

the beginning of the text, as in these chapters the violence of finance is directly expressed 

in the process of primitive accumulation. In the chapters on primitive accumulation, Marx 

systematically demonstrates the inextricable nature of systems of modern finance from 

the mechanisms of primitive accumulation. For Marx, the birth of the modern banking 

system is the outgrowth of the systems of national debt: 

The public debt becomes one of the most powerful levers of primitive 

accumulation. As with the stroke of the enchanter’s wand, it endows 

unproductive money with the power of relation and thus turns it into 

capital without forcing it to expose itself to the troubles and risks 
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inseparable from its employment in industry or even in usury. […] the 

national debt has given rise to joint-stock companies, to dealings in 

negotiable effects of all kinds, and to speculation: in a word, it has given 

rise to stock-exchange gambling and the modern bankocracy. (919) 

These systems of modern finance develop in, through, and around the “conquest, 

enslavement, robbery, murder, in short, force,” of primitive accumulation (874). In 

tandem with the growth of modern banking, joint-stock corporations, and national debt is 

the “power of relation,” the force of the mechanisms of primitive accumulation from 

which capital emerges “dripping from head to toe, from every pore, with blood and dirt.” 

In the introduction to The Long Twentieth Century, Giovanni Arrighi cites Marx’s 

connection of the development of systems of national debt not only as primary 

accumulation, that which happens once as the mythical originary moment of capitalism, 

but “as means of an ‘invisible’ inter-capitalist cooperation, which ‘started’ capital 

accumulation over and over again across the space-time of the capitalist world economy 

from its inception to his [Marx’s] own day” (13). That is to say, as Gilles Deleuze and 

Felix Guattari argue in Anti-Oedipus,  “primitive accumulation is not produced just once 

at the dawn of capitalism, but is continually reproducing itself” (231). For Arrighi, the 

cycles of national debt marked by primitive accumulation structure his periodizations of 

the longue durée of capitalist accumulation. Following Louis Althusser’s reading of the 

chapters on primitive accumulation and “aleatory materialism,” Jason Read similarly 

argues:  

It is possible to glimpse in Marx’s theory of primitive accumulation a 

“noneconomistic” account of the mode of production in which the mode 
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of production does not simply designate a particular economic relation 

which has its linear effects on other social relations, but rather is the dense 

point of articulation of power relations. (26). 

The “noneconomistic” notion of capital that emerges from Marx’s theorization of 

primitive accumulation is grounded on an understanding of the force of violence: “The 

violence of primitive accumulation cannot appear within the discourse of classical 

political economy,” and thus, “is the constitutive blind spot of classical political 

economy” (35). In other words, a theorization of the amalgamation of forces contained 

within both the concept and processes of primitive accumulation allows Marx to develop 

an understanding of capitalist development beyond the economism of classical political 

economy. Through these myriad accounts of the force, or power relations contained 

within the theory of primitive accumulation, we can begin to understand the emergence 

of modern finance, through a non-linear, non-deterministic set of historical contingencies. 

It strikes me as a glaring oversight that within an extended analysis of the 

relationship between finance and the slave trade, with special emphasis on the topic of 

accumulation, a discussion of Marx’s theory of primitive accumulation appears nowhere 

in Specters of the Atlantic. This oversight is especially striking in Marx’s discussion of 

the slavery in the context of his overarching discussion of primitive accumulation in the 

development of industrial capitalism: 

The discovery of gold and silver in America, the extirpation, enslavement 

and entombment in mines of the indigenous population of that continent, 

the beginnings of the conquest and plunder of India, and the conversion of 

Africa into a preserve for the commercial hunting of blackskins, are all 
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things which characterize the dawn of the era of capitalist production. 

These idyllic proceedings are the chief moments of primitive 

accumulation. (915) 

The moments of primitive accumulation that Marx identifies in his chapter on the 

“Genesis of the Industrial Capitalist” are the moments of the accumulation of capital that 

accompanied the rise of the modern banking system and finance. “The conversion of 

Africa into a preserve for the commercial hunting of black skins” is a singular moment of 

violence, what David Harvey calls “accumulation by dispossession,” among a series of 

colonial ventures that are enacted in the growth of the industrial age—including the 

accumulation of precious metals that became the measure of value for the modern system 

of finance. The history of primitive accumulation is not linear, nor is it geographically 

bound. It is constituted by intensive moments of violence, and, as Marx writes, this 

history “is written into the annals of mankind in letters of blood and fire” (875). Marx’s 

characterization of the relationship between primitive accumulation and history points to 

an impossible history, one written in letters that are not letters at all, but rather the 

evisceration of constituted meaning and forms.  

As Marx writes of the process of primitive accumulation in the genesis of the 

industrial capitalism: 

[It] embraces the colonies, the national debt, the modern tax system, and 

the system of protection. These methods depend in part on brute force, for 

instance the colonial system. But they all employ the power of the state, 

the concentrated and organized force of society, to hasten, as in a 

hothouse, the process of transformation of the feudal mode of production 
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into the capitalist mode, and to shorten the transition. Force is the midwife 

of every old society pregnant with a new one. It is itself an economic 

power. (916) 

These remarks on the power of instruments of primitive accumulation to hasten the 

transition from the feudal system to industrial capitalism recall Jameson’s 

characterization of the American Century as the “hothouse, or forcing ground, of the new 

system.” However, Marx grounds his theorization of historical transformation in a 

coherent and articulated process that brings together a network of financial, 

organizational, and “brute” force to intensify and condense a process of historical 

transformation.  

When he writes that force “is itself an economic power,” Marx is referring to a 

kind of historical violence, a temporality that wrests the future from the womb of present, 

thus condensing different epochs within an intensive moment of rupture and 

reconfiguration. This is the time of primitive accumulation. As Jason Read writes 

regarding Marx’s characterization of the role of primitive accumulation in the passage 

from feudalism to capitalism, “Primitive accumulation would seem to exceed any strict 

periodization, or division of history into a succession of modes of production […]. It is, 

rather, a point of passage and transition”(36). 

While Read does not connect this temporality of transformation to the 

development of modern finance, I think it is essential to highlight Marx’s emphasis on 

the commingling of finance and violent expropriation in the transition between feudalism 

and capitalism. The mutuality of these elements produces the conditions of the 

“hothouse” through which a new era is forced into being. In light of Marx’s discussion of 
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primitive accumulation and the nascence of modern finance, I would like to alter 

Baucom’s formulation of the temporality of modernity: “Time does not pass, it 

accumulates.” If we were to understand the temporality of finance, I would argue that 

time does not simply accumulate. Instead, I would insist that finance operates on the time 

of primitive accumulation.        

 

                                                            *** 

 

 I turn my attention back to Finally Got the News, to an interlude in the film, about 

a minute and a half long, that addresses exploitation and finance capitalism. It contains a 

diatribe on finance capitalism by Kenneth Cockrel, the League’s primary lawyer, spoken 

over images of an auto showroom and Ford’s corporate offices, and occurs between the 

sequence on perilous working conditions and an interview with a League member that 

serves to introduce the League and its activities. I refer to it as an interlude because it 

appears, both visually and in the content of the voiceover, to serve as an aside to the 

theses the film presents regarding black labor in industrial America, conditions within the 

plants, and the activities of the League. Furthermore, the tone of Cockrel’s voiceover is 

crass and humorous—departing from the mostly solemn and scholarly tenor that 

constitutes the rest of the film. Visually, the shots are clean and minimal, populated by 

one or two figures.  

The sequence opens as the camera follows a solitary figure down an escalator and 

then spans what appears to be an auto showroom as Cockrel's forceful lecture 

commences: 
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They give you little bullshit amounts of money for working—wages and 

so forth—and then they steal all that shit back from you in terms of where 

they got this whole other thing set up, that old credit-stick-’em-up 

gimmick society, man—consumer credit—buy shit, buy shit—on credit. 

He gives you a little bit of shit to cool your ass off and then steals all that 

shit back with shit called interest, the price of money […] 

The motherfuckers who deal with intangibles are the motherfuckers who 

are rewarded in this society. The more abstract and intangible your shit 

is... I mean stocks, what is stocks? A stock certificate is evidence of 

ownership of something that’s real, ownership. He owns and controls, and, 

you know, therefore receives the benefit of. He fuckin’ with shit in 

Bolivia. He’s Anaconda. He’s United Fruit. He’s in mining. He’s in what? 

He ain’t ever in his life produced shit. Investment bankers, stockbrokers, 

insurance men—it’s the mother fuckers who don’t do nothin’. 

 

    
Figure 38: Finally Got the News                      Figure 39: Finally Got the News 
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                                    Figure 40: Finally Got the News 
 

Cockrel provides astute and concise analysis of the mechanisms of exploitation that occur 

through the financialization of consumer life, those that are in excess of the wage 

relation. The car in the showroom becomes not the vehicle discussed in the previous 

section, but an object that oppresses the worker through the operation of consumer credit.  

The interlude also draws a correlation between these practices and the functioning of 

international finance generally, indicating that in finance, money is a direct relationship 

of power.  

While adequately demonstrating both of these functions, this sequence is not 

merely evidence of the film’s ability to analyze the totality of capitalist exploitation 

within its contemporary moment. More importantly, the interlude stands apart from the 

film as evidence of its ability to capture the intensive transitional state in which it stands. 

It is placed between two continuous moments in the overall argument of the film: a 

sequence on life within the plants, one that explores the experience of “niggermation,” 

and the experience of both the resistance of the League and the direct force with which it 

was met. However, it refers directly to neither, aesthetically or thematically.  

What comes through in this interlude, which first seems to be a tangent of the 
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essay film, is an audio-visual image of finance. This image is constituted by the interstice 

that operates between the dynamic materiality of Cockrel's voice, spoken of by Moten in 

the previous section, and the sterility of the architectural landscape and insipid figures 

that populate it. The interstice between sound and image is the chasm opened from which 

the inexpressible violence of capital emerges. The sequence operates as a fragment within 

the film that exposes the condensation of historical transition within which it is made.  

In other words, this audio-visual image of finance works as an enduring image 

that, in Baucom’s words, “moves toward the future” operating as a kind of messenger of 

what is to come: the explosive financialization of capital markets. However, it does so 

only through “doubling back on what has been,” the crisis of industrial modernity, the 

Fordist system, Keynesian regulation forced by a cycle of struggles against these very 

organizational strategies. The interlude is a fragment born from the forces that ushered in 

the new financial regime in which we presently live. It is the shock of the future nestled 

within the present of the crisis of 1970. While in the film, this segment takes the form of 

an aside, this aside comes to constitute the aftermath of the crisis, an aftermath whose 

growth is forced in the “hothouse” of the transitional moment in which the League 

operated. At the end of the American Century, the violence of industrial modernity is 

intensified; at the same time, a new form of violence emerges. This is the intensification 

of the violence of finance.  

As Jason Read writes, following Antonio Negri’s discussion of primitive 

accumulation in Insurgencies: “If the violence of primitive accumulation is difficult to 

locate as an event because it loses itself in the law and the new society that it produces, it 

is also difficult to locate because it is always situated with respect to a transformation of 
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violence: the emergence of a new type of violence”(38). Nestled within the violence of 

industrial modernity and its crisis, the interlude on finance in Finally Got the News shows 

this emergence.  

 In his essay “From Mass Worker to Socialized Worker,” Antonio Negri argues 

that one of the central operations of Post-Fordism is setting into motion a “new, original 

accumulation” (78). He writes: 

The whole of society is placed at the disposal of profit (as if under 

Colbert) and the infinite temporal variations that compose society are 

arranged, set, and made malleable in a unitary process. The latter is a new 

primitive accumulation, which gathers and unhinges inveterate positions 

(and rents) and which mixes, in new and indefinite labor, all that is 

potentially productive. (78) 

In this section, Negri points to our present as a moment of disruption, reconfiguration, 

and reordering of labor and time in such a manner that “unhinges’ established forms in 

order to allow for the direct appropriation—at a scale the engulfs the entire social factory 

and the infinite productive capacities contained within it. For him, these are the hallmarks 

of the new accumulation, and I think it could be argued that the re-ordering of the 

American economy that we find in the wake of the American Century, is especially 

evident in the collapse between productive and reproductive activities that re-organize 

time and space within the now-dominant service economy. While Negri does not refer 

directly to the role of finance in his characterization of the new accumulation, he 

indicates the scale of the new primitive accumulation in the reorganization of social life 

by capital in what we have come to call the “new economy.” 
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Nevertheless, I think it is essential to address the specificities of finance as they 

operate within the time of primitive accumulation, or new accumulation, in our present 

moment. Cockrel's sharp analysis of debt/credit culture at the beginning of the interlude 

on finance in Finally Got the News foretells the financial strategy through which capital 

will enact a simultaneous restructuring and counter-revolution on post-industrial urban 

centers. In a recent lecture on the recent sub-prime mortgage crisis entitled “The 

Financial Katrina,” David Harvey makes a point that I think is not often enough cited in 

the discussion of our current financial crisis. As the title signals, the lecture compares the 

mortgage crisis to Hurricane Katrina, arguing that, much like the infrastructural 

mechanisms that led to the uneven death and destruction in New Orleans, the current sub-

prime mortgage crisis was the cause of a financial infrastructure that disproportionately 

targeted urban African-Americans. While this statistic is well known, Harvey 

demonstrates that this disproportionate targeting of this population has resulted in the 

greatest expropriation of wealth from African-Americans population in history, or, at 

least since slavery. The difficulties in measuring such a comparison are obvious.  

 If the “sea is history,” as Baucom proposes, then the Financial Katrina is the time 

of primitive accumulation that separates from this sea. In this sense, I want to argue 

against the image of haunting that Baucom invokes in order to frame a relationship 

between this historical sea, and the violence of the Middle Passage that it implies, and our 

financialized present. With the Financial Katrina, the history of primitive accumulation 

does not merely haunt our present, it is an active, material force visited upon those who 

remain dispossessed in its wake. The Financial Katrina of our present, born in the 

hothouse of crisis at the end of the American Century, is the latest expression of the close 
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ties between finance and primitive accumulation. Moreover, this time is the 

counterrevolutionary time of finance discussed throughout the dissertation. The Financial 

Katrina counters and corrects the disturbances caused by a population that disciplinary 

measures had failed to contain. It is a power equal and opposite to the lost time of the 

wildcat itself. 
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Chapter Four 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No Mirror of Nature: 
Early Feminist Video Art and the “Total Flow” of Finance Capital 

 
 
 

Capital rules by division. The key to capitalist accumulation is the 
constant creation and reproduction of the division between the waged and 
unwaged parts of the class. […] Thus, it is the political recomposition of 
the waged and unwaged that imposes the crisis on capital. (4).  
     

-Zerowork Collective  
 
 
Video is the Vengeance of the Vagina. 
Video is the Victory of the Vagina. (8).  

 
-Shigeko Kubota20 
 

 
In tandem with the rapid financialization of capital markets that occurred in the 

wake of the crises of the 1960s and the counter-revolutionary financial technologies that 

were put in place to control them, another systematic shift occurred in the functioning of 

labor markets. The shift I am referring to is what economists, labor historians, and 

cultural theorists alike call the “feminization of labor,” which signals not only the marked 

intensification of the influx of women into the labor market that had been gradually 

occurring in the post-war era, but also the transformation to a service-based economy 

propelled by “feminized” form of labor. More substantively, this shift marks the collapse 

                                                
20 Quoted in A History of Video Art: the Development of Form and Function. 
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of the distinction between production and reproduction, or at least the reconfiguration of 

this distinction in the manner noted by theorists of post-Fordism and immaterial labor. In 

this chapter, I explore the ramifications of the dual financialization of capital markets and 

feminization of labor as paradigmatic of the transition between modernity and 

postmodernity, ushering concurrent crises of value. Specifically, I will examine the 

manner in which these crises are uniquely expressed in the emergence of a new artistic 

medium: video.  

In Postmodernism, Fredric Jameson makes the argument that it is at the only at 

the very limits of postmodern aesthetic culture, 1980s video art, that we can understand 

the tendency towards what Raymond Williams called the “whole” or “total flow” of 

images, unbounded by narrative and subjective confines. Jameson finds this total flow to 

be evident at the level of form within experimental video art as the “ceaseless rotation of 

elements that change places at every moment, with the result that no single element can 

occupy the position of ‘interpretant’” (90). He argues that this aspect of the “total flow” 

of video art is determined precisely by that which distinguishes it from the medium of 

film, and states that “the filmic terminology of ‘frames’ and ‘shots’ does not seem 

appropriate for this kind of succession” (90). Though this assessment of video art is as 

astute as it is familiar, Jameson’s analysis turns a blind eye to the legacy of feminist 

video art and its profound impact on the medium of video. In fact, since the late 1960s, 

some of the most important contributions to the development of video as an artistic 

medium were made by women, as the new medium provided a vehicle for artistic 

production outside of the male-dominated field of avant-garde cinema. When 

acknowledging this legacy, Jameson’s observation of the “total flow” within video art 
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acquires a new and perhaps more profound significance. My interest lies in the manner in 

which the collapse of structures that grounded cinematic meaning introduced by the early 

manifestations of feminist video art are articulated with larger crises in valuation and 

measure that became evident at the end of the 1960s.  

The aim of this chapter is to revisit several instances of early video art produced 

at a critical juncture in the creation of contemporary capitalism, re-examining the 

naissance of video art within the context of reconfiguring the distinction between 

production and reproduction and the financialization of capitalism. In light of the various 

structural elements implied by the nebulous phenomena I am referring to as the 

“feminization of labor,” I argue that early feminist video art singularly expresses the 

transformation of the ontological and political status of the moving image in late 

capitalism. As such, this chapter will engage a set of interrelated questions that seek to 

explore the relationship between these phenomena in the context of the larger theoretical 

problematics of the dissertation through a series of case studies of early video works 

made by women. An aspect of this task is to rethink the genre of “video art” through a 

critical re-evaluation of the relationship between film and video, especially as it emerges 

within and against the tradition of avant-garde cinematic practices. In this discussion, I 

examine the impact of the introduction of the Sony Portapack in 1967, its mythic impact 

on the avant-garde art scene and the subsequent fissure in avant-garde moving image 

practices, but also the way that the technology of video was taken up by a new generation 

of artists, particularly women, and folded into a set of radical artistic attempts (essais) at 

reconfiguring the use of the moving image in artistic practice. Looking at the emergence 

of a series of video works that have come to be classified under the loose rubric of 
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“feminist video art,” I examine the manner in which the medium of video lends a novel 

mode of visual thinking to avant-garde moving image practices. Though I could have 

chosen a more canonically representative group of early feminist video artists—those that 

deal more explicitly with issues of gender— the selection of pieces I have chosen here all 

address issues of subjective identification in and through processes of reflection and 

mirroring. Importantly, the work of artists I have chosen to discuss in this chapter—

namely Joan Joanas, Joan Kyger, Lynda Benglis, and Hermine Freed—signal early 

attempts at exploring the distinct capacities of the medium of video. As Jameson writes, 

“released from all conventional constraints, experimental video allows us to witness the 

full range of possibilities and potentialities of the medium in a way which illuminates its 

various more restricted uses, the latter being subsets and special cases for the former” 

(71). Each of the artists I discuss reveal aspects of the visual and temporal possibilities 

afforded by the medium of video that are distinct from its more limited use as an 

inexpensive substitute for film.  

In addressing issues of reflection and mirroring, this chapter is an expansion of 

themes I begin to explore in the first chapter on the “closure of the gold window” and the 

transformation of modes of cinematic representation in the transition between industrial 

and financial capitalism. I will expand this discussion through an exploration of the 

manner in which the introduction of consumer-grade video provided a new medium 

through which to uniquely challenge modes of cinematic perception. In my first chapter, I 

argue that with the transformation from industrial to financial capitalism, the form of 

subjective vision produced through this mirrored subjectivity, the “camera- I” is replaced 

by a system that Gilles Deleuze describes in Cinema 2 as the “brain-screen,” a  form of 
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the image that, foremost, is not patterned on a frame of representation that references the 

human form. As such, the brain-screen more adequately describes the ontological and 

political status of the image in financial capitalism. While psychoanalytic film theorists 

of the late-1960s and early 1970s were using the theories of Jacques Lacan to critique 

subjectivity produced in and through the filmic image, early video artists were using the 

medium of video to actively disrupt these mirrored modes of subjective perception and 

representation. From these discussions, I will further elaborate on the manner in which 

crises of representation and valuation occur in the transition from industrial to financial 

capitalism as they are made manifest within early experiments with  the medium of 

video.  

The feminization of labor implies that production and reproduction cannot remain 

separate yet mirrored aspects of the capitalist organization of labor; this process is 

coincident with the reordering of systems of valuation that are implied by the process of 

financialization. This chapter seeks to understand not only the crisis of a mirrored form of 

subjective perception, but also the proliferation, fracturing, distortion, and transformation 

of the mode of cinematic perception introduced by video art as it indicates larger 

transformations within the capitalist order.  

 

“Ongoing Mirror”— 
From Object to Signal in Joan Jonas’s Vertical Roll (1972) 
 

The debate around “new media” is one that has all but consumed the discipline of 

film studies. Defining the status of “the new” within the context of the discipline has been 

crucial to the discipline’s ability to define itself in the face of the explosion within the 
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past several decades of the number of technologies that utilize the moving image. 

Because of this, it is difficult to engage the question of video art and its emergence within 

the scene of moving image production without becoming entangled in the discourse of 

medium specificity—that is, without finding oneself caught in the project of defining 

what is essential to the medium and also defining what differentiates it from its 

predecessors. In this section, my intention is not to argue for a coherence within the 

medium of video as it is opposed to film, but rather to explore the implications of the 

tension between the two media as exemplified in Joan Joans’s seminal video piece 

Vertical Roll.  

 Intervening in debates around new media, Mary Anne Doane’s The Emergence of 

Cinematic Time: Modernity, Contingency, the Archive ends with an attempt to redefine 

the relationship between cinema and new media such as television, video, and digital 

media as one that is continuous, rather than discontinuous. Doane writes against what she 

calls a “cinephilia,” that privileges the medium of cinema against new media, and I 

assume here that she is referring to the cinematic materialism of Usai among others. 

“Cinephilia,” for Doane, posits the “death of cinema,” as a historical rupture in the 

continuity among forms of image production. This “cinephilia,” for Doane, relies on an 

argument of medium specificity that locates the death of cinema in the “death of its 

photographic base” (230). She constructs her argument against such notions of 

“cinephilia,” by the insisting  that these various media, while differing in material form, 

tend to serve the same historical function. This function, as she argues over the course of 

the book, is tied to cinema’s role in shaping an experience of time that is both inscribed 

within, while being resistant to, the temporality imposed by historical modernity. 
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Cinema’s role, for Doane, is to “to make the contingent legible” (230). In summary of her 

argument, Doane writes against the historic perception that photography is the 

“exemplary instance of indexicality and, hence, the privileged bearer of contingency” 

(230). Her insistence on the historical function over the form of the photographic 

medium, or at least the separation of these two, frames her discussion of new media. She 

writes: 

[…] indexicallity together with its seemingly privileged relation to the 

referent—to singularity and contingency—is available to a range of media. 

The insistency and compulsion Pierce associates with the indexical sign 

are certainly attributes of television and digital media as well; witness the 

televisual obsession with ‘live’ coverage of catastrophe, the ultimate 

representation of contingency, chance, and the instantaneous […] 

Cinephelia is only a slightly illicit subset of a larger and ongoing 

structuring of the access to contingency. (230)  

We might glean from Doane’s argument that the historical function of the moving image 

and its relationship to structuring temporal experience is not, in any intrinsic manner, 

related to the medium itself. Here, Doane seems to be arguing against any notion that 

specific technologies of moving image production might, ultimately, structure temporal 

experience in a distinct way; rather, she is interested in the larger issue of how the 

moving image in modernity attempts to provide, or at least privileges, an indexical 

relationship to the referent. Doane argues that both film and “newer technologies of 

representation” provide access to the “singularity of the instant” which is “always pitted 

against its legibility as generalized information” (208). Thus, she refers to “mechanical 
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reproduction in general” when speaking of diverse media such as film, video, and digital 

technologies, and argues that “what is at stake in these technologies of representation is 

the recording of the singular, instantaneous, the contingent […]” (221).  

 It seems that in order to support a theory of the image in modernity that is 

grounded within a particular notion of singularity, Doane must, at the same time, posit 

“mechanical reproduction in general” as the background against which the singularity of 

the image is produced. In other words, Doane’s relationship to the singular image, or the 

image as a representation of singularity, must, at the same time, deny the singularity of 

distinct media and instead argue for a generalized theory of the moving image. One could 

trace a rich history of theories of the image in modernity that argue for such a consistency 

among forms in the manner in which Doane is insisting here—I am specifically thinking 

of Guy Debord’s notion of the spectacle as that which is not grounded in the particularity 

of any expression of the image, but is, rather, the expression of a social relationship that 

is mediated though the image in general.  

 However, Doane’s argument for a structural, semiotic consistency among forms 

of the moving image becomes problematic because her theory of cinematic time is itself 

based in the very material apparatus of film. For Doane, cinematic time is inherently 

structured through a relationship to the “interstice,” the absent presence between frames, 

the lost time that is covered over in order to create the illusion of movement. Thus, the 

access to the contingent, or the singularity of the moment, is marked by this illusion: 

This ‘real time’ is marked by an apparent plenitude. No lack or loss of 

time is visible to the eye or accessible to the spectator who is sitting in an 

unperceived darkness almost forty percent of the running time. Hence 
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much of the time allegedly recorded by the camera is simply not there, it is 

in the interstices between frames. These interstices, crucial to the 

representation of movement, themselves remain unacknowledged. (172) 

In this way, the cinema provides us with the “simulacrum of time” and is bound to the 

“representation” of temporal plenitude, while structuring this plenitude through a 

covering over of the interstice (172). Thus, for Doane, cinematic time and the access to 

what she calls “the contingent” is always marked with the interstice. It is this paradoxical 

relationship to indexicality, the promise of unbridled access to an experience of 

temporality that is, in the end, an illusion. The cinematic time that structures modernity, 

in Doane’s argument, is very much tied to the technical specificity of the medium of film: 

“both modernity and cinema have a stake in refuting Zeno, and affirming the reality, 

indeed the allure, of a mobility that is, in film, quite simply not there” (205).  

 What emerges from Doane’s engagement with the debates around the status of 

“new media” in relationship to the cinema is a contradictory impulse, one that I think is 

present in many discussions of new media. While Doane attempts to produce a theory of 

the moving image that is semiotically and epistemologically grounded not in any 

particular technological form but rather speaks to “mechanical reproduction in general,” 

she continues to ground this theory of the moving image, of “cinematic time,” in the 

material substrate of film—as the movement of still images that produce an “illusion of 

time,” and a reality that is, as she repeats, “simply not there.” In this sense, a 

contradiction emerges in her project when addressing the problem of new media forms. 

In her attempt to bypass a certain form of technological determinism and fetishization of 

the new that much of the scholarship on new media has been accused of, Doane 
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inadvertently privileges the medium of film and its representation of time as the 

quintessential modality of the moving image. More important, this form of cinematic 

time is, intrinsically, based on the technology of film—a collection of still images 

projected in such a manner to give the illusion of movement. In other words, Doane’s 

attempt to present a consistency of the function of the moving image in modernity that 

extends into the present inadvertently reproduces a form of “cinephilia” she seems to be 

trying to escape by asserting that televisual and digital media serve functions that are 

merely extensions of film. 

 I engage with Doane’s theory of new media at length because it is, I think, the 

best articulation of a tendency in the criticism of video as a medium that understands the 

medium to be merely an extension of the cinema. This tendency sees the medium as one 

that was utilized by artists as little more than a substitute for film, favored because of its 

relative inexpensiveness and portability. Furthermore, it is often argued that its central 

role in the art movements of the 1960s and 1970s was to serve as a medium to document 

live performance—an understanding of the medium that is clearly in line with Doane’s 

argument that new media share film’s obsession with providing access to the contingent, 

“live” event. These instances, one could argue, point to the accuracy of Doane’s 

argument for a consistency in the function of technologies of mechanical reproduction 

across various media. It is this argument for consistency, however, that I want to work 

against. Instead, it seems that the most important video works of the sixties and seventies 

were not those that mimicked film or simply employed video as a substitute for the filmic 

image. Rather, the early video works I discuss mark radical departures from the medium 
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of film and are expressive of the singular ability of the medium of video to structure time 

and subjective experience.  

 While I do not intend to provide a detailed account of the history the development 

of video, or of theories of the video image, it is important to note that its history as a 

medium is distinct from the medium of film. As video art scholars often note, the 

technological origin of the medium lies not in the history of photography, like film, but 

rather in media developed to transmit electronic signal such as radio, telephone, and 

television. Experiments with image processing through the development of these 

technologies date back to the late nineteenth century.21 In the Language of New Media, 

Lev Manovich writes that in contrast to earlier forms of the industrial arts, including 

photography, “electronic art from its very beginning was based on a new principle: 

modification of an already existing signal” (126). He dates the birth of electronic art to 

the  Russian musician Lev Teremin’s 1920s experiments with instruments utilizing sine 

waves, and argues that, even with these early experiments, “the artist was no longer a 

romantic genius generating a new world purely out of his imagination; he became a 

technician turning a knob here, pressing a switch there—an accessory to the machine” 

(126). Manovich argues that an essential technological shift in the development of new 

media is the shift “from object to signal,” the signal being the inherent characteristic of 

electronic technologies. He writes of the difference between what he calls “material” and 

“electronic” media:  

[…] all machines for electronic synthesis, recording, transmission, and 

reception include controls for signal modification. As a result, an 

                                                
21 The technological history of the medium of video from the late nineteenth century to 
the present is concisely documented in Michael Rush’s Video Art (13-15).  
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electronic signal does not have a singular identity—a particular state 

qualitatively different from other possible states […]. In contrast to the 

material object, the electronic signal is essentially mutable. (133)  

In this sense, Manovich is asserting that it is the mutability of the electronic signal that 

defines the media that utilize it, including video, and it is this mutability of the signal that 

separates it from media that are structured by “a permanent imprint in some material” 

(132).  

 Chris Meigh-Andrews takes the mutability of the electronic signal that structures 

the medium of video to be precisely that which allows certain artists to move away from 

the conventions of the cinema dealing with camera and perspective, thus, ultimately, 

“eschewing issues of representation all together” (111). Drawing on Gene Youngblood’s 

essay “Cinema and the Code,” Meigh-Andrews also asserts that the distinction between 

object and signal is what separates film from video. He writes, “in video the frame is not 

an ‘object’ as it is in film, but a time segment of a continuous signal which creates the 

possibility of a syntax based on transformation rather than transition”(112). Though the 

use of signal manipulation and the production of a “syntax based on transformation” does 

not define the medium of video as a form, it emerges as one possible modality of its use.  

 Ultimately, both Doane’s insistence on the continuity between media and 

arguments made by new media theorists arguing for discontinuity, such as Manovitch and 

Meigh-Andrews, are signal important debates within the field of study. However, I am 

not interested in arguing for either an absolute separation between film and video that 

would give way to a defined medium specificity, nor am I arguing for their absolute 

continuity. While insisting on the continuity among media, Doane implicitly privileges 
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the material substrate of the film when constructing a theory of the image in modernity. 

On the other hand, arguing for a discontinuity among media, specifically the distinction 

Manovitch makes above regarding the difference between object and signal, introduces a 

separate series of problems. Namely, it is easy to trouble such a distinction as aspects of 

cinema could be said to “mutable” and operate on the principles we find in media that 

function through the transfer of an electric signal. The reverse is true as well, as the 

moving image in video could be said to function like an object in some respects, 

especially if we analyze it through a materialism of the image grounded in a thinkers such 

as Henri Bergson and Gilles Deleuze.  

Recognizing the limitations of both of these approaches mentioned above, I will 

not fully abandon all of their insights. As the overarching theses of this project attest, I 

believe is important to produce an overarching theory of the image that is not tied to any 

particular medium in order to engage larger issues around the moving image within 

culture, politics, and philosophy. At the same time, it is important to recognize the 

distinct potentialities that lie within the material substratum of particular media. While 

their use is not determined by this substratum, but instead by historical forces, the distinct 

possibilities and limitations of particular media remains important to aesthetic analysis. 

Distinct media, in this way, might be thought of as “hardware,” in Jean-François 

Lyotard’s sense of the term.22 Despite its limitations, I find the distinction between object 

                                                
22 In his essay “Representation, Presentation, Unpresentable,” Jean-François Lyotard 
offers a conceptualization of the function of the mechanically reproducible arts that does 
not depend on the specific manner in which particular media structure subjective 
experience, as Doane’s does, but rather their relationship to capital as such. In this essay 
Lyotard theorizes the medium of photography as a techno-scientific “hardware” that is 
“released from the responsibilities of ideological identification it had inherited from the 
tradition of painting, and henceforth gives rise to research” (124). The concept of 
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and signal to be illuminating in analyzing the manifestation of the tension between media 

that occur in early pieces of video art such as Joan Jonas’s Vertical Roll.  

 Joan Jonas’s important 1972 piece Vertical Roll is an experiment with very simple 

aspects of signal manipulation and the use of video technology as a performative 

instrument that explores the relationship between video and film. The piece is twenty-

minutes of video footage filmed off of a video monitor into which footage is being fed, 

but with a maladjusted vertical roll control. The distortion of the video signal produces a 

line that perpetually rolls from the top to the bottom of the monitor, disrupting the image 

in a rhythmic pattern that is accompanied by a harsh banging sound (made by Jonas as 

part of the performance) as each roll reaches the bottom of the screen. The piece begins 

with more abstract images such as light refracting off of a metal spoon, flowing fabric, a 

still photograph of a nude female figure, and then eventually move to the performer’s 

body. The roll of the video simulates the passing of individual frames being projected 

from a strip of film, but at a radically different speed. This connotation of the vertical roll 

manipulation was one that Jonas uses self-consciously to disrupt the flow of images. As 

she writes:  

                                                                                                                                            
hardware, for Lyotard, has within it an implicit relation to capital that does not determine 
its use: “science, technology, capital, even in their matter-of-fact style, are so many ways 
of actualizing an infinity of concepts […]. The amateur [photographer] is in this way in 
the service of experimentation carried out by laboratories and ordered by banks”(123). In 
this sense, for Lyotard, photography and all other means of the mechanically reproducible 
artistic production enter into the “field opened by infinite research” (123).  

Lyotard’s conception of media such as photography and video as hardware, the 
congealed forms of an entire techno-scientific regime, offers the possibility of rethinking 
medium specificity. This is because these media do not represent the determined ends of 
the techno-scientific regime, but rather become the instruments for what he calls “infinite 
research” in which both the artist and consumer participate in a larger field of research 
within capital. In this sense, an argument for the continuity among varying forms of 
moving image technologies becomes useful while, at the same time, allowing for their 
distinct material limitations and potentials. 
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‘The vertical roll of the monitor was used in my work as a structural 

device with which activities were performed in and out of sync with its 

rhythm. I play with the particular qualities of the TV, imagistically and 

structurally. The vertical roll seems to be a series of frames in a film, 

going by slowly, obscuring and distorting movement.’ (quoted in Meigh-

Andrews 161) 

Vertical Roll, while experimenting with the possibilities of signal manipulation and the 

limitations of the video monitor, also simulates the movement of a film strip and hence 

implicitly comments on the medium’s relationship to film. While, as Doane goes at 

length to explain, what lies in between the frames of a film is the interstice, that which 

must be covered up in order to produce the illusion of movement, in Jonas’ Vertical Roll, 

the rhythmic movement that occurs with the piece is constituted by its disruption, by 

making the interstice visible. In this way, the signal manipulation produced by the 

vertical roll has the opposite effect of the filmic interstice. This is illuminated towards the 

beginning of the piece when a still photograph of a nude female figure is placed within 

the frame of the video. The vertical roll has the effect of making the still photograph have 

the quality of movement; the roll animates the photograph as if it were in a sequence of 

images within a film strip. Thus the movement is not produced through the succession of 

still images, creating what Doane and many others have called an “illusion of 

movement”; conversely, the manipulation of the electronic signal is capable of animating 

a single, still image. Similarly, the roll complicates the succession of images as they 

would appear by creating movement within the frame. While film depends on the 

moment between frames, Vertical Roll highlights movement within each frame, exposing 
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the frame itself not to be an instant in a succession of instants, stills, but rather, a 

continuous and modulating form determined by the manipulation of a signal. By using an 

electronic signal to simulate a succession of images we might associate with the cinema, 

Jonas highlights the difference between the media—the difference between 

understanding the image within the frame as a “signal” rather than an “object.” While the 

monitor is punctuated by the consistent rhythm of the roll, framed by this movement, the 

images within the frame express different temporal registers that are often slowed down 

and speeded up. The juxtaposition between the constant rhythm of the vertical roll and 

the variable speed of the images within the frame serves to highlight the independence of 

these moving images from the structural apparatus of the piece. In other words, the 

movement of the images within the frame at variable speeds demonstrates the manner in 

which these recorded images are not determined by the punctuation of the interstice, 

unlike film where the speeding up and slowing down of the progression of frames alters 

the temporality of the image.  

In addition to creating dissonance with the movement of the roll, at moments 

within the piece, the artist’s performance begins to interact with the roll, patting her hand 

or jumping up and down in sync with it. The effect of these performative gestures is to 

draw attention to the line that breaks the image, while producing the sense, virtually, that 

these gestures have the effect of actually moving the roll down the screen. While for 

Doane, editing plays a crucial function in cinematic time because it is the “reinscription 

of the gap between frames,” Jonas’s performance with the virtual manipulation of the roll 

is able to highlight what lies between the frames and begins to interact with it as a 

structural element of movement. This playful interaction with the roll exposes the 
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difference between technologies of image manipulation represented by editing and 

mixing. Jonas’ performance with the roll highlights it as a structural element that does not 

merely divide successive images, but operates as an endlessly permeable form, creating a 

“syntax based on transformation rather than transition.” 

        
Figure 41: Vertical Roll                                 Figure 42: Vertical Roll  
 

       
Figure 43: Vertical Roll                                Figure 44: Vertical Roll  
 

An extension of her earlier performance work in which she used mirrors, Jonas 

describes her use of closed-circuit video manipulation and interaction with the monitor as 

a type of “ongoing mirror.” The video apparatus constructed in Vertical Roll consists of a 

closed-circuit video instrument, one that is infinitely malleable, an “ongoing mirror” 

composed of various structural elements that the artist then manipulates and uses in 

subsequent live performances such as Organic Honey (1973). This performative 

instrument is created through the manipulation of an electronic signal in which the video 
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monitor, the camera, and the performance all constitute the ongoing mirror of the 

performative apparatus. This ongoing mirror departs from a notion of cinematic time in 

which, as Doane argues, the subject identifies with the camera, and thus the illusion of 

movement, which, as she repeats, “is simply not there.” As an instrument that is played as 

an ongoing mirror, the dialectical opposition between presence and absence disappears as 

Jonas introduces the break within the frame as a structuring element. This break marks 

not an absence, but an ongoing electrical output, one with as much ontological presence 

as any other element of the image because it is the electronic transformation of the 

information that composes that image modulated into a different form.  

As a mechanism for the transmission and manipulation of a closed-circuit signal, 

Jonas’s ongoing mirror does not necessarily privilege the “singularity of the instant,” as it 

is “pitted against its legibility as generalized information,” as Doane argues is indicative 

of cinematic time (208). In Jonas’s conception of the ongoing mirror, a transmission of 

televisual information in a closed-circuit does not depend on what, in Doane’s schema, 

we might refer to at the “representation of singularity” or any notion of a temporal 

occurrence that is outside of the image itself. It does not refer, even indexically, to that 

which is outside of the operation of the closed-circuit instrument. Vertical Roll is not the 

recording of a live performance, but constitutes an ongoing mirror producing, 

transmitting, and modulating, and displaying audiovisual information of itself and for 

itself.  

While the medium of video relies on technologies that are, in many ways, as old 

as cinema itself, they are composed of a different material substrate that lends itself to 

different possibilities for moving image production separate from those based in the 
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cinema. However, the fact that these differing technical possibilities are inscribed into the 

medium does not necessarily determine their use, as Doane accurately argues: new media 

such as video and digital technologies often perform similar functions as the historical 

role of cinema in modernity. Nevertheless, the appearance of consumer-grade video in 

the late-1960s does mark a historical rupture in the field of image production by allowing 

the distribution of a new form of hardware with a specific set of capabilities to enter into 

the field of artistic practice. Placing the capabilities of the manipulation of electronic 

signal into the hands of artists allowed for a new zone of aesthetic research. The 

appearance of this technology at a critical moment in the development of a radical 

feminist art practice perhaps provided a kind of ongoing mirror between production and 

aesthetic innovation in a field not already determined by the gendered divisions that had 

been long established both within mainstream cinema and avant-garde film cultures.  

Furthermore, the distinction between object and signal conveys the importance of 

separating video as a distinct medium from film. Given the tension between the media of 

film and video that is explored within Vertical Roll, I would like to further trouble the 

distinction between object and signal as it registers, I would argue, two interrelated issues 

that I think the piece calls to our attention. Firstly, as noted above, Vertical Roll shows 

not simply the distinction between the image in film as composed of a “material” object 

and the image in video as composed of as an “electronic” signal. Instead it exposes the 

tension between cinema’s production of motion through a succession of still images, and 

video’s ability to produce a continuous stream of visual information, a distinction that can 

be correlated with Doane’s distinction between the “singular instant” and “generalized 

information.” What remains important about the distinction between the media of film 
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and video, then, is not that the latter is a dematerialized version of the former, but that it 

is able to register a general tendency towards what we might think of as the “total flow” 

of visual information that Jameson argues is inherent to late capitalism, rather than only 

privileging the contingency that Doane finds to be inherent to the medium of film. 

Moreover, the distinction between object and signal that we find in the tension between 

film and video may also be registering a much larger transformation that is taking place 

within the financialization of capitalism. Namely, with the end of the gold standard and 

the rapid expansion of technologies that transfer money electronically, the operation of 

capital markets is one that was in the process of further transforming the money form 

from a material object to an electronic signal. While I will return to the titular 

“dematerialization” of money in detail in the final section of the chapter, I would like to 

draw attention to how the tensions between film and video that are made manifest within 

Jonas’s piece point to larger issues within both visual and monetary representation.  

 

Impossible Mirror:  
Tele-visual Consciousness in Joan Kyger’s Descartes and the Splendor Of (1968)  
 

Behind the Video Life 
Man thinks, “I think therefore I am.” 
I, a woman, feel, “I Bleed therefore I am.”  
Recently I have bled in half-inch… 3M or SONY… 
Ten thousand feet every month. 
  -Shigeko Kubota “Video Poem” 

 

As Richard Rorty claims in Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature, since Descartes, 

Western thought has had an overwhelming preoccupation with what he calls our “glassy 

essence,” or the notion that the defining characteristic of consciousness is to mirror the 
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external world, nature as it is construed in Cartesian dualism. The mind, for Rorty, has 

been largely conceived of as an “assemblage of representations in a Mirror of Nature” 

(126). In this sense, the mind itself is understood to be an image, a mirroring form. While 

familiar, Rorty’s concise articulation of the nature of the Cartesian dualism being 

contained within the metaphor of the mirror as that which both reflects nature and divides 

the interiority from exteriority is a helpful condensation of the mirroring structure of 

consciousness mentioned above. Conceived of as “mirror of clear glass,” the filmic image 

creates a perfect aesthetic completion of this Cartesian, humanist schema; subjective 

consciousness is understood as a mirroring structure that separates interiority and 

exteriority, a point that I explore in the first chapter of the dissertation.  

 With the abundance of critiques of Cartesian dualism occurring in and around 

1968, Joan Kyger’s piece Descartes and the Splendor Of, a Real Drama of Everyday 

Life, stands as one of the most direct attempts to undo Cartesian dualism in an audio-

visual form. Kyger produced Descartes while in residence at the National Center for 

Experiments in Television (NCET) in San Francisco. Funded by the National Endowment 

for the Arts, NCET became “a think tank for poets, painters, craftsmen, writers, 

musicians, dancers, and filmmakers to experiment with the new medium of video, which 

had yet to develop formal rules or language”(146). The center’s director, Brice Howard, 

had an almost utopian vision for the center and the possibilities not only for developing 

video as an artistic medium, but for utilizing television technology—electronic signal—to 

transform social life. In his book length manifesto on the topic, Videospace and Image 

Experience, Howard writes:  
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We in American culture are on the crest of an evolutionary wave-pulse—

from foot, hand, speech toward image. Electronic tools which we have 

invented, or have been given us, are our cultural portion of human 

consciousness that has become deeply involved with electricity. Our use 

of electricity as material can tell us a lot about ourselves. This material as 

image may be a precise and inviting clue. Electricity is both image and 

material. […] It is essential that artists who employ conventional 

television tools understand this. Once they do, conventions will change; 

for, exploration discovery and change are inherent in the artists’ milieu. 

(9-11) 

While presenting a thoroughly materialist notion of the televisual image that is formed 

through electronic impulses understood to be “material as image,” Howard sets forth the 

task of the artist utilizing this technology as one that forms and transforms consciousness 

in and through the electronic image. It is not surprising, then, that the first artist in 

residency at the NCET sought to use the televisual medium as a tool to undo Cartesian 

dualism itself. 

While recasting Descartes’ Discourse on Method in her prose poem Descartes 

and the Splendor Of, Kyger employs the early developments in the methods of signal 

distortion, delay, and feedback to critique a Cartesian philosophy of mind. Divided into 

six sections, in this piece we see the complete loss of cinematic conventions of the frame, 

the shot, and the structuring interpretant that Jameson witnesses in the video art of the 

1980s. The first segment consists of Kyger’s head floating in the center of the screen 

while a voiceover recites the poem. The poem begins: 
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We are now on an adventure of RIGHTLY APPLYING our VIGOROUS 

MINDS TO THE STRAIGHT ROAD, APPLYING OUR REASON 

AND SENSE, I shall thus DELINEATE MY LIFE AS IN A PICTURE 

[…]. (146)  

The voiceover continues as the image of her face remains static for only a moment before 

becoming a continually streaming image that multiplies, divides, inverts, and distorts its 

subject and her seemingly internal utterances, folding the image back on itself, and 

constantly altering the size, shape, and location of the head as it makes small gestures as 

if it were gazing into a mirror. Towards the end of this section the audio track begins to 

multiply into a cacophony of voices as the image of her head becomes superimposed in 

an open and freeform intercourse with a barrage of images from popular culture. 

       
Figure 45: Descartes and the Splendor Of  Figure 46: Descartes and the Splendor Of 
 

 
     Figure 47: Descartes and the Splendor Of 
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Already in the first segment of Kyger’s reinterpretation of Descartes’ philosophy 

of mind we see the dissolution of the mirroring image of consciousness. While the female 

figure in the image gazes into the camera as if into a mirror, the image folds back on 

itself, employing an electronic signals in lieu of light, not reflecting reality, but providing 

direct visual and aural information, as Deleuze would say “outstripping the sensory-

motor capacities” of the human cognitive apparatus. Her piece commences with an image 

of the mind taking itself as a zone of speculation and inquiry and unravels into an image 

of mind without reflective capacities or certitude of value of its thinking, but rather a 

cacophony of sounds and images that lack identity and melts into the uncertainty of its 

surroundings. What begins as a contemplation of mind devolves into the crisis of 

epistemological certitude we have come to call 1968. Kyger explores the variegated 

potentialities of this medium as a form that is purely distinct from the cinematic apparatus 

thought to replicate human vision. If the video image is supposed to be a mirror, then this 

mirror shows the impossibility of its own power to accurately reflect an image of the 

mind as a representation of that mind. 

In the second part, Kyger appears in an apron and moves around a domestic space 

sewing, cleaning, and sweeping as the voiceover continues. As the section commences, 

the voiceover states, “I decided to sweep away everything in my mind and start over 

again,” underscoring the dissonance between thought and domestic labor. In the third 

part, Kyger is again shot in this domestic space serving tea and smiling in front of the 

camera. The voiceover begins: “So my reason has a place to reside, I thus build myself 

temporarily a small house of commonly felt rules […].” The fourth and fifth parts return 

to the radical experiments with image and audio distortion, and at many times her face 
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and body become completely indiscernible, channeled into a flow of electronic imaging 

that utilizes time delays to multiply, divide, and fragment her figure, creating a single 

shape that is in the process of perpetual transformation. In the final section, Kyger again 

appears in the domestic space, except the camera is zoomed out to the point that it reveals 

a set located within a television studio. She sits on a bench framed halfway inside and 

outside of the set before moving to the center of the studio completely outside of the 

domestic set, her figure dwarfed by the space. The voiceover begins:  

The difficulties of trusting and using your own mind. The I is the Pivot, 

must not wobble, in the name of the established compendium of minds.  

MOTHER GOD has created all, and I found this from MY OWN MIND, 

whence resides the germs of all truth. 

And from her, THE FIRST CAUSE, comes the sun and the moon and the stars, 

Earth, water, air, fire, minerals, porridge. (148) 

The extreme aesthetic disjuncture between the sections of the piece composed of various 

video distortions of Kyger’s figure and the sections recorded in the domestic space with 

little or no image distortion creates a juxtaposition that underlies the piece. It is as if in 

order to contend with Cartesian dualism Kyger must distort and deform her image 

electronically and, at the same time, contend with domestic labor, as references to the 

home, sweeping, porridge seem to indicate in the poem. The Cartesian dualism of mind 

and body, interiority and exteriority, must at the same time confront another dualism that 

is essential to modernity: the gendered separation of spheres of production that delineate 

the domestic space.   
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Kyger’s exploration of the space of domestic labor within a critique of the 

Cartesian thought is perhaps expressive of a deeper and un-thought crisis of valuation 

related to the role of women’s labor in capitalism. As Luce Irigaray shows in her essay 

“Women on the Market,” the nature that value reflects is not neutral, nor is it inert—it is 

specifically the role of women’s reproductive labor as natural as pure use value that 

reflects but has no positive qualities. For Irigaray, women’s labor is the material, natural 

quality of production that is mirrored through both the male consciousness and the 

commodity form. Even more precisely, in The Arcane of Reproduction, Leopoldina 

Fortunati extensively critiques the role of women’s un-waged reproductive labor—labor 

that is reproductive for capital, such as housework, childbirth, and general sexual and 

emotional servicing—as it contributes to the overall system of capital. Fortunati writes, 

reproduction is “governed by very different laws than those covering production, [that is 

waged production recognized as such by the capitalist system]; it [reproduction] appears 

almost as the mirror image, a back-to-front photograph of production” (8). She goes on to 

argue that “it is only by positing the process of reproduction as ‘natural’ and reproduction 

work as a ‘natural force of social labor’ that costs capital nothing, that capital can 

valorize itself” (11). In other words, it was only by reflecting itself in a non-value, the 

“free” labor of women, that capital can produce value at all. The glassy essence of this 

ontology is precisely the image of nature, nature as an image, the back-to-front 

photograph.  

In  Caliban and the Witch, Silvia Federici illustrates that the division between 

mind and body in Cartesian dualism was a philosophical foundation for the initial 

instantiation of the distinction between productive and reproductive labor and the 
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suppression of the female role into the zone we might describe as the “natural” within 

early capitalism. Federici argues that there is nothing natural about the separation of 

productive from reproductive labor; rather, this separation is the result of a historical 

process of primitive accumulation carried out in the late-middle ages along with land 

privatization and the general transition to waged labor. Federici writes: 

[…] the separation of production from reproduction created a class of 

proletarian women who were  as dispossessed as men but, unlike their 

male relatives, in a society that was becoming increasingly monetarized, 

had almost no access to wages thus being forced into a condition of 

chronic poverty, economic dependence and invisibility as workers. (75) 

What Federici calls the “feminization of reproductive labor,” is a process that lies at the 

heart of industrial modernity and the introduction of the modern wage relation. 

Furthermore, Federici argues that this separation of production into “waged” and 

“natural” labor underlies Cartesian dualism, intimating that the popularity of Descartes’ 

thought among the bourgeoisie was due to its consistency with the regime of politicizing 

the body in what she calls the “emerging capitalist science of work”: 

In Descartes, body and nature are identified, for both are made of the same 

particles and act in obedience to uniform physical laws set into motion by God’s 

will […] in the great ontological divide which Descartes institutes between the 

essence of humanity and its accidental conditions, the body is divorced from the 

person, it is literally dehumanized. “I am not this body,” Descartes insists 

throughout the Meditations. (140) 
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The separation of mind from nature, will from body, that we find in Descartes’ 

philosophy is, for Federici, the philosophical foundation of the “development of the body 

into a work-machine, one of the main tasks of primitive accumulation” (140). Put in other 

words, the isolation of labor-power as a form that is distinct from “natural” production 

allowed for the separation of these spheres, and Descartes’ philosophy of mind is a key 

articulation of this division in early modernity. In this sense, Rorty’s “mirror of nature” 

inadvertently points to the unspoken division at the heart of industrial capitalism. 

Elements of early feminist video art as witnessed earlier, however, exhibit an 

inability, or a refusal, of this mirror by folding the mirror of subjective production back 

on itself. The breakdown of the mirroring consciousness in these pieces is symptomatic 

of a fundamental transformation in the capitalist system that I mentioned earlier, the 

feminization of labor. As has been noted by numerous theorists of post-Fordist 

production, the fundamental feature of labor since the 1970s is the breakdown between 

productive and reproductive labor, which was induced by the overwhelming entrance of 

women into the labor market and the transition to a service-based economy. As Antonio 

Negri writes, the stage of capitalism we have entered since the 1970s is properly 

biopolitical in that 

the distribution of wealth acknowledges reproduction as something 

necessary, which is to say both the reproduction of the workforce and the 

reproduction of humanity. Specifically, this means to the extent that the 

social reproduction and affects are now an integral part of the production 

of value—think of the function of women in society, as Deleuze would 
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say, we are now witnessing a ‘feminization of labor’—we demand that the 

participation in social capital must be remunerated. (61)  

That is, the schism between waged and unwaged, productive and reproductive, 

mental and physical labor that precipitated the modern era is beginning to be eroded in 

this period. With the collapse of the distinction between productive and reproductive 

labor, we also might argue that its epistemological counterpart, consciousness conceived 

of as a mirroring, representational form reflecting an inert nature, also is in the process of 

disintegration.  

 Furthermore, in Empire Hardt and Negri argue that the crisis of the distinction 

between production and reproduction was a reaction to an increasingly socialized 

network of labor: 

The enormous rise of the social wage (in terms of both working wages and 

welfare) during the period of crisis in the 1960s and 1970s resulted 

directly from the accumulation of social struggles on the terrain of 

reproduction, the terrain of non-work, the terrain of life. 

The social struggles not only raised the costs of reproduction and the 

social wage (hence decreasing the rate of profit), but also and more 

important forced a change in the quality and nature of labor itself. 

Particularly in the dominant capitalist countries, where the margin of 

freedom was afforded to and won by workers the greatest, the refusal of 

the disciplinary regime of the social factory was accompanied by a 

reevaluation of the entire set of productive activities. (273)  

The crisis of the distinction between production and reproduction that had been central to 
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the disciplinary regime of industrial capitalism was enacted not only because the social 

wage maintaining this division had become too high, but also because political struggles 

“on the terrain of reproduction, on the terrain of non-work, on the terrain of life” had 

already put the distinction into crisis by bringing the social reproduction of capital into a 

central position within political struggle. In the general process of what they call a 

“transvaluation of values” in the rejection of the disciplinary regimes that had defined 

industrial capitalism, Hardt and Negri argue that New Left political movements opened 

up a new mode of capitalist production that encompassed those facets of life that were 

thought to be outside of capitalist production. The feminist movement was central to this 

process: 

Feminist movements that made clear the political content of “personal” 

relationships and refused patriarchal discipline raised the social value of 

what was traditionally considered women’s work, which involves a high 

content of affective or caring labor and centers on services necessary for 

social reproduction. (274)  

And, in turn, by highlighting and contesting the social value of reproductive labor, the 

movements of the New Left, and the feminist movement in particular, put the industrial 

mode of production that had come into being around these divisions and hierarchies into 

crisis.  

Significantly, Hardt and Negri argue that “a regime of production, and above all, a 

regime of subjectivity, was being distroyed and another invented by the enormous 

accumulation of struggles” (275).  Joan Kyger’s piece exposes the ramifications of the 

crises of the distinction between production and reproduction at the level of subjectivity, 
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a form of subjectivity that is defined not only by Cartesian dualism, but also by domestic 

space itself. At the end of the film, Kyger exposes the domestic space to be part of the 

production of a tele-visual image by revealing that this space is merely a set within a 

television studio. In doing so, she both removes herself from this space and also exposes 

this space as constructed and not at all natural. In creating “a real drama of everyday life” 

Kyger employs the capacities of the tele-visual medium to disrupt the given divisions that 

compose this quotidian life.  

While elsewhere in the dissertation I draw on Deleuze’s notion of “cinematic 

thinking” Kyger’s piece brings a new significance to this concept. In the spirit of 

Kubota’s “Video Poem,” “I, a woman, feel, ‘I Bleed therefore I am.’ Recently I have bled 

in half-inch… 3M or SONY…,” Kyger’s piece challenges us to formulate a conception of 

cinematic thinking that is a valorization of bodily production and the process of a subject 

in-formation—the product of electronic information, presenting us with a thoroughly 

materialist conception of the image of thought, which is not a reflection of an external 

reality, a mirror of nature, or a stable identity, but a way of thinking that is rendered, like 

the subject, in a “syntax of transformation.” When she states in the piece that she intends 

to “DELINEATE MY LIFE AS IN A PICTURE,” she is not only thinking through the 

image, but also delineating her life in and through it, as inseparable from it as an ongoing, 

productive, and modulating form. 

 
Indefinite Mirror:  
Orientation and Value in Linda Benglis’ Now (1973) 
 

A preoccupation with a subset of early video work was an attempt to use the 

potentialities offered by video as mirroring form intended to disorient and re-orient the 
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subject in space and time. These experiments often took the form of interactive 

installations, such as Bruce Nauman’s video environments in Live Taped Video Corridor 

(1969-70), and the early work of Dan Graham, like Opposing Mirrors and Video 

Monitors with Time Delay (1974). Both of these examples make use of the sculptural 

placement of video monitors, cameras, and video feed set on a time delay. In Nauman’s 

piece, two monitors are placed at the end of an empty corridor, one monitor is a live 

image of the viewer as she enters the corridor, while the other is set on a time delay. The 

piece disorients the viewer “because the tape of the empty corridor gives one the sense of 

being absent, or of being there earlier or later than one thinks, while at the same time the 

live image corroborates one’s presence, resulting in the simultaneous experience of 

presence and absence, as well as the time dimensions of now, before, and after” (240). In 

Dan Graham’s Opposing Mirrors, the viewer enters into a room where two cameras face 

the opposing mirrors, each feeding into a monitor set on an eight second time delay. The 

result is a similar disorientation within time and space in which the viewer experiences 

her image in the mirror as well as whatever image was filmed on either side of the room 

eight seconds prior. Graham writes extensively about the use of what he calls the “video 

mirror” in his work and what separates it from a traditional mirror: 

A mirror’s image optically responds to a human observer’s movements, 

varying as a function of his position. […] By contrast, a video image on a 

monitor does not shift in perspective with a viewer’s shift in position. The 

mirror’s image connects subjectivity with the perceiver’s space-time 

access[…] As the image in the mirror is perceived as a static instant, place 

(time and space) becomes illusorily external. The world seen on video, by 
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contrast, is in temporal flux and connected subjectively to experienced 

duration. (54-55)   

Thus, orienting the subject with the use of the video mirror transforms visual perspective 

by introducing the element of “temporal flux” in order to break from a static, perspectival 

orientation in space and time provided by the mirror.  

 Graham’s concern with the orientation of the subject in time and space within a 

mirroring structure is based on his thesis, drawn from Jacques Lacan, that “mirrors are 

metaphors for the Western concept of ‘self’” (55). What is compelling about his work 

with mirrors is his attempt to undo what he identifies as a metaphor of mirrored 

representation through the production of new forms of mirroring with video. He writes, 

“The video feedback of the ‘self’-image, by adding temporality to self-perception, 

connects ‘self’-perception to physiological brain processes. This removes self-perception 

from the viewing of a detached, static image; video feedback contradicts the mirror 

model of the perceiving ‘self’” (55). Thus, in producing a video mirror to challenge a 

construction of the “self” as a static, mirrored image, Graham also creates a mechanism, 

through video delay, geared towards the disruption and re-orientation of subjective 

perception. The power of the video mirror, for Graham, is that it disrupts subjective 

identification to the point of breaking down the distinction between interior and exterior 

of subjective processes by placing subjective perception within a temporal continuum. In 

this way, the video mirror produces a  

continuous topological or feedback loop forward or backward between 

just-past or immediate future. Instead of self-perception as a series of fixed 

“perspectives” for a detached ego, observing past actions with the intent of 
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locating “objective truth” about its essence, video feedback encloses the 

perceiver in what appears to be (only) what is subjectively present. (56) 

Similar to Nauman’s use of space in Video Corridor, Graham’s video mirrors attempt to 

enclose the viewer within a mirrored structure that provides information in such a way to 

dislocate the subject within space and time while producing a closed-circuit, an ongoing 

present. This process could be compared to Jonas’s use of the video instrument as an 

“ongoing mirror,” but with the addition of a temporal dimension intended to fully 

envelop the viewer into an orientation of self-perception over space and time, which, one 

could argue, is the opposite of a fixed self.  

 Linda Benglis’ Now (1973) uses a series of video delays to perform the power of 

the video mirror to dislocate subjective perception. In the piece, Benglis’ face is doubled, 

as if looking into a mirror, while the “mirrored” image is set on a time delay. The video 

shows a profile of these two faces as Benglis interacts with her own image on the video 

mirror. The image is composed in such a way that the two faces appear to be occupying 

the same space, enclosed by the video frame. The faces interact with each other, touching 

each other with hands and tongues, while being out of sync. The video delay is further 

complicated by the layering of several audio loops, also set on a delay at varying 

intervals, repeating certain moments of speech within the video throughout, so that the 

“dialogue” between the two faces is at times embodied, while at other times extra-

diegetic, or seem to originate from a place off screen. While the video and audio delays 

create a thoroughly disorienting experience, it is the content of Benglis’ speech that 

causes the complete breakdown of subjective orientation. As the video starts we hear her 

voice command, “start recording,” moments later her image on the screen repeats this 
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command, “I said start recording.” Then her voice asks, “this image here?,” while another 

disembodied voice says, “now, I can start recording now,” while moments later the voice 

coming from one of the faces on-screen seems to contradict these commands by saying, 

“no, I said start recording now.” The video continues in this manner with a series of 

questions and commands regarding the placement of time in the video. The voice asks 

multiple times, “is it now?,” “this image here?,” “which image?,” “that image there?,” 

and “do you wish to direct me?” The frequency of these questions accompanied by the 

command “I said start recording, now” increase as the piece continues for eight minutes. 

 
                              Figure 48: Now 
 

Benglis’ use of the video mirror in Now has the effect of breaking, in Graham’s 

sense of the topological feedback loop, with any form of a static or fixed notion of self-

perception. Both the video and audio delay disallow the orientation of this self in time by 

opening up a series of unanswerable questions: When does the video start? Is it now? Or 

is it now? Is it this image here, or that image there? Who is starting it? Who is directing? 

Who is being directed? Which face in the mirrored image is the origin of the disembodied 

voice? Is it both or neither? What Benglis’s performance with the video-delay instrument 
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used in Now implicitly demonstrates is that the subject itself is an effect of an orientation 

in space and time, a function of its placement within a continuum that is in constant flux. 

The value of this moment or this image in creating a stable figure fixed in time and space 

is called into question as each moment of subjective certitude loses its claim to 

authenticity among an unfixed continuum of moments and images that could seemingly 

spread into infinity. The effect of the video mirror in Now seems to be the opposite of 

Doane’s insistence that cinematic time, even with the advent of newer technologies such 

as video, privileges the “singular instant” always against its “legibility as generalized 

information.” The effect of the video mirror is to resist the privileging of this instant 

against any other by detaching the instant from its spatial and temporal location. What 

Graham calls the “enclosed subject” within the closed-circuit video delay is an effect of 

the instant that is indistinguishable from “generalized information,” and becomes part of 

this flow.  

 While these pieces demonstrate, perhaps, something that is already well known to 

us—that the subject is an ideological formation, an unstable location in time and space—

early video mirror can uniquely express a larger crisis in locating the laboring subject in 

space and time. This crisis was, in part, an effect of the feminization of labor. As the 

citation from the 1975 Journal Zerowork quoted at the beginning of the chapter states, “it 

is the political recomposition of the waged and unwaged that imposes the crisis on 

capital” (4). The breakdown between productive and reproductive spheres of production 

induced a crisis of valuation within capital.   

As Christina Morini argues in her article “The Feminization of Labor and 

Cognitive Capitalism,” the feminization of labor not only implies the entrance of women 
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into the workforce, but the entire spatial and temporal reorganization of daily life. 

Spatially, the “domestication of work” in which “the house and the private area become 

part of the productive space become an explicit money-related space where the economic 

subject can be found” (87). Similarly, temporal re-organization within the feminization of 

labor alters the workday to the point that “eliminates the differentiation between time 

spent at work and free time […] One could talk about the end of differentiation between 

social time, and the introduction of the perception of the day where there is practically no 

end” (87). Thus, as has been noted elsewhere, the spatial and temporal reorganization of 

life in the era we call “cognitive capitalism” or “post-Fordism” actually takes on the 

quality of work that was traditionally confined to reproductive labor—the unbounded 

work day that undoes traditional spatial and temporal boundaries. In this sense, Morini 

writes that the  

structural element of contemporary capitalism, ‘work becomes a woman,’ 

is tantamount to saying that the fragmentation of the services provided and 

the complexity of the dependance/absorbtion which women have 

experienced at various times in the labor market, ends up becoming a 

general paradigm, irrespective of gender. (43) 

Thus, as Morini and others have argued, the recomposition of the working class in 

contemporary capitalism relies on the success of capital to transform labor into a 

precarious, flexible, fragmented form that draws on the cognitive and affective skills 

traditionally associated with reproductive labor. 

However, the reorganization of labor indicated by the feminization of labor that 

took place within the late 1960s and into the 1970s was anything but a smooth transition. 
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The collapse of productive and reproductive spheres was a part of the general crisis of 

valuation discussed elsewhere in the dissertation. Many economists argue that the 

feminization of labor was itself responsible for what has been called the “productivity 

slowdown” capital has experienced since the early 1970s. These economists blame the 

influx of a large population of “unskilled workers,” meaning women, into the labor force 

for inducing a general decline in productivity and wages. Instead, it seems that what the 

“productivity slowdown” indicates is the crisis of capital imposed by the re-organization 

of work and the entrance of reproductive skills into monetary exchange. In this sense, 

capital underwent a crisis of measuring the value of work itself, as discrepancies over 

wage remuneration in the burgeoning service industry indicated. With the feminization of 

labor came the economic discourse of “comparable worth,” that is, how should this labor 

performed by this subject be valued as opposed to that labor performed by that subject? 

The calculation of “comparable worth” became an entire economic subfield of labor 

management as capital attempted to assign value to a new set of activities and a new 

population of workers entering the labor market. In this sense, the feminization of labor 

imposed a crisis of value, and an indefinite mirror in which locating the laboring body in 

time and space underwent a crisis. This crisis was induced by the erosion of the 

traditional gendered division of labor and the subjective boundaries between interior and 

exterior, public and private, implied by it—those that generally had ordered working life 

in industrial modernity. More important, the crisis of “comparable worth” is expressive of 

the general breakdown of structures of wage remuneration as the central point of 

contestation between capital and labor, and the general re-configuration of the wage 

relation.  
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Infinite mirror— 
The “Total Flow” of Finance in Hermine Freed’s 360˚ x ∞ (1973) 
 

 
 According to monetary historian Glyn Davies, there have been only two major 

innovations in the technology of money since antiquity: the introduction of paper 

currency at the end of the Middle Ages and the invention of electronic transfers, of which 

significant advances were not realized until the early 1970s (646). These two innovations, 

it is argued by economists and historians alike, are the two seismic shifts that have 

occurred in the general tendency towards the “dematerialization of money.” The first 

shift, the introduction of paper notes, enabled the rise of the modern banking system, a 

fact noted as early as Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations. The second shift, the introduction 

of electronic monetary transfers, economists such as Davies argue, has facilitated the 

explosive expansion of the financial sector and the globalization of capital markets. 

While the shift from minted coins to paper notes happened in tandem with the 

development of the modern gold (or silver) standard, the second step in the 

“dematerialization of money” was induced by the end of the general equivalent. 

Discourses around the “dematerialization of money” bear the features of similar 

anxieties around the dematerialization of the visual image. While they do not exactly 

replicate the discourses around the loss of the materiality of the cinematic image in the 

digital age, the manner in which conservative economists lament the transfer of money 

from a material object to an electronic form exhibit a similar lack of trust in electronic 

money, some claiming that it is not money at all. In The Death of Money, Joel Kurtzman 

exemplifies this vein of criticism, arguing that with the end of the gold standard and the 

birth of electronic money, the form of money that had been in operation since antiquity 
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has all but disappeared: “money has been changing from a standard unit of value—a 

fixed and limited asset, a substantial and absolute ‘truth’—into something ethereal, 

volatile, and electronic” (15). Kurtzman traces the death of money as a “standard unit of 

value” to the birth of imaging technologies that facilitated the rapid transfer of financial 

information. One of the major innovations he cites is the Reuters corporation 

development of “Stockmaster” in 1973, the first platform for gathering and disseminating 

financial information electronically. Through a service called “Monitor,” Reuters 

assembled and delivered financial information provided by the Stockmaster platform 

through telecommunication channels to individual screens on traders’ desktops (46). 

While the Monitor service was only a one-way information delivery system, it was the 

precursor to Reuter’s service called “Dealing,” introduced in 1981, which actually 

allowed subscribers to execute trades electronically (46). Kurtzman’s genealogy of 

innovations in the transfer of electronic money demonstrates that these technologies grew 

out of an exigency for financial information produced in the wake of the collapse of the 

gold standard. Reuters’s Monitor service was developed because of the need for 

instantaneous financial information in a market where exchange rates were free floating. 

In essence, the historical evolution of electronic imaging and transfers cannot be 

separated from macroeconomic phenomena precipitated by the end of the gold standard.  

 Kurtzman’s account of the “death of money” is interesting because it is, at the 

same time, an implicit account of not just the dematerialization of money, but what we 

might call the visualization or of money. As he writes: 

Money is now an image. Simultaneously, it can be displayed on millions 

of computer screens. […]  Yet, while money has no real location, it has 
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created an environment peopled by millions of investors, traders, bankers, 

money managers, stockbrokers, arbitrageurs, analysts, policymakers, and 

government officials—all observing and manipulating money from 

different video terminals around the world. (16)  

While Kurtzman’s Death of Money was written in 1993, before the major advances in 

internet trading, the visual environment produced by electronic money that he describes 

seems quite adequate to our present situation. The video monitor, the terminal, and the 

computer screen are the virtual locations of financial economies. These are the portals 

through which the eternal and unfixed modulation of money through financial 

instruments takes place, and they enable financial economies that exceed the “real” 

economy in both quality and quantity.  

The concomitant dematerialization of money into electronic forms and delinking 

of value from the general equivalent, Kurtzman claims, has produced a situation in which 

money is nothing but a “circular argument” and a “twisted abstraction” (60). The 

transformation of money from a symbol of material wealth to a mere image has produced 

the unbounded proliferation of money itself, to the point where there is no way to 

determine how much money is in circulation at a given moment; money is autonomous 

and potentially infinite (86-7). In Kurtzman’s popular account of the dematerialization of 

money, we hear echoes of Aristotle’s anxiety over money as means without end, an 

infinite and unstoppable form that is driven by an unethical and irrational drive. More 

than just a circular argument, money becomes an infinite regression: “in an electronic 

economy there is no such thing as stasis, no point that is fixed, no assumption that is not 

related to a host of others and no idea that cannot be revised. It is a world of images” 
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(Kurtzman 167). In this statement, Kurtzman equates the world of finance to an infinite 

regression, a viscous and unstoppable relay of images with no transcendent, finite term to 

bound them. Put differently, the system of finance is irrational because within it, money 

is a set of images with no absolute to stop their progression towards infinity. The cycle of 

infinite regression is not only a financial matter, but a philosophical one; it is a process 

that Hegel’s phenomenology sought to eliminate. The image of money within financial 

capital is like the optical infinite regress in which two parallel mirrors are held up to each 

other creating an unending series of receding images. This image of the infinite mirror of 

valuing forms, it could be argued, is a crystallization of transformations in the operation 

of money within financial markets. 

 Kurtzman’s elaboration of the “dematerialization of money” implicitly illustrates 

that bound up within the anxieties around the transformation of money into an electronic 

medium lies another set of implicit anxieties that reference issues of subjective perception 

and the certitude of value. The visualization of the monetary order and the total and 

unbounded flow of money through electronic means perhaps exemplifies the unhinged 

and de-centered character of the postmodern condition itself. In light of this discussion of 

the simultaneous dematerialization and visualization of money, I turn to the work of 

video artist Hermine Freed. While Freed is best know for her piece Art Herstory (1974), 

which uses video compositing techniques to recast art history from a feminist 

perspective, I will examine her earlier works that explore both real and video mirrors to 

address issues of perception and identity. In the piece Two Faces (1972), Freed uses the 

“video mirror” to transform and interact with her own image, similar to Linda Benglis’s 

Now. Interacting with the performative instrument of the video mirror, Freed multiplies, 
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confronts, and causes her own image to disappear within the screen. In this piece, she 

employs the video mirror as a technology for, as she writes, “monitoring my [her own] 

image” and “responding to the monitor space” (50). Much like Jonas’s “ongoing mirror,” 

she writes that Two Faces is, “a video fiction, a psycho-feedback event, possible only 

with video” (50). What is interesting in her description of the piece is that the video 

monitor becomes both part of the technological instrument and the term which describes 

her interaction with it. In this sense, she is monitoring her visual image through the 

instantaneous access she has to it through the video monitor, and she creates a fictional 

scenario of “two faces” (which at times become several faces or no face at all) with only 

the structural elements of the monitor, the camera, and the modulation of the image. 

Beyond the logic of identity or equivalence, the instantaneous information provided by 

the video mirror enables a monitoring function, and interaction with the image is a 

response to this instantaneous information which must be constantly monitored by the 

perceiving self. In the description of her own monitoring function within the piece, we 

see exemplified Jameson’s argument for the unique character of video that is “historically 

privileged or symptomatic” of postmodernity in that: “its machinery uniquely dominates 

and depersonalizes both the subject and object alike, transforming the former into a 

quasi-material registering apparatus for the machine time of the latter and of the video 

image or ‘total flow’” (76).  Though I might quibble with Jameson’s terminology of 

“depersonalization,” I would argue that the “quasi-material registering apparatus” 

adequately describes the monitoring subject, the subject that is determined by the 

instantaneous time of the information provided by the monitor itself. In this sense the 

name of Reuter’s “Monitor” service, introduced only a year after Freed’s Two Faces, 
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might then actually best describe a subjective position of finance as a monitoring function 

within a world where money is an image. This subject is a “quasi-material registering 

apparatus,” a monitoring function, simultaneously receiving, computing, and modulating 

a continuous and instantaneous stream of financial information. As I explore the 

mechanisms through which the brain-screen replaces the camera-eye, one might also say 

that the monitor as both an apparatic form and a subjective operation replaces the “mirror 

of clear glass” as a model for cinematic subjective formation.  

      
Figure 49: Two Faces                                      Figure 50: Two Faces  
 

 After her exploration of the monitoring function of the video mirror, Freed began 

to combine physical mirrors with the video mirror in order to expand the capacity of 

video to challenge subjective perception. In the piece I Don’t Know What You Mean 

(1972), Freed again employs the visual monitoring capacities of the video mirror in a 

similar manner to Two Faces, but adds a real mirror to the mise-en-scene in order to 

create optical infinite regress within the image that uses the artist’s body and multiplied 

elements of it infinitely. In the pieces  360˚ (1972) and  360˚ x ∞ (1973) Freed produces 

audio-visual scenarios that extend the mirroring structures to the limits of audio-visual 

comprehensibility. In 360˚, the screen is filled with three concentric magnifying glasses 
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with a mirror placed behind them. The mirror reflects the landscape that pans a full a 

360˚ while the two magnifying glasses distort, flip both horizontally and vertically, and 

multiply the image in the mirror. The artist appears in the piece as the mirror passes 

before her while circling the landscape. A voiceover reports what is being seen on each 

layer of space, with what seems to be at least three or four tracks offing descriptions 

simultaneously.  

       
Figure 51: 360˚                                                Figure 52: 360˚ 
 

In 360˚ x ∞, Freed complicates this experiment by adding another mirror facing the 

mirror being filmed and also adds the aspects of the “video mirror” that she uses in both 

Two Faces and I Don’t Know What You Mean to break up the screen and “reflect” the 

images by displaying them from two different angles, an operation she calls “simultaneity 

and mirror feedback” (51). 360˚ x ∞ creates a complicated set of optical infinite 

regresses; the image truly has no fixed location, but is composed of a series of reflections 

that only seem to multiply and produce an infinite set of images. The monitor becomes a 

portal to a space where the image is unbounded and replicates itself; it presents an infinite 

space within itself.  

 Returning to Jameson’s arguments regarding video’s unique ability to embody the 

tendencies of postmodern aesthetics, we might argue that 360˚ x ∞’s capacity produce to 
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such an infinitely variable space is the epitome of Jameson’s characterization of the de-

centered semiotic operations within video art: 

no single sign ever retains priority as a topic of the operation; that the 

situation in which one sign functions as the interpetant of another is more 

than provisional, it is subject to change without notice; and in the 

ceaselessly rotating momentum with which we have to do here, our two 

signs occupy each other’s positions in a bewildering and permanent 

exchange. (87) 

For Jameson, video art becomes the “strongest and most original” aesthetic expression of 

a general tendency towards the detachment of the signifier from the signified in 

postmodern culture. In his characterization, video art operates through the “random play 

of signifiers” which is, in turn, the total flow of late capital (96). With this understanding 

of the aesthetic modality of video art in postmodernity, we can more directly relate the 

semiotic operations that Jameson finds to be evident in video art to the loss of the 

material referent of the gold standard in monetary terms. In Symbolic Economies: After 

Marx After Freud, Jean-Joseph Goux describes the function of the general equivalent— 

be it god, the phallus, or gold—in a numismatic system as that which holds signifiers in 

their appropriate place on the semiotic chain and prevents their slippage and random 

play: 

The existence of a signifier intended to define all effects produced by the 

signified and to prevent arbitrary, floating, slipping signs of the linguistic 

chain from losing their convertibility in a game of substitutions, from 

being loosed from the fixed points that anchor them in a primordial soil—
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this existence globally indicated by an access linking the phallus and the 

father—fulfills within the specific spheres of the signifier and the 

subjective position a symbolic function that is homologous to the function, 

in economic exchange, of fiduciary currency, of standard and reserves of 

gold, which provide a social guarantee of value and limit runaway 

inflation. (215-216) 

Drawing from Goux’s analysis of the logic of the general equivalent, Jameson’s 

characterization of video art as the postmodern aesthetic medium par excellence finds its 

structural counterpart in free play of monetary signification at the end of the gold 

standard, the figural loss of the material referent. Given Jameson’s assessment of the 

formal elements of the “total flow” of video art, one might say that money and video are 

semiotic systems that function in more or less “homologous” ways.  

However, I would argue that within Hermine Freed’s 360˚ x ∞, another kind of 

structural logic begins to emerge. This logic, we might say, is both embedded within the 

technological capacities of video but exceeds them in significant ways and seems to go 

beyond this kind of semiotic chaos in which Jameson argues “signs occupy each other’s 

positions in a bewildering and permanent exchange” To speak of the effect of the infinite 

mirroring processes in the piece in terms of semiotic slippage does not seem to be quite 

adequate to address the complicated and infinite space created within the image. The 

notion of a “total flow” within the image begins to push beyond this type of semiotic 

framework towards a more productive understanding of the manner that the images relate 

to one another. Rather than seeing the images as being able to “occupy each other’s 

positions,” the images Hermine Freed’s 360˚ x ∞ expresses a tendency within video art 
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for images to relate to each other by a derivative logic. What I mean by derivative logic is 

that the relationship of the images in the piece, operating within the infinite mirroring 

structure, are derived from each other; they are figured as mirroring the value of each 

other. We might say, then, that the infinite mirrors within 360˚ x ∞ express a new kind of 

productive force within financial capitalism that is emerging at the same time: the 

financial derivative. While evidence of monetary forms based on derivative technologies 

have existed since antiquity, a point that economic historians are often wont to 

emphasize, the technology of the derivative only emerged as a mainstream financial 

practice, in the 1970s, rising in tandem with the “dematerialization of money” discussed 

above. A derivative is defined as a “financial instrument whose value depends upon 

other, more basic, underlying variables” (Dobeck and Elloit 129). Derivatives markets, as 

has become increasingly evident in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, have been 

instrumental in expanding both the scale and function of financial markets. Derivatives 

markets do not necessitate a commodity to speculate on, but instead exchange in options 

and futures on variables such as interest, credit, and currency exchange rates.  

 In An Engine, Not a Camera: How Financial Models Shape Markets, Donald 

MacKenzie elaborates what he calls the “mathematicization” of the field of economics 

through economist Milton Friedman’s assessment in the late 1950s that economic theory 

not only reflects or mimetically describes the functioning of capital markets, but should, 

instead, be an “engine of inquiry,” a form of “positive economics” (11). MacKenzie 

argues that with the expansion of derivatives markets, economic theory is no longer 

primarily geared towards the empirical assessment, but rather becomes that which, 

according to economist Michel Callon, “ ‘performs, shapes and formats the economy, 
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rather than observing how it functions’” (16 quoted in MacKenzie). In essence, the 

framework that shapes markets, for MacKenzie, is the production of “performative” 

linguistic utterances, in J.L. Austin’s sense of the term (16). An Engine, Not a Camera 

makes a significant contribution to the field of critical financial studies in that it 

systematically demonstrates that the emergent financial technologies from the 1970s 

onward have radically altered the functioning of capital markets. In his assessment of the 

“performativity” of financial markets, MacKenzie demonstrates how financial 

technologies produce their own positive feedback loops, engendering an economic 

philosophy that functions somewhat like a “‘self-fulfilling prophecy’” (19). The 

augmentation of derivatives shows the power of financial theory to transform markets: 

Finance theory has become incorporated into the infrastructures of financial  

markets—first in the United States, and increasingly worldwide as well—in 

at least three ways: technical, linguistic, and legitimately. All three are 

most evident in the case of financial derivatives, the emergence and 

development of which have been perhaps the most dramatic change in 

global finance since the start of the 1970s. The huge derivatives-market 

trading volume mentioned in chapter 1—a total of $273 trillion in notional 

amounts of outstanding contracts in June 2004—would effectively be 

inconceivable without a guide to the pricing and hedging of such 

derivatives, and that is surely a case of theory’s technical incorporation into 

market infrastructure. (250)  

 As MacKenzie argues, within the expansion of derivatives markets, we see the threefold 

operation that produces an economic technology, a derivative model,  creates a discursive 
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structure through which to enact this model, and then provides its own legitimation of the 

outcomes. In this way, derivatives markets are, essentially, tautological. Financial 

theory’s “technical incorporation into market infrastructure” produces a market 

environment that need not look outside of itself for proof; instead, it forms a world in its 

own image—a world capable of expanding and proliferating value towards infinity, what 

Kurtzman calls a “circular argument.” MacKenzie demonstrates, through a close analysis 

of the development financial technologies within economic discourse, that financial 

derivative structures are productive, rather than being merely mimetic, of value. 

 The birth of derivatives markets in the 1970s points to, I believe, a more precise 

way to think about the ramifications of the “dematerialization” of money and the ways in 

which capital markets are transformed through the process of financialization. The 

derivative logic demonstrates the productive possibilities of finance when money no 

longer mirrors the value of an external referent. Within the total flow of finance 

capitalism, there is no mirror of nature; money does not reflect the inherent value of gold 

in order to bound the expansion of terms, infinitely propagating themselves in a virtual 

and visual marketplace. We have entered a marketplace that operates through the 

production of value that, as Aristotle writes, is “unnatural”: “to breed money from 

money” is “unnatural,” for him “because the offspring resembles the parent” (25). In 

other words, for Aristotle, credit money is not produced through natural reproduction; it 

does not come from intercourse with the material world. Instead, it only reflects itself. 

 Towards the end of his chapter on video art, Jameson, however hints at a 

possibility for understanding video art that pushes it beyond the “total flow”: “[…] the 

deepest ‘subject’ of all video art, even all postmodernism, is very precisely reproductive 
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technology itself” (95). Though it is unclear precisely what he means by this statement, it 

remains suggestive, as video art seems to indicate the of the entrance of “reproductive 

technologies” as visual media. The total flow of finance is the obverse of the infinite 

productive capacities that are put to work in the erosion of the distinction between 

production and reproduction. The infinite regression of monetary value that takes place 

through the transformation of the money form into a virtual and visual structure is only 

possible in a world in which production does not mirror a “natural” form of reproductive 

labor, but envelopes all of the potentia of life itself into the process of production. It is 

composed of an ongoing and infinite mirror of itself, a closed-circuit channel that, like 

the derivative variable in calculus, tends towards zero. It is this tendency that I will 

explore in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Five 

 

 

 

Inflation and the Image: The 1970s, Ambivalence, and the Reign of the Zero 

 

 

Poor revolutionary fool, millionaire in revolutionary images… 

    -Jean-Luc Godard, Ici et ailleurs 

 

 

Colin MacCabe opens his book Godard: Images, Sounds, Politics with the 

following quotation from Jean-Luc Godard’s Ici et ailleurs (1974) [I have done my best 

to reproduce the original formatting from MacCabe’s text]: 

            How does capital function? 
    A bit like this, perhaps.  
 
                          Someone poor and a zero  equals   someone less poor. 
                   Someone less poor and a zero  equals  someone even less poor. 
           Someone even less poor and a zero  equals  someone richer. 
              Someone richer and again a zero  equals  someone even more rich. 
Someone even more rich and again a zero  equals  someone even richer again. 
 
                                     Capital functions like that. 
 
At a given moment it adds up, and what it adds up are zeros. 
but zeros which represent tens, hundreds, thousands of you(s) and me(s). 
so not really zeros after all, the capitalist would say.  
         We must see, learn to see that when the time comes 
 to add up all the defeats and victories, very often we have been fucked and 
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we’ve been fucked because we, I, didn’t want to see, you, she, he, nobody 
wanted to see that their dreams are represented… he didn’t want to see that  
all his dreams are represented at a given moment, and given and taken back, by zeros 
which multiply them. Yes, but as they’re zeros, they multiply and simultaneously 
cancel out; and we haven’t had the time to see that it’s at the moment, at 
that place, that our hopes have been reduced to zero. (1) 
 
 

Though MacCabe does not explicitly engage it, this enigmatic quotation implicitly frames 

his engagement with and defense of Godard’s work after 1968. What is of interest to me 

in this quotation is Godard’s diagnosis of capital’s simultaneous ability to multiply and 

cancel through a single operation, the zero. This quotation reveals a disturbing tone of 

defeat that permeates Ici et ailleurs—a defeat that is inscribed into the very structure of 

the film. Composed, partially, of footage taken in Jordan of Palestinian militants from an 

abandoned project of his Dziga Vertov Group period, Jusqu’a la victoire, Ici et ailleurs 

famously juxtaposes images of the Palestinian Liberation Organization with the consumer 

society in France (MacCabe 23). Though Ici et ailleurs offers only subtle hints as to what 

Jusqu’a la victoire might have looked like, the title suggests that the original intention of 

the footage of the PLO shot in early 1970 was to produce a film about revolutionary 

victory. Ici et ailleurs, on the other hand, seems to be a film about defeat, or at least, 

counterrevolution.  

But what was the counterrevolution that was already evident in 1974 aside from 

the violent suppression of the Palestinian movement in Jordan? The film intimates that 

the failure of the 1960s was not only the product of violent suppression. It was, in 

contrast, a reconfiguration of quotidian life under capitalism. Perhaps then, it was a 

counterrevolution, discussed elsewhere in the dissertation, in the sense that Paolo Virno 

writes: a, “revolution in reverse […] an impetuous innovation of modes of production, 
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forms of life, that, however, consolidate and again set in motion capitalist command” 

(241). The counterrevolution that began in the 1970s was the ascendancy of financial 

capitalism and the unleashing of an inflationary form of life that enacted this revolution 

in reverse—the proliferation of the zero that simultaneously multiplies and negates 

revolutionary impulses. The analysis that follows is an attempt to understand this 

counterrevolution at the level of the image. As such, I will look at this counterrevolution 

through a comment that Godard made to Colin MacCabe in conversation: “if you want to 

write a book about me then there is one thing you must put in: money. The cinema is all 

money but the money figures twice: first you spend all your time running to get the 

money to make the film but then in the film the money comes back again, in the image” 

(27). Taking Godard’s claim seriously, I would argue that in the 1970s what comes back 

in the image is an inflationary form that has, inscribed within it, the devalued and 

counterrevolutionary form of life which also produced the monetary inflations of the 

1970s. Furthermore, I will argue that it is not simply that we find an inflation within the 

image, but in postmodernity that the image itself becomes subject to the process of 

inflation. 

 Two of the films I analyze in this chapter, Ici et ailleurs and Chris Marker’s Le 

fond de l’air est rouge (1977), translated as Grin Without a Cat, come at what might be 

regarded as the closure of many of the radical potentials opened up by the 1960s, 

especially in France. Similar to Ici et ailleurs, the majority of Grin Without a Cat was 

filmed in the late 1960s, and the film’s formal construction acts as a historical meditation 

on the events of the 1960s in light of its inflationary present. Much like Ici et ailleurs, Le 

fond de l’air est rouge takes images of revolutionary moments from the 1960s, many shot 
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by Marker himself, and imbues them with a tinge of despair, as the elsewhere of 

revolution points not only to geographical distance, but the gulf of history that separates 

the late 1970s from 1968. While these films are not at the center of my analysis, they 

serve as examples, in Giorgio Agamben’s sense of the word, of the fate of an image of 

revolution in the 1970s. In The Coming Community, Giorgio Agamben writes that the 

example “is characterized by the fact that it holds for all cases of the same type, and, at 

the same time, it is included among these. It is one singularity among others, which, 

however, stands for each of them and serves for all” (9-10).23 My approach to these two 

films, then, is to understand them as exemplary of the fate of the image of the 1960s in 

postmodernity. Moreover, as I argue through Jameson in the previous chapter, it is only 

at the limits of avant-garde visual culture that we come to see the general tendencies of 

visual culture expressed most fully. Both sprawling and infinitely complicated, Ici et 

ailleurs and Le fond d l’air est rouge could each be said to occupy a place at the outer 

edges of cinematic culture in the 1970s. 

This chapter is an attempt to understand the crisis of the 1970s at the level of 

form. As such, it seeks to illustrate that the image of the 1960s is not only imbedded in 

the postmodern, as many have noted, but it is through the inflation of this image that the 

postmodern is most fully expressed. In essence, I am interested at examining the 

relationship between the sixties and seventies in and through the figure of inflation. In 

many ways, this chapter serves as a mode of conclusion to the dissertation, charting the 

fate of both image and money in the aftermath of the global disruption signaled by the 

end of the gold standard.  

                                                
23 I acknowledge John Conley for bringing my attention to this passage, and to the 
understanding of “the example” as a theory of reading. 
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The ongoing scholarship regarding the 1960s and the transition from modernity to 

postmodernity is well-documented, among other places, in the recent book Utopia 

Limited: the Sixties and the Emergence of the Postmodern by Marianne Dekoven. 

Dekoven reads the transition between modernity and postmodernity in a diverse set of 

political movements, aesthetic texts (mostly American), and critical theory. She writes:  

Characteristic sixties preoccupations served as a pivot from the modern to 

the postmodern. In all the diverse sixties texts I read in this book, key 

textual elements associated with sixties political and countercultural 

formations existed simultaneously within dominant modern and emergent 

postmodern paradigms, serving as a pivot from the modern to the 

postmodern. (8)  

 
Though I would agree with the underlying thesis she outlines for the book, I find her 

conclusions to be politically and theoretically stagnant. For the purposes of this chapter, I 

argue that the textual remnants of the political movements of the 1960s, and in particular 

the cinema of the New Left, did not simply “exist simultaneously” with larger 

paradigmatic shifts as neutral expressions of elements of both modern and postmodern 

aesthetic tendencies. As opposed to the politically neutral textual analysis that Dekoven 

attempts to present regarding the aesthetics of the New Left and its alleged “utopian” 

impulses, the aesthetic movements which arose during the sixties are directly expressive 

of the revolutionary and counterrevolutionary tensions that became manifest within the 

global capitalist crisis. Departing from largely over-determined terms such as modernity 

and postmodernity, I develop inflation as a concept in order to theorize the aesthetic 

crises of the 1970s in light of a specific historical and material transformation within 
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capital. As Marker remarks at the end of the film, Grin Without a Cat is as much about 

the emergence of the New Right as it is about the New Left. Inflation, in my argument, is 

employed as a concept to understand counterrevolution of the 1970s—the tumultuous 

ascendancy of the New Right— at both a historical and formal level. The image, like 

money, becomes subject to a simultaneous operation that both multiples and cancels out 

the gains of the sixties, and that through its inflation we can perhaps best begin to 

understand the financialization of the image. 

 

--The Keynesian Aporia: Towards a Materialist Theory of Inflation 

 

It could be argued that the trajectory of capitalism in the twentieth century, or at 

least since the financial crisis of 1914, can be seen as a struggle between inflationary 

tendencies set in motion in response to the demands of workers, and deflationary 

impositions attempting to regulate these dangerous and expansive tendencies. Monetary 

inflation is the inverse of real inflation, which is resistance to capital pushing against 

limits. Antonio Negri argues that inflation is brought about by the “unification of 

socialized work” (Politics of Subversion 96). Inflation presents itself at moments of 

financial crisis as a safety valve, producing a proliferation of money while maintaining 

relations of production. Yet, inflation is a force that must be controlled and contained or 

the entire system of finance would collapse, as witnessed in the various “hyperinflations” 

of the twentieth century. Noted as early as the economic writings of David Hume, a 

controlled release of inflationary pressures by increasing the quantity of gold in reserve is 

necessary for maintaining the system of finance, as it allows for an initial increase in 
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profits before leading to an overall rise in prices.24 Slowly expanding the quantity of 

money in circulation is a healthy procedure for the expansion of capitalist accumulation. 

However, in the twentieth century, we see this tendency reach a limit that was literally 

unthinkable for the classical economists. Though inflationary pressures had been 

mounting since 1945, the crisis that brought about the end of the gold standard spawned 

an unleashing of inflationary forces that the world had never before seen, set in motion in 

order to ease the pressures put on international financial systems by these global 

struggles. 

Although economists often say as much, there is nothing “natural” about 

inflationary economic cycles; rather, inflation is at the center of policy debates in the 

twentieth century over the manner in which monetary policy could be deployed to 

manage crisis. Of all the economic theorists who have written on the topic of inflation, it 

was John Maynard Keynes who developed a theory of the power of inflation to maintain 

capitalist relations of production in the face of the increasing “unification of socialized 

labor.” As early as 1924, Keynes decried the gold standard as a “barbaric relic” (On 

Monetary Reform 176). In this way, Keynes was the most radical advocate for credit 

money against commodity money, so-called “fiat money” against “representational 

money,” and did more than any other figure to formulate a new system of 

macroeconomic monetary policy against the modern gold standard. But what made 

Keynes the innovator that he was? What did he understand about the gold standard that 

his contemporaries could not? As discussed in the introduction to the dissertation, the 

gold standard was certainly a barbaric relic, an anachronism whose ancient roots can be 

                                                
24 David Hume. “On the Balance of Trade.” The Gold Standard in Theory and History. 
Barry Eichengreen and Marc Flandrear, eds. 
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found as early as Aristotle’s anxiety over the unlimited nature of credit money, money as 

an end rather than a means. This relic, through the history of gold hoarding in the period 

of mercantilist primitive accumulation, became the measure of monetary value through 

the advocacy of monetarists such as David Ricardo in the early nineteenth century. The 

notion of gold being removed from circulation and acting as the general equivalent was a 

convenient fallacy for controlling the money supply based on an archaic logic of 

sovereignty.  

I do not believe that it is for these reasons alone that Keynes abhorred the gold 

standard. Instead, he did so because he saw that the system of overcoming monetary 

crises, or crises of over-accumulation, could no longer be managed through the 

deflationary pressures imposed by the metaphysical technology of the general equivalent. 

The use of gold standard to produce contractions of the monetary supply, which resulted 

in massive unemployment and the cutting of wages, was simply incompatible with the 

twentieth century realities of the capitalist system. That is to say, the gold standard is 

incompatible with organized labor. Antonio Negri makes a similar point in his 1967 essay 

“Keynes and the Capitalist Theory of the State,” in which he argues that Keynes was able 

to overturn Say’s law of supply and demand of money only after witnessing the growth 

of the British labor movement and the General Strike of 1926, thus taking into account 

the power of organized labor. According to Negri, “Say’s Law was no longer valid 

because the variables of political and economic equilibrium had altered. The new factor 

in the situation was the autonomy of the working class” (35). He then goes on to cite a 

particularly illuminating passage from Keynes’ essay “Am I a Liberal?:” 
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 “The idea of the old-world party, that you can, for example, alter the 

value of money and then leave the consequential adjustments to be 

brought about by the forces of supply and demand, belong to the days of 

fifty or a hundred years ago when trade unions were powerless, and when 

the economic juggernaut was allowed to crash along the highway of 

progress without obstruction and even with applause.” (305, quoted in 

Negri 35, Negri’s emphasis) 

What Keynes so brilliantly recognizes here is not only that the working class is now a 

determining factor in economic analysis, as Negri points out. He also notes capitalist 

crisis cannot be managed through the propulsion of an “economic juggernaut,” as it had 

in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. It was not simply that Keynes expresses 

the propulsion of the working class into economic theory and policy as a determining 

factor, but that this factor needs to be managed through the control of inflation and 

deflation. It was no longer feasible to contract the monetary supply, forcing massive 

unemployment and wage deflation, precisely because there is an obstruction in the way of 

capitalist management: organized labor. Moreover, as Negri mentions, the 1930s only 

bolstered Keynes’s argument. The gold standard was a barbaric relic in the Keynesian 

schematic of capitalist management because it represented a system of capitalist 

command that was incompatible with socialized labor, and, as Negri argues, the 

desideratum of the Keynesian revolution was to manage socialized labor by folding it 

into the state. Say’s Law was no longer applicable within Keynes’s new formulation of 

the relationship between capital and labor, “effective demand.” According to Negri, 
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Keynes’s theory of effective demand, “assumes class struggle, and sets out to resolve it, 

on day-to-day basis, in ways that are favorable to capitalist development” (44).  

However, Negri’s assessment of the Keynesian drive to transform the capitalist 

state in an attempt to stabilize, measure, absorb, and ultimately prevail over struggles 

against capital was both timely and out of joint. The moment of its conception was poised 

at the apparent dissolution of the Keynesian system, 1967. The historical moment that 

Negri was standing on was the brink of the ultimate unraveling of the Bretton Woods 

agreement and the beginning of the decline of the Keynesian state as such. Though I will 

not attend to the numerous attempts by Negri and others to update his theory of the 

Keynesian state, it is important to note that this essay was a flash of insight into the 

insidious logic of the Keynesian project at the moment of its inevitable decline.  

 Though the narrative of the slow and painful death of the Keynesian project 

within the latter decades of the twentieth century is accurate, it is also incomplete. While 

the end of the Bretton Woods agreement was the end of the Keynesian project in a certain 

sense, it was also its full realization, ushering in perhaps a more radical form of capitalist 

management based on Keynesian principles. The most important aspect of Keynes’s 

legacy is not only his theory of “effective demand,” which the Right has persistently 

attempted to disentangle from public rhetoric and governmental policy, but also his 

theory of inflation. In his understanding of the fundamental operation of the relationship 

between wages and the monetary supply, Keynes’s theory of inflation ultimately, if only 

implicitly, recognized that the basic problem that capital has to manage was one of 

proportion, and that the struggle over proportion could be mitigated through a single 

operation: inflation.  
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 In 1967, Negri was not the only thinker re-examinating of Keynes; Keynesian 

economists were already advocating for a radical re-evaluation of the international 

monetary system: the end of the gold-dollar standard. These radical Keynesians argued 

that though it was a departure from Bretton Woods, ending the gold standard was the 

logical expression of Keynes’s fundamental theories of international monetary control. 

The Princeton University’s department of Economics was at the center of this thinking, 

and produced a number of issues in the Essays in International Finance journal on the 

topic of dissolving Bretton Woods. In his 1967 piece, “Changing the United States 

Commitment to Gold,” Eugene A. Birinbaum harshly critiques the United States 

Treasury’s “inflexible” fidelity to the gold standard, and shows that the strongest 

advocate for ending the gold standard was the financial sector, as witnessed by the 

debates that took place in 1967 at the annual American Bankers Association meeting (1). 

The article argues that it is out of a commitment to Keynesian principles of the need for 

liquidity, and not a commitment to the gold standard, that the system of international 

finance would prosper (18). The reason often cited for the end of the gold standard in 

1971, on both the Right and the Left, is the drawing down of the US gold reserves due to 

international strife and the general decline of US hegemony. This telling of the history, 

however, does not account for Keynes’ own argument for ending the system of the 

general equivalent, and obscures the underlying logic of capitalist accumulation that 

propelled its demise.  

 By 1972, inflation was the pressing matter for economists. What caused it? How 

can it be controlled? This obsession with the truth of inflation continued well into the 

1980s. Numerous articles were published by conservative economic think tanks with 
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titles such as the 1972 issue of Cambridge University’s of  Department of Applied 

Economics paper “Do Trade Unions Cause Inflation?” The answer seemed to be, always, 

yes, as the authors point out a well-accepted Keynesian axiom that by 1972, had come to 

be accepted by most economists: “the cost of deflationary policies in terms of 

unemployment, wasted productive capacity and social conflict are unacceptably high” 

(15). This thesis resonates with Keynes’ early rejection of the “economic juggernaut” of 

deflationary policies. However, the question being posed by these economists—“do trade 

unions cause inflation?”— is inverted. Keynes developed a concept of inflation that 

understood it to be not simply the organic byproduct of organized labor; rather, he 

conceived of inflation as a tool which can be utilized as a mechanism for manipulating an 

increasingly socialized network of labor while maintaining relations of production and 

slowing down, if not reversing, the tendency of the rate of profit to fall.   

In the chapter entitled “The Theory of Prices” within the General Theory of 

Employment, Interest, and Money, Keynes demonstrates that the goal of full 

employment—which levels out the demands of workers—and the maintenance of rates of 

profit can be reached only through what he calls “real,” or “absolute” inflation (303). 

Instead of contracting the monetary supply in order to foreclose the problem of monetary 

crisis, Keynes suggests that increasing the money supply is beneficial for the capitalist for 

no other reason than it addresses the demand for wage increases and employment while 

stagnating, or even depressing, real wages: 

This result [leveling out of wage gains] follows from the assumption that 

the factors of production, and in particular the workers, are disposed to 

resist a reduction in their money rewards, and that there is no 
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corresponding motive to resist an increase. This assumption is, however, is 

obviously founded on facts […]. (303) 

Keynes’s observation is as simple as it is brilliant: if you attempt to reduce wages, you 

will encounter resistance, but if you increase wages in a way that produces inflation, thus 

devaluating real wages, you can suppress wage gains without precipitating organized 

resistance. The discussion that follows in the “Theory of Prices” is Keynes’s attempt to 

disabuse his fellow economists of the desire to manipulate the cost of labor through 

deflation, as he works to prove that the monetary standard and its deflationary pressures 

are relics of a time, “when individual groups of employers were strong enough to prevent 

the wage-unit from rising faster than the efficiency of production” (308). These methods 

of the old school were no longer viable because of the realities of organized labor, and 

inflation could be a useful tool in mollifying the demands of workers while preventing 

the rise of the proportion of their wages. In essence, the function of inflation is to both 

multiply and negate.  

 The purpose of changing the system of monetary control from a general standard 

to a flexible system was to allow for the manipulation of inflation. This revelation was an 

ingenious aspect of the Keynesian schematic. Its aim was to produce a rate of interest that 

was acceptable to those who Keynes often refers to as the “wealth-owners,”—of which 

Keynes was certainly one—and simultaneously mollify the labor movement. Even six 

years before the General Theory, in an article entitled “Treatise on Money,” Keynes had 

developed a distinction between “income inflation,” the rise of wages in proportion to 

profit, and “profit inflation,” its opposite. The middle term between these two is “price 

inflation,” which is a compromise, an increase in overall prices without a change in 
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proportion. In “Keynes on Inflation,” Thomas Humphrey, a staff economist for the 

Federal Reserve, writes of the importance of the distinction between these three concepts 

of inflation, arguing for the necessity of regulated inflation in order to produce profit 

inflation. 

It [profit inflation] stimulates current output by raising prices in relation to 

wages and thus lowering real wages and increasing employment. And it 

stimulates long-term real output by shifting income from wages to profit 

thereby permitting faster capitalist accumulation and higher output 

growth. […] These benefits are only possible when prices are outrunning 

costs, the increase cannot occur in inflations where wages rise as fast as 

prices and thus annihilate profits. (9) 

What Humphrey adequately illustrates here is that the question of inflation for Keynes is, 

in the end, nothing more than a moving barrier between capital and labor, the flexible and 

changing limit between the two. Keynes’ theory of inflation allows for a theorization of 

the relationship between capital and labor not as a manner of quantity regulated through a 

mystified general equivalent, but as a direct matter of proportion—the struggle over 

proportion of surplus. Keynes articulates a new relationship between labor and capital 

from the standpoint of capital. The relationship that he articulates is one of a regulated 

and managed tension. It is this fundamental reordering of the logic of the wage 

relationship that is so revolutionary, or rather, counterrevolutionary about his theory of 

inflation. Furthermore, it is in this tension, the middle point of the struggle between 

income and profit inflation that we can begin to understand the rampant price inflations 

of the 1970s in tandem with counterrevolutionary re-assertion of capitalist command to 
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crush the gains for labor that came out of the 1960s on a global scale. At the same time, 

these counterrevolutionary measures forever altered the functioning of the capitalist 

system, creating a newly volatile form—a structural adjustment that permeated every 

aspect of life under capitalism.  

We can begin to understand the question of proportion, and the moving limit 

between labor and capital in Cesare Casarino’s reading of Marx’s discussion of limits in 

the Grundrisse in his essay “Surplus Common.”25  

When Marx writes in Capital that the movement of capital is limitless and 

infinite, he means this in the specific sense that capital is the constant 

movement to create more of the same. Marx’s point here is that the 

“qualitative boundary”—far from being a mere “natural barrier,” or, as he 

calls it in a footnote to this passage, “an accident”—constitutes rather the 

insurmountable structural limit of capital. In capital, Marx discovers 

repetition without difference: capital is infinite repetition of the same 

whose structural limit is precisely qualitative difference. […] Capital 

strives for surplus—namely for the infinite, for the synchronic—yet can 

constitute it only in finite, quantifiable, and diachronic terms. (31) 

Following from the concept of the “insurmountable structural limit” to capital as a limit 

between two qualitatively opposed forms, we can begin to understand the problem of 

inflation as Keynes articulates it. It is the struggle not simply over the quantity of profit, 

                                                
25  In “Surplus Common,” Casarino cites the following passage from the Grundrisse:  
“Capital as such creates specific surplus value because it cannot create an infinite one all 
at once; but is the constant movement to create more of the same. The quantitative 
boundary of the surplus value appears to it as a mere natural barrier, as a necessity which 
it constantly tries to violate and beyond which it constantly seeks to go” (31). 
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but rather, it is the systematic leveling of measure against an immeasurable force. 

Inflation is nothing other than the reproduction of the capitalist relation towards a 

measured infinity; the proliferation of money is the proliferation of the sameness that 

both multiplies and negates. Furthermore, what inflation both multiplies and negates is 

the infinite struggle against capitalist exploitation. It is not surprising, then, that the 

algebraic function that Keynes is famous for developing is called the “Multiplier,” which 

allows economists to attempt to calculate the effect of extrogeneous variables (labor, 

savings, etc.) within an entrogeneous economic framework with known variables.26 

Concerning labor and the relationship between income and savings, Keynes writes that 

the Multiplier is “a function of their [the workers] psychological propensities” (117). The 

implicit logic of the Multiplier is to take an unquantifiable form, such as the 

“psychological propensities” of the working class, and produce a structural equation in 

which these extrogeneous variables can be multiplied by known, measurable variables. In 

other words, the Multiplier multiplies quantifiable forms by the immeasurable—an aporia 

beyond which capital cannot think.  

 As Negri references in a footnote in his essay on Keynes, the “socialization of 

capital, […] is expressed in the rejection of money and its ‘replacement by various forms 

of circulating credit’” (318). In citing Marx’s Capital, Volume 3, Negri directly relates 

the Keynesian revolution to the financialization of capitalism, the unleashing and 

expansion of fiat money. It seems that the deepest and most lasting structure of the 

Keynesian revolution is the proliferation of debt and credit and the easing of deflationary 

pressures that impede them. These measures were primarily responses to demands, even 

                                                
26 Keynes discusses the function of the “Multiplier” at length in the chapter of the 
General Theory entitled “The Marginal Propensity to consume and the Multiplier.” 
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populist ones, of the organized labor. Keynes recognized the threat of labor and 

understood how to maneuver within the changing landscape of the twentieth century. 

Finance capitalism is a reactive form; the structuring logic of this volatile system is, 

paradoxically, both what is rationalized and unthought in the Keynesian aporia.  

 

—Inflation and the image—the “effect of adding another zero” 

 

The essay films I discuss in this chapter exemplify the entrance of an inflationary 

form of life into the image: inflation’s ability to both multiply and negate becomes 

apparent at the level of form within the filmic image itself. Moreover, I will begin to 

explore how the image itself is inflated through this operation of simultaneous 

multiplication and canceling out. The figure of the zero is the nodal point through which I 

will begin to theorize the intersection of monetary and filmic inflation, as intimated 

within the introduction.  

As I discuss in chapter one, Deleuze goes to great lengths to insist that the camera 

acts as the “general equivalent” of the movement-image, always grounding the image in 

the sensory-motor schema of the Whole (Cinema 1 22). I relate the shift away from an 

image structured on the logic of the general equivalent to changing ontologies of vision. 

Specifically, I argue that the emergent time-image and the brain-screen hinge on larger 

structural transformations signaled by the end of the gold standard. Returning to Deleuze, 

I would like to expand the discussion from chapter one through his articulation of the 

relationship between time, money, and the image through the figure of inflation: 
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 In short, the cinema confronts its most internal presupposition, money, 

and the movement-image makes way for the time-image in the same 

operation. What the film within the film expresses is the infernal circuit 

between image and money, this inflation which time puts into exchange, 

this ‘overwhelming rise.’ (Cinema 2 78) 

Deleuze’s suggestion regarding the role of inflation in the obverse relation of cinema and 

money (conceived of as M-M′ rather than C-M-C) in the time-image opens up the 

possibility for articulating the inflationary impulse within capital with transformations of 

the cinematic image. Though he does not develop this connection between the image and 

monetary inflation, the ‘overwhelming rise’ of which Deleuze speaks within the unhinged 

time image is the topic I would now like to briefly explore in two films, Hans Richter’s 

Inflation: A Counterpoint of Declining People and Growing Zeros (1928) and Powers of 

Ten (1968) by Ray and Charles Eames. Though each of these essay films was made 

within remarkably different contexts, they both signal a break with more traditional 

cinematic forms by introducing an inflationary vision into the image. Both films are 

structured through the proliferation of content via the zero and, by addressing inflation 

within the cinematic image, they also produce inflation of the cinematic image. 

 Perhaps the most direct historical precedent to the currency collapse of the 1970s 

was the wave of inflation that devastated Weimar Germany after the First World War. A 

powerful commentary on this financial crisis, Hans Richter’s 1928 essay film, Inflation: a 

Counterpoint of Declining People and Growing Zeros, is exemplary of the Deleuzian 

thesis that “films about money, are already, if implicitly, films about film” (77). Richter 

is arguably the first essay filmmaker and was certainly the first to theorize the form in his 
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essay “Der Filmessay: Eine neue Form des Dokumentarfilms.” Inflation is an early 

attempt, essai, at exploring the possibilities of the moving image to engage with an 

unfolding crisis in a manner that not only describes or represents, but actually thinks the 

hyperinflation of the Weimar period. Inflation is one of the first deliberate attempts at 

producing an essay film and also addresses the topic of monetary crisis itself. Thus, the 

essay’s entrance into cinematic form coincides with a form of monetary crisis never 

before seen: hyperinflation. The overwhelming visceral and visual impact of a 

hyperinflation produced through the rapid printing of paper notes to the point of their 

utter devaluation, perhaps, could only be adequately captured through another means of 

mechanical reproduction: the cinema. 

 In the opening shots of Inflation, we find at play the most basic element of cinema: 

light. The movement of rhythmic and expanding light imprinted on the celluloid comes 

into focus, revealing itself to be the refractions of coins, their abundance spelling out the 

title of the film. The opening sequence is a literalization of its theoretical content in the 

sense that it is through the over-saturation of money in the image that inflation is itself 

expressed. The opening sequence uses the image of money to imitate the cinema; the 

coins seem to backlight the rapidly falling paper notes, like so many images passing over 

the light being projected on the screen. The bank notes fall in a manner that replicates the 

cinematic apparatus itself, as if they are each a single frame on a strip of film, 

individually worthless, but together producing an overwhelming visceral attraction by 

using the most powerful image in capitalist society: money. The ever-expanding amount 

of paper notes falling in front of the camera is super-imposed over many of the images in 

the film, producing a saturated and claustrophobic atmosphere. The sheer immeasurable 
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quantity of the money gives way to the quality of decline, as witnessed in one of last 

moments of the film, in which a once middle-class man is instantaneously transformed 

into a beggar through the use of stop-motion reminiscent of Méliès’s cinematic magic. He 

stands with his arm outstretched within a virtual sea of money, fully permeated by it, yet 

at the same time, impoverished.  

 

 
    Figure 53: Inflation 

 

          
Figure 54: Inflation                                            Figure 55: Inflation 

 

Inflation is organized around the rapidly shifting exchange rates of the German 

mark, its tempo speeding up incrementally as the German currency is devalued to the 

point of incomprehensibility. The tempo increases as the dissonance between the 

counterpoint of increasing zeros and a people in decline unfolds. The rapid succession of 
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images of money make the film’s tempo and the collapse of the mark coincidental, thus 

the concept of the film is enacted immanently within this organizing principle. The 

individual is fractured and propagated, giving way to the centerless image of human 

faces, multiplied and transformed into zeros, indicating the decline of the German people 

as a singular entity identified with a liberal notion of the state with the ceaseless 

promulgation of money. Eventually, the “$” symbol itself multiplies and is transformed 

into the image of a zero. 

      
Figure 56: Inflation                                        Figure 57: Inflation 
 

      
Figure 58: Inflation                                         Figure 59: Inflation 
 

The collapse of the largest economy in Europe during the 1920s was perhaps the 

most devastating event of the inter-war period, widely believed to be the key catalyst of 

the fall of the Weimar state and the rise of Nazism in Germany. Richter’s film is a formal 
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exploration of the measured evisceration of the German republic through the complete 

destruction of the middle class and, more important, the unbearable proliferation of 

devalued notes.  

This measured counterpoint of inflation and decline gives way to an attempt to 

show an immeasurable inflation of the image and, as the film progresses, it provides an 

exchange rate to which more and more zeros are progressively added ($1=100 DM, 

$1=1,000 DM, $1=1,000,000 DM, etc). In this sense, the film takes individual images 

and inflates them. It subjects each image, be it of money or of faces, to a dual process of 

multiplication and devaluation. Moreover, through producing a cinematic temporality 

that speeds up as the mark is devaluating, reaching its frenetic crescendo as the screen 

reads “$1 = 500,000,000 DM,” the tempo of the film is also inflated with the addition of 

each zero. The loss of money’s role as equivalent in Inflation gives way to an opening in 

the image through which money’s true form, “direct dissymmetry,” or an unquantifiable 

form of exploitation, is shown. The shot of the crumbling wall at the end of the film is the 

only one that is not superimposed with images of money, illustrating the razing of older 

forms of power by the new mechanisms of financial control. The film uses the zero as the 

structuring mode that simultaneously multiplies the image and negates the value of its 

content. Inflation demonstrates that it is through the unbounded promulgation of money 

that a form of life is reduced to zero. 

 

*** 
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 While 1968 witnessed a litany of radical essay film experiments, the essay film 

also showed itself to be a form that is, perhaps, what Paolo Virno might call ambivalent. 

Powers of Ten (1968), commissioned by the IBM Corporation, is “a film dealing with the 

relative size of things in the universe and the effect of adding another zero,” as the 

opening credits read. Commencing with a bourgeois couple picnicking in the suburbs of 

Chicago, the film then takes the picnic blanket as a frame that is exponentially enlarged 

and shrunken to engulf the entire universe on both a macro and micro level, from the 

greatest expanses of the cosmos to the deepest tissues of biological life. 

   
Figure 60: Powers of Ten                            Figure 61: Powers of Ten 
 

   
Figure 62: Powers of Ten                          Figure 63: Powers of Ten 
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Figure 64: Powers of Ten                              Figure 65: Powers of Ten 
 

If post-Fordism is capital’s response to 1968, then Powers of Ten is the figurative 

response to the 1968 essay film. Much like the essay films discussed in previous chapters, 

the film begins with an image from everyday life. However, it quickly reveals its fantasy 

of complete measure, a total framing of life in which the scope of the global, the 

universal, and the deepest potentials of DNA are engulfed in the exact same frame of 

information. In both of these films, it is “inflation that puts time into exchange.” The 

movement of Powers of Ten is measured, like Richter’s Inflation, by the addition of each 

zero, but with an even tempo and tonality. Each frame of reference, each power of ten, is 

introduced every ten seconds, until the frame reaches the point at which the narrator tells 

us we have arrived at the “limit of present knowledge” on the macro and micro level—

which incidentally in 1968 happened to be 1024 and 10-16. As the film suggests though, 

these limits are only temporary; the addition of a zero and the exponential multiplication 

could extend into infinity, rationally mapping the totality of existence into a frame that 

both exposes and swallows information. With monetary inflation, capital is able to 

maintain exploitative relations of measure while only changing the scale of measure. The 

same is true of the image in Powers of Ten, as it is able to move easily between scales 
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while maintaining a relationship of measured proportion through time. The “effect of 

adding another zero” is, in this sense, the same as the Multiplier effect.  

At the end of Cinema 2, shortly after introducing the concept of the brain as the 

screen, Deleuze writes: “the life or the afterlife of cinema depends on its internal struggle 

with informatics” (270). In the Powers of Ten, we see this internal struggle at work 

within the essay film itself. The fact that the film about “effect of adding another zero” 

was made for the IBM Corporation is not coincidental, it demonstrates the power of the 

zero to enter into the image and expose an inflationary form of vision that severs, 

completely, the camera from human vision. At the same time, Powers of Ten turns the 

image into a system of information that is measured, multiplied, and communicated 

through the zero—an uncanny premonition of the future of the image in the digital age. 

With the Powers of Ten, we see how the image as an affirmation of the creative potential 

of life in the collective cinema of insurgency of the 1960s is met with the power of 

increasing zeros and the fantasy of complete measure. 

 

*** 

 

In both of these films, the zero is a figure that simultaneously produces, 

multiplies, and expresses the inflationary image. The appearance of the zero in the 

inflation of the image is not merely coincidental. As I have attempted to describe in the 

films above, the zero is the structural mechanism through which this inflation is 

expressed. I would now like to briefly offer a theoretical context through which to 

understand the relevance of the zero to the discussion of inflation in both money and the 
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image. In Signifying Nothing: the Semiotics of the Zero, Brian Rotman illustrates how the 

introduction of the zero into Western culture in the thirteenth century transformed 

Western ontology. The zero, Rotman argues, produced the opening not only for the 

eventual dematerialization of money, but also for the transformation of the image into an 

ungodly form through the development of the concept of the vanishing point, a secular, 

humanist infinity within the image itself. The zero, as it has been well documented by 

Rothman and others, had been consistently excluded from Western mathematics precisely 

because it challenged the Aristotelian ontological foundations of Western thought. As 

Charles Seife notes in Zero: the Biography of a Dangerous Number, the Ancient Greek 

rejection of the zero was a rejection of both the infinite and the void, as well as the 

tenuous limit between the two. He writes of Aristotle’s rejection of Zeno’s paradox: 

Aristotle simply declared that mathematicians “do not need the infinite, or 

use it.” Though “potential” infinities could exist within the minds of 

mathematicians—like the concept of dividing into infinite pieces—nobody 

could actually do it, so the infinite doesn’t exist within reality. […] 

Aristotle simply wished away infinity by stating that it was a construct of 

the human mind. (46) 

Similarly, as discussed elsewhere, the Aristotelian philosophy of money did not allow for 

the secular infinity that money as a means, credit money, or M-M′, represented.27 As 

Rotman argues, it is only through the needs of calculation and bookkeeping in early 

                                                
27 Incidentally, in his essay, “Aristotle on Money,” Scott Meikle illustrates that it is 
Keynes’s understanding of money, rather than Marx’s, that was the ultimate affirmation 
and putting into practice of the form of limitless, infinite power of credit money that 
finally undermines the Aristilian bent in economic thinking (168-9). 
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mercantile capitalism that the zero, borrowed from Hindu numerals, was integrated into 

western life (5). In this sense, according to Rotman, the zero is the historical precursor to 

both monetary and aesthetic transformations under capitalism. As the root of capitalist 

measure, “the mask of an inhuman otherness worn by mercantilist capitalism,” the zero 

cleared the way for corresponding transformations in other sign systems, namely 

aesthetics and money (87). In Inflation and Powers of Ten, both produced at inflationary 

moments of crisis within monetary representation, we see image and money both express 

an inflationary tendency that intersects at a critical nodal point: the zero. However, in this 

inflationary image, the coming together of money and the image through the zero does 

not produce a singular vanishing point characteristic of humanism, but rather, the 

impossibility of a singular point. The zero in these images, instead, produces a 

proliferation of points, an infinite string of zeros that simultaneously multiply and negate.  

 While Rotman’s Signifying Nothing moves us closer to an understanding of the 

function of the zero within both the aesthetic and financial realms, it systematically lacks 

a materialist understanding of exploitation under the regime of capitalism. For Rotman, 

the zero is a “meta sign” that produces within the field of mathematics a “semiotic 

disruption,” which is then carried into both aesthetic and financial realms (1). He claims 

that with the end of the system of monetary representation that was linked to the gold 

standard, a new form of monetary representation directly linked to the zero emerges. 

Rothman calls this form xenomoney:  

The new global order of money signs represented by xenomoney is a 

contemporary economic construction, a current achievement in capitalist 

culture. Now since money is the dominating form of ‘value,’ the image of 
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images, the only absolute given signifying credence in this culture, the 

question arises whether there ought to be isomorphic patterns, changes 

parallel to that experienced by monetary signs, within other contemporary 

codes. (5-6) 

Rotman’s theory that money is nothing other than semiotic code is dissatisfying for the 

reason that his analysis systematically ignores any question of labor. The transition from 

industrial to financial capitalism that precipitated the unleashing of xenomoney was not 

merely a disruption of a semiotic code; it was the effect of global resistance against 

capitalism. In Signifying Nothing, the zero emerges as a kind of protagonist, and its path 

through the systematic destruction of western metaphysics culminates in the unbounded 

realization of financial liquidity and “achievement in capitalist culture.” But the zero is 

more than a meta-sign for capitalist code, it is rather a function of capital itself, an 

internal limit that both negates and multiplies at the deepest unconscious of the capitalist 

logic.28 The secular infinity that the zero produces, enacts, computes, and nullifies is the 

internal limit of capital, an operation that works on an inherent and precarious 

ambivalence. In the next section I would like to illustrate that the image in post-

modernity has been on a rapid inflationary cycle, not because it is a parallel signifying 

code to money, but because, within the New Left cinema, the image, life, and money 

become indiscernible forms. The power of the zero to both multiply and negate exposes 

an inherent ambivalence within post-Fordist capitalism.  

                                                
28 Though not directly related to my argument, one might also want to add that capital 
itself is driven to push the time of circulation to zero. The growth of xenomoney, in this 
sense, can be related to the advantage of credit money in its captacity to reduce the time 
of circulation by putting time itself into exchange. A similar point is addressed by Marx 
in the Grundrisse (545).  
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—Ambivalence and the 1970s 

As Fredric Jameson notes in his essay “Periodizing the ’60s,” the end of the 1960s 

signifies a shift from one “infrastructural or systemic stage of capitalism to another. The 

1960s were in that sense an immense inflationary issuing of superstructual credit; a 

universal abandonment of the referential gold standard; and extraordinary printing up of 

ever more devalued signifiers” (208). In periodizing the 1970s, we might say that this 

loose set of years, events, and geographic specificities, was a volatile moment that 

witnessed the ascendancy of a new form of capital caused by the tension between global 

political-economic rupture and the painful genesis of a new, counter-revolutionary form. 

The 1970s are the time of working out and setting into motion the new world order not 

only against the 1960s, but in Virno’s sense of counter-revolution mentioned earlier: “the 

impetuous innovation of modes of production, forms of life, that, however, consolidate 

and again set in motion capitalist command.”            

This loss of referential equivalence and the production of new forms of life, as I 

mentioned earlier, finds its aesthetic corollary in the description of the inflationary time-

image described by Deleuze, an unhinged image, the “overwhelming rise.” With the time 

image, the general equivalent of locomotion and the sensory-motor apparatus ceases to 

ground itself in the mathematical logic of the golden mean, as discussed in chapter one, 

and is replaced, rather, by the function of the zero, or rather, “the effect of adding another 

zero.” If we take Deleuze’s claim that money is the obverse of all cinematic images 

seriously, then the inflationary expansion of the 1970s manifested in the image through 

the Multiplier, a systematic proliferation and negation. In this section, I will discuss two 
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essay films whose formal structure acts as a meditation on the image of revolution, or 

perhaps one should say, the image as revolution within a moment of an inflationary 

counterrevolution. In Ici et ailleurs, the image of revolution is set into motion through the 

operation of the zero, but also the production of a new, inflationary form of life generated 

in the neutral and ambivalent form of the zero. Similarly, Chris Marker’s Le fond de l’air 

est rouge, exposes the contrapuntal development of the New Left and the New Right 

within the 1970s, and the collapse of the image of revolution into a crystallized defeat 

that we call the 1980s.  

These films read the relationship between the 1960s and 1970s. In a certain sense, 

we might say that the 1970s is the decade that followed a failed revolution. However, 

what might become possible if we read the 1970s as an era of counterrevolution, an 

inflated revolution? I do not yet have an adequate answer to this question. Nevertheless, 

the impulse behind my discussion of the following films is an exploration of how we 

might understand the relationship between the 1960s and the 1970s through the image. 

These films are exemplary of the relationship between these two decades; they address 

the image of revolution from the perspective of the counterrevolution of the 1970s. 

Ici et ailleurs begins with the image of a computer screen with the words “Mon, 

Ton, Son Image,” with word “image” blinking. Immediately foregrounding the computer 

screen, the film opens with tension discussed earlier by Deleuze quote regarding the 

cinema’s “internal struggle with informatics.” The voiceover begins with the enigmatic 

statement that both frames and sets the tone for the entire film: “In 1970 the film was 

called ‘Victory.’ In 1974, the film is called ‘Here and Elsewhere.’” This statement is then 

repeated over footage of PLO members holding a machine gun which cuts to a French 
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family gathered around a television set. That the title of the film changed in this short 

period suggests the transformation of the images contained within it; my, your, his/her 

image that composes the film had to be given a new name, and recomposed in a new 

form. Rather than calling the film simply “Defeat,” the title Here and Elsewhere 

insinuates that my, your, her image is encoded in an ambivalent form, that is it is both a 

reality and an impossibility on the blank computer screen that we confront as the film 

commences.  

The film of Jusqu’a la victoire is embedded within the film Ici et ailleurs as an 

implicit structuring principle, while, at the same time existing elsewhere as a film that 

could not be finished. The opening segment of the film consists of footage shot with the 

PLO for Jusqu'a la victoire with a voiceover describing how the film was to be 

structured. Over a computer screen with the words “en repensant à cela” (thinking back 

to this) voiceover states:  

It was in the middle or the beginning of 1970 that we go to the Middle 

East. Who is this “we”? In February there is I, there is you, there is she, 

there is he who go to the Middle East, amongst the Palestinians to make a 

film. And we shot things in this order and we organized it. She, you, he, I 

organized a film like that. 

And then over footage taken in for Jusqu’a la victoire, the voiceover states how the sum 

of images of the PLO would be organized: 

The people’s will plus armed struggle equals the people’s war plus the 

political work equals the people’s education, plus the people’s logic equals 

the people’s war extended, extended until [jusque] victory of the 
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Palestinian people—until victory. And this is what you, I, she, he had shot 

elsewhere. 

Soon after, over a screen which reads “Ici,” the voiceover states: 

And then we came back home, I came back, you came back. From that 

away and we haven’t recovered yet. She, you, he finally came back here, 

in France. It didn’t go well. It doesn’t go well anywhere. Nowhere does it 

go well.  

As the voiceover states “nowhere does it go well,” the screen with the words, “en 

repensent à cela” appears, and the letters from the word “cela,” “that,” begin to 

disappear.  

The film goes on to reveal its own impossibility after “Black September” in 

Jordan, a military clash that resulted in the death of thousands of Palestinians. The image 

of revolution towards victory becomes an image of death, and the film Towards Victory 

becomes Here and Elsewhere. Here and Elsewhere is born from Towards Victory, as the 

screen reads, “because all the actors are dead.” Inter-cut with footage shot for Jusque la 

Victoire and images of massacred Palestinians, the following text appears on the 

computer screen: “death is represented in this film by a flow of images, a flow of images 

and sounds that hides a silence, a silence that becomes deadly because it is prevented to 

come out alive.” Both the revolution and the counter-revolution are inscribed in the 

image, making it both elsewhere and here.  

 As Jusqu’a la victoire was to be a film composed by the sum of revolutionary 

images added in a sequence that tended towards an unquantifiable, revolutionary end. 

Here and Elsewhere seems to take on a similar task, to add up images of revolution, but 
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the sum of these images only comes out as zero. The footage of a hand and a calculator 

attempts to add up all revolutionary moments: 1789 + 1968 + 1917… etc.     

        
Figure 66: Ici et ailleurs                                   Figure 67: Ici et ailleurs 

 

 
                                     Figure 68: Ici et ailleurs 
 
The result always seems to come out as zero, and the voiceover states: “since we find 

ourselves near zero, we didn’t add, but subtract; or rather, it’s the negative that’s been 

added first.” And with the last statement, the hand interacting with the calculator clears 

the screen, an act that fills it with multiple figures, signifying at the same time the 

possibility of any number whatever and nothing. This impossible mathematics, adding up 

the unquantifiable towards infinity can only equal zero, a zero that is at the same time 

everything and nothing.   
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 The form of Here and Elsewhere exemplifies the counterrevolution of the 1970s 

and the “effect of adding another zero” in that it folds the image of revolution into a chain 

of zeros. In the segment with which I began the chapter, we see the multiplier effect of 

the zero. Within this pivotal moment within the film, a hand erases the words “vive la 

revolution,” and begins to write zeros. If Jusqu’a la victoire was to be composed with the 

addition of revolutionary elements, Here and Elsewhere is composed by the addition of 

the zero, the ambivalent and inverted form that is the image of revolution from the 

standpoint of capital inscribed over the erased image.  

        
Figure 69: Ici et ailleurs                                 Figure 70: Ici et ailleurs 
 

         
Figure 71: Ici et ailleurs                                  Figure 72: Ici et ailleurs 
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The effect of adding another zero produces the wealth into an infinity, but also, as in 

Richter’s Inflation, it multiplies the human image, which begins to resemble a zero, as the 

infinite sea of faces from quotidian life are juxtaposed with and begin to resemble the 

infinite proliferation of zeros—witnessing the banality of life in an inflated counter-

revolution. The voiceover follows: 

We must see, learn to see that when the time comes 
 to add up all the defeats and victories, very often we have been fucked and 
we’ve been fucked because we, I, didn’t want to see, you, she, he, nobody 
wanted to see that their dreams are represented… he didn’t want to see that  
all his dreams are represented at a given moment, and given and taken back, by zeros 
which multiply them. Yes, but as they’re zeros, they multiply and simultaneously 
cancel out; and we haven’t had the time to see that it’s at that moment, at 
that place, that our hopes have been reduced to zero (1). 

 
The inflationary Multiplier that is the zero manifests in the operation of the zero at that 

(cela) moment, that place where here and elsewhere part. It is the limit between them, the 

nodal point and boundary at which revolution becomes counterrevolution. This boundary 

is, consequently, much more than the geographical distance between France and Jordan. I 

take these dreams that are multiplied and canceled out to signify the unconscious and 

collective revolutionary impulse within the image. The operation of the zero within 

capitalism takes the form of an inflationary struggle within the image. As later in the 

film, over the image of the bourgeois family watching television, the voiceover states: “It 

has been said that the images of the sum will have nothing to do with the sum of the 

images.” The totality of zeros that are the image of capital can never equal the 

unquantifiable form of the image of/as/towards revolution; it can only attempt to nullify it 

through the operation of inflation.  

 The second half of the film explores this inflationary tension within the image 

through two formal techniques. It explores what happens to “mon, ton, son image” in an 
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inflationary moment through both the use of video manipulation and the employment of 

multiple screens. At this time, Godard began employing video in his films, a form 

through which he was able to explore a tension within the image in a way not available 

through the medium of film. In Ici et Ailleurs, the various video pastiches littered 

throughout the essay film show the movement between two images to be explored within 

the same frame of information, allowing an image to literally invade and cover another 

while not displacing it entirely. For example, an image of the Popular Front from 1936 is 

slowly covered over with an image of Hitler. Another example is an image that 

modulates between an image of Golda Meir, a Palestinian fighter, and an erotic pulp 

cartoon. 

     
Figure 73: Ici et ailleurs                                    Figure 74: Ici et ailleurs 

    
Figure 75: Ici et ailleurs                                  Figure 76: Ici et ailleurs 
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This technique is important not only in that it allows for a visual collage that literalizes 

the tension between revolution and counterrevolution within the image, but also allows 

for a moving limit between these elements. Godard’s use of video exploits the medium in 

such a way that utilizes it to express a tension within the image itself. Within this video 

collage, each image enters and leaves the frame of information through a constantly 

scrolling limit between one still image and another whose associations are constantly 

changing and variable. Over an image of Henry Kissinger, the voiceover states, “any 

image from daily life will be a part of a vague and complicated system, where the whole 

world enters and leaves at each moment. Any image. Any image. Quotidian. Quotidian. 

The Whole World. The Whole World.” Everyday life is part of this single constantly 

transforming image, which is ceaselessly transmuting into different forms, yet at the same 

time seems to encompass the totality of life.  

 The use of multiple screens that Godard introduces in the late 1960s is developed 

in Ici et ailleurs into a system of information that exposes the proliferation of the image 

of revolution within the singular transmuting image. Ici et ailleurs employs multiple 

screens within the frame to explore the ramifications of this inflated image which is both 

multiplied and shrunken. The use of multiple screens within the cinematic image is 

perhaps the most innovative aspect of Godard’s work during this period.  
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Figure 77: Ici et ailleurs                                   Figure 78: Ici et ailleurs 
 

 
                                   Figure 79: Ici et ailleurs 

 

 

Ici et ailleurs is a disturbing premonition of the era of Youtube and the I-phone, as by the 

end of the film the image has been truly inflated through the use of multiple screens and 

monitors within the frame. These multiple screens within the frame explore the 

ramifications of this inflated image that is both multiplied and shrunken, as the voiceover 

states:  

The whole world, that’s too much for one image, ‘not too much’ says 

international capitalism. We have become many in one and are replaced 

by an uninterrupted chain of images enslaving one another. Each image at 
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its place, each of us at our place, in the chain of events in which we have 

lost all power.  

The screen then cuts to a stark mise-en-scene with five figures sitting behind five 

televisions monitors all with the word “ici” on them, suggesting that the whole world is 

contained in one image—the fantasy of complete measure we saw in Powers of Ten—

that is manifested in the simultaneous proliferation and devaluation of the image to a 

measured infinity. Ici et ailleurs shows that the image here is the multiplication and 

cancellation of the image as/towards revolution that is not only elsewhere, but rather ici’s 

deepest internal limit. Just as the beggar in Richter’s Inflation is impoverished while 

surrounded by a sea of money, a voiceover in Ici et ailleurs later laments, “poor 

revolutionary fool, millionaire in revolutionary images.” Through this statement, Ici et 

ailleurs seems to suggest that subject within late capitalism loses its power not through 

the loss of the image of revolution, but rather through its inflation.  

 

*** 

 

Similarly, Chris Marker’s 1977 essay film A Grin Without a Cat is perhaps the 

most crystallized image of the struggles of the 1960s in light of the inflationary moment 

of the late 1970s. The three hour essay film is composed of filmed and found footage and 

is divided into two sections, “Fragile Hands” and “Severed Hands,” looking back on the 

emergence and the rupture of the New Left and the simultaneous and disturbing rise of 

the New Right. The very expansiveness of the film and its obsessive chronicle of the 

images of the 1960s itself becomes inflationary, as each successive image begins to 
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expose a form of counterrevolution with which the 1960s movements were eventually 

met. The titles of the two sections point to the volatility of the movements of the 1960s 

and 1970s, as well as their struggle against and ultimate detachment from the state, and 

particularly the Communist Party and the Soviet Union. By framing a film about the New 

Left through the figure of the hand, Marker implicitly expands a traditional conception of 

both work and struggle. The fragility of the hands in the first section points to the fact 

that those who were not traditionally tied to the labor movement, such as students, were 

at the center of the struggles of the 1960s, as Grin Without a Cat shows throughout. The 

opening of the section fragile hands shows a successive montage between Eisenstein’s 

Battleship Potemkin and images from the 1960s, matching like images of hands engaged 

in various activities with surprising visual accuracy.  

        
Figure 80: A Grin Without a Cat                     Figure 81: A Grin Without a Cat 

      
Figure 82: A Grin Without a Cat                    Figure 83: A Grin Without a Cat 
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This sequence is an intriguing and perhaps paradoxical way to start the film, as the 

remainder of the film is an attempt to theorize just how different the struggles of the 

1960s were from previous struggles against capital—not to mention the ways that 

Marker’s essayistic cinematic style is a departure, in many ways, from Eisenstein’s 

cinematic thought. Nevertheless, the opening sequence of Grin Without a Cat points to 

continuity within discontinuity, that is, it points to a crisis and transformation in capital 

caused by struggle, and references two moments of struggle that are bookends to the era 

of the Keynesian state. The hand, then, becomes not only an index of labor, but of 

struggle. Marker chronicles the transformation of struggle and the response of capital in 

creating a new form, the emergence of what he identifies as the New Right. As Marker’s 

film insinuates, it seems that what the 1960s opened again for Marxist struggle is the 

maxim used by the editors of the first issue of the 1975 journal Zerowork: “as for us, as 

for Marx long ago, the working class is defined by its struggle against capital and not by 

its productive function” (3). In this way, the fragile hands of the New Left are those 

hands that introduced a new form of struggle into capitalist life, the severed hand, which 

is, at its core, an ambivalent figure.   

The figure of these “severed hands” is exemplified by a montage of images that 

comes at the end of the first section. This sequence consists of hands performing various 

tasks including loading a gun, carrying protest signs, putting up posters and making rice. 

These hands are meant to reference the many labors of the New Left, the multiple 

activities—each indicative of struggle—that are not reducible to any singular identity or 

aim. Following this sequence is a shot of blurred and jittery images of a street protest, 

intercut with text that asks the question: “Why do the images sometimes tremble?.” 
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Following is a sequence of shots, all of which are “trembling,” of Russian tanks entering 

Prague in 1968, with a voiceover which states that the cameraman swore that he was 

holding the camera perfectly still, but something betrayed him. The sequence that follows 

the montage of hands draws a direct parallel between the fragile hands, the site of the 

many labors of revolution, and the hand that holds the camera. The severed hands, for 

Marker, are the labors of the New Left, detached from a central body, the state. The 

trembling of the image is the imprint of the power of these severed hands to inscribe 

themselves on the image without the consent or mediation of a centralized body—as the 

image itself begins to inflate. The cameraman swore he was holding the camera perfectly 

still, but something of the unconscious that is history, viscerally registered, made its way 

into the image. The fragile hand of the cameraman conveys the unmediated unconscious 

of history that is registered within the image and remains there, even after this historical 

moment is gone. The significance of the trembling image is not given by a mediating 

whole.  

Marker’s Grin Without a Cat takes the essay form and inflates it even further into 

a three hour excursus that shows the manner in which the struggles of the New Left, the 

severed hands, finally met their demise in the counterrevolutionary formations of the 

New Right. As the voice-over states towards the end of the film: “the communist dream 

is over. Capitalism won the battle if not the war.” The power of a new form of 

revolutionary struggle imprinted on the image is the obverse of monetary collapse that it 

brought about evident from the vantage of 1977. The severed hands of the new left are 

the formal precursor of the banknotes severed from the sovereign referent issued to 

control the upsurge of power.  
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 But what was it, structurally, that links these severed hands of the New Left in a 

recognizable form of struggle against capital and its aftermath already evident in the mid-

1970s? The first issue of the journal Zerowork, published in 1975, offers both a precise 

and concise response to this question: “The working class strategy for full employment 

that had provoked the Keynesian solution of the Thirties became in the last cycle of 

struggle a general strategy of the refusal of work” (2). Though this observation now 

serves as a dictum for certain threads of contemporary Marxist thought, it also offers a 

point to from which to theorize further the entrance of the zero into late capitalism, not 

only as the inflationary mechanism discussed earlier, but through its inverse, the struggle 

manifested in the refusal of work. This new form of struggle that ends the solution of the 

Keynesian state also gives birth to rampant and explosive inflation. The legacy of these 

struggles with capitalism after the gold standard has proved to be ambivalent. In 

contextualizing such a liminal space in terms of real subsumption, I again turn to Paolo 

Virno who, in his essay “The Ambivalence of Disenchantment,” situates non-work as, “a 

strip of coastline revealed in its variety and richness by the retreat of the sea. It is 

fullness, a convexity. It is, above all, a place in which an activity that elides and supplants 

wage labor can be situated”(27). The refusal of work, zerowork, is the opening of the 

immeasurable, irrational infinity, but also its counter, the operation of inflation, that both 

multiplies and negates these possibilities.  

Through the very ambivalence of this figure, which I have identified in this 

discussion as the zero, Marker illustrates the development of the counterrevolution of the 

1960s: within each image of struggle, there also lies an ambivalence, and like Ici et 

ailleurs, this ambivalence comes to dominate and inflate the image. One of the first 
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images of direct counterrevolution that appears in Grin Without a Cat is an extended shot 

of a group of traders on Wall Street, we assume from the late 1960s, chanting “bomb 

Hanoi!” and reminding us that the emergence of the counter-image of the 1960s is 

situated here, where finance and violence intersect.  

 One of the most chilling examples of the image of counterrevolution embedded in 

an image of victory occurs at the towards the end of the film in which Marker looks back 

and comments on a sequences of images from the march on the Pentagon in 1967. He 

finds that within the image he had originally held up as a victory, there was also inscribed 

an aura of defeat. The voiceover states: 

Pentagon, 1967: “Looking at these images in retrospect, you can identify 

the tricks the authorities played on us. In practice, no unarmed 

demonstrators could pass through the lines of soldiers. In front of us were 

the buildings of the Pentagon, objectives of the direct action to which the 

organizers had called. Then when it was about to start, surprise, surprise, 

no soldiers, no bayonets. No steely looks, just a few policemen that are 

just pushed aside by some demonstrators who shout joyfully when they 

trespass a frontier no one seemed willing to defend. And everyone stops 

here at the stairs, after a symbolic attempt at getting inside. The police 

were clearly scared. I filmed it, and I showed it as a victory for the 

movement. But when I look back at these scenes again, and I unite with 

them the stories the police told us, about how it was they who lived the 

fire of the police stations in their 1968, I ask myself, weren’t some of our 

victories in of the sixties made out of the same stuff? 
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What Marker implies here is that the image of the 1960s holds the kernel of the 

counterrevolution of the 1970s, almost a farce in which the imaginary boundary between 

capital and resistance is removed. The protest is allowed to move forward across an 

imaginary threshold into an open and ambivalent space. 
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